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Introduction 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Evolutionary theory inspired the development of methods for combinatorial optimiza-
tion, such as genetic algorithms and simulated annealing. Using such techniques, an 
engineer can find optimal solutions in an efficient manner thereby bypassing an other-
wise unfeasible exhaustive search. Natural selection is indisputably an optimization 
process. As an evolutionary biologist, however, I ask whether I do a good job by re-
stricting my view on evolution as an optimization process and, thus, by spotting opti-
mal solutions only. Surpassing a valley to switch from one optimum to a higher one in 
an adaptive landscape (cf. Wright 1932) is a well-known allegory that is at the heart of 
combinatorial optimization. I wrote this Thesis as an invitation for a stroll in the (adap-
tive) regions around optima instead of heading right away for the top. This Thesis is 
therefore no attempt to rewrite the well-known catchphrase of evolutionary theory: 
‘survival of the fittest’, but an attempt to display the possible insights that can be de-
rived from evolutionary dynamics on the adaptive landscape. 

‘Because it’s there!’ is the catchphrase of alpinism1, but any alpinist knows the 
challenge is to get there by climbing. That the focus is on the path to peaks rather than 
the peaks in adaptive landscapes themselves, can be illustrated by bacterial strains with 
augmented mutation rates (Giraud et al. 2001; Pal et al. 2007): In constant fitness envi-
ronments, such mutator strains are usually not beneficial because mutations on average 
tend to be detrimental. The mean fitness of mutator descendants is thus lower because 
of the higher incidence of mutations among them: their mutational load is higher. 
However, the likelihood of a beneficial mutation is also higher and this may make 
mutator strains perform better in variable environments (Giraud et al. 2001; Pal et al. 
2007). The closer the population is to the top of the current fitness landscape, the high-
er is the fraction of detrimental mutations. Bacteria that mutate (back) to lower muta-
tion rates can thus often outperform their mutator siblings with the result that mutator 
strains therefore tend to cycle in frequency (Giraud et al. 2001; Pal et al. 2007). 
Mutator strains paradigmatically show that costs are associated with adaptability and 
that adaptability constitutes an evolvable trait by itself (Giraud et al. 2001; Pal et al. 
2007). Furthermore, they show that the path to peaks or rather, the pace on this path 
(mutators adapt faster) can be a competitive element in the evolutionary dynamics. 
After all, the term evolution stems from the Latin word ‘evolvere’ and not from ‘stare’. 

Evolution is the outcome of selection acting on heritable variation. As is usually 
done in introductory text books on evolutionary biology, the essence of this definition 
can be captured by Fisher’s fundamental theorem of natural selection (Fisher 1930), 
the breeder’s equation (the response to selection R = h2 S), and by the Price equation 
(Price 1970). These approaches share the characteristic that heritable variation and its 
effect on evolutionary change are represented by a scalar, i.e., the (heritable) variance 

                                                     
1 Allegedly, George Mallory’s retort to the question ‘Why do you want to climb Mount Everest?’. 
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in Fisher’s theorem and a function of the variance in the latter two frameworks. Here, 
heritable variation is handled as a quantity, e.g., mutational load of mutator strains. An 
adaptation process, however, is determined by beneficial mutations. Existence of such 
mutations, or not, is thus a decisive quality of heritable variation: In a competition be-
tween two bacteria differing only in the mutation rate, it can be decisive which bacte-
rium first generates a beneficial mutant (i.e., a quality). The chance (i.e., a quantity) of 
generating this mutant is higher for the bacterium with the higher mutation rate. How-
ever, if the other bacterium first generates it then the fraction (i.e., a quantity) of off-
spring faithfully inheriting the beneficial mutation should also be higher (because of 
the lower mutation rate). In my opinion, whether one views heritable variation as a 
quality or rather as a quantity is at the heart of controversial discussions on Fisher’s 
theorem (reviewed by Edwards 1994; Frank 1997, 1998; Grafen 2003) and on the 
Price equation (van Veelen 2005, 2009, 2011; Marshall 2011; Gardner et al. 2011). 
This introduction to my Thesis is not an attempt to start these discussions again, but 
serves rather as a guideline to develop questions underlying the chapters of this Thesis. 

In this Thesis I focus on the question how heritable variation affects the evolution 
of altruism. Here, the key problem can be phrased as follows (for elaborate reviews see 
Henrich 2004; Lehmann and Keller 2006; Nowak 2006; West et al. 2007a,b): By act-
ing altruistically, an individual reduces its own fitness (the cost of altruism) but en-
hances the fitness of other individuals. Evolution of altruism thus constitutes the co-
nundrum of how (beneficial) altruistic behavior compensates for these fitness losses. 
Solutions to this problem come from theory based on green beard (or tag-based) pro-
cesses, kin selection, group selection, (direct or indirect) reciprocity, and punishment 
(e.g., Henrich 2004). A further sub-categorization of these solutions could be obtained 
based on whether and to what extent the functioning of the solution is determined by 
environmental causes for variation or by heritable variation. For example in the case of 
group selection, a group could constitute of individuals on an island and competition 
between groups could be determined by the geography of the archipelago, i.e., by an 
environmental factor for variation between groups. In this Thesis I propose solutions 
that do not easily fall into the categories of Henrich (2004), as it was my aim to find 
new solutions beyond these categories. It is up to the reader to decide if I succeeded! 

In the three sections below I describe the problems analyzed in the chapters of this 
Thesis. The first section corresponds to Chapter 1 and the third section to Chapter 4, 
whereas section 2 combines Chapters 2 and 3, being interrelated in that problems en-
countered in Chapter 2 inspired the analysis in Chapter 3. 

 

1 Giving is sexy if you are good enough to give! 
 
Costly status symbols are the handicap traits in human societies. For example, public 
fund raising for welfare organizations may serve as a status symbol for altruism and 
men possessing sports cars like a Ferrari may thereby become attractive partners for 
women (Sundie et al. 2011). It has been proposed that altruistic behaviors could have 
evolved as sexually selected handicaps (Zahavi 1977, 1995; Tessman 1995; Zahavi 
and Zahavi 1997; Miller 2000, 2007; Walker 2008; for a critical view see Driscoll 
2006). Such altruistic behavior may serve to signal the individual’s own superiority 
and the superiority of associated genes. 
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Altruism can benefit competitors, as is illustrated by the following example: if a 
guest pays rounds in a bar, then another guest could enjoy the double luck of having 
free drinks and going home with the lady of (the former guest’s) dreams (possibly 
thanks to the free drinks). A non-altruistic handicap or status symbol would exclude 
benefiting competitor males. Instead, a Ferrari can be fun to ride, thereby benefiting 
the owner irrespective of its function as a ‘status symbol’. Competitors need not be 
beneficiaries of altruism as is usually the case when spending money on welfare organ-
izations. In my view, such benefiting is a characteristic unique to altruistic handicaps. 
The question is then if and how benefiting competitors affects evolution of altruistic 
handicaps relative to non-altruistic handicaps. In other words, big spenders should ask: 
is attractiveness acquired better by a Ferrari than by public altruism? 

Altruism as a handicap is subject to the following scenario: Variation in fitness is 
signaled in that individuals with superior fitness act altruistically, individuals with in-
ferior fitness do not, and altruists are preferred mating partners. In this scenario, supe-
rior individuals decrease their fitness by the cost of altruism while inferiors might in-
crease their fitness by benefitting from the altruism of others. As a consequence, fit-
ness differences between superior and inferior individuals decrease resulting in a de-
crease of the fitness variation to be signaled. Whereas a decrease in the fitness differ-
ence between superiors and inferiors is a qualitative effect, there is also a quantitative 
consequence thereof through changes in the frequencies of superior and inferior indi-
viduals. The qualitative effect influences the advantage of acquiring a superior mating 
partner. The quantitative effect modifies the success of competing mating preferences 
(e.g., the extent to which a preference for altruists could compete with being indiffer-
ent) in acquiring superior partners. Effects of the altruists on the variation in fitness 
can thus influence sexual selection on altruism. 

Evolution of altruism as a sexually selectable handicap is modeled in Chapter 1. 
The idea of a handicap is to signal fitness superiority. Sufficient variability in fitness is 
required for the evolution of sexual selection on a handicap (see the discussion on the 
paradox of the lek: Kirkpatrick and Ryan 1991). Altruists change their own fitness 
because altruism entails a direct cost, but they also change the fitness of others because 
they receive the benefits of altruism. Thus, at the population level this means that altru-
ists alter (e.g., as in the example above, reduce) variation in (relative) fitness. To study 
how this effect of altruism influences its evolution as a sexually-selected handicap, I 
have analyzed model versions that differ in the way of how fit and unfit recipients 
benefit from altruism. 

 

2 Are evolutionary models constrained by the modeler’s choice of heritable     
variation? 
 
Some adaptation processes may not occur because the appropriate genotypes for phe-
notypes with high fitness are absent and will not emerge (i.e., a type of evolutionary 
constraint). Although constraints on variation may be a natural phenomenon, they may 
also be introduced in models for good or bad reasons. As a theoretician, I want to em-
phasize the role of such constraints in models of evolutionary theory. The modeler 
defines and thereby controls the genome. Of course, simplifying problems is a task 
faced by any scientist and keeping modeled genomes as simple as possible can be a 
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virtue. However, one should realize that this inevitably constrains the course of evolu-
tion. 

Examples of constraints in models are parameters that could alternatively be mod-
eled as evolvable variables. A realistic example could be the propensity to make an 
error in an evolutionary game by mistakenly playing an action that differs from the 
intended action. If this propensity is genetically determined and the propensity varies 
between individuals, then it can be subject to selection. Strong negative selection is 
plausible for erroneous behavior given that the consequences of making errors are of-
ten negative. If error-free behavior is, e.g., neurologically too costly, then the propensi-
ty should evolve under strong negative selection to an intermediate mean value with at 
least some variation. Treating the propensity as a fixed parameter value rather than as 
an evolvable trait would then be warranted if the mean propensity evolves to this value 
and its variation is sufficiently low. Indeed, several studies (Molander 1985; Sudgen 
1986; Boerlijst et al. 1997; Rand et al. 2009) model the propensity to make errors in 
(evolutionary) repeated games as a parameter (errors are then behavioral variation 
caused by the environment). 

As outlined, constraints in models need not significantly affect the course of evolu-
tion. Constraints which do not fall into this category, however, constitute drawbacks 
for the interpretation of results. For example, the green beard solution for the evolution 
of altruism hinges on the constraint that all green beard carriers cooperate only with 
other green beard carriers (Dawkins 1976; i.e., altruism breaks down if green beard 
carriers who do not cooperate or who cooperate with non-green beard carriers occur). 
Henrich (2004) provides an overview of the constraints underlying the solutions to the 
evolution of altruism. My interest is to answer the question if constraints significantly 
alter the evolution of conditional behavior and in particular, conditional altruism in 
repeated games. Repeated games are the paradigmatic model framework for the study 
of such conditional behavior by the direct reciprocity solution (Trivers 1971) to the 
evolution of altruism. 

In repeated games, the number of deterministic strategies is given by an exponen-
tial function of the number of repetitions (e.g., Cressman 1996). As was clear early on, 
investigating the strategy spaces thus readily constitutes an exhaustive search: Genetic 
algorithms were used as a method in the book by Axelrod (1984) on evolutionary re-
peated games. These algorithms do not define all strategies adjusted to the studied 
games and, hence, evolution is constrained if important strategies are left undefined. In 
the studies that followed, different scenarios for how to confront the exhaustive search 
were established. Famous is the example of Axelrod and Hamilton (1981) who asked 
peers to propose strategies. Evolution is constrained if important strategies were not 
proposed by these peers. An alternative approach is to restrict the strategy sets by con-
fining memory (i.e., the number of previous repetitions on which game behavior can 
be conditioned) to the last few repetitions (Hauert and Schuster 1997). Evolution is 
constrained if strategies with higher memory are important (note that Hauert and 
Schuster conclude that they are likely not; see also Press and Dyson 2012). Further-
more, game theory provides comprehensive statements on the strategy space of repeat-
ed games like the backward induction argument and the Folk theorem. Similarly, sev-
eral studies include comprehensive strategy spaces when arguing about evolutionary 
stability (Maynard Smith 1982) of strategies (e.g., Molander 1985; Boyd and 
Lorberbaum 1987) or alternative stability concepts (van Veelen and Garcia 2012; van 
Veelen et al. 2012). Confined within the strategy space of finite state automata, van 
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Veelen and Garcia (2010), Lindgren (1992) and van Veelen et al. (2012) performed 
numerical simulations with open-ended strategy evolution in the infinite space of re-
peated games with discounting (i.e., the length of the game is stochastically deter-
mined in that after a repetition is played, the game is continued for at least another rep-
etition with a fixed probability or ended, otherwise). 

Conditional behavior shares characteristics with reaction norms (i.e., a form of 
phenotypic plasticity): Innate conditional behavior is a reaction norm to the behaviors 
of opponents. The following approach to model reaction norms provides a good illus-
tration of constrained evolution. Dieckmann et al. (2006) introduce the adaptive dy-
namics of function-valued traits. A reaction norm is a trait that functionally responds to 
an environmental factor and the method of Dieckmann et al. (2006) allows studying 
evolution of such function-valued traits. They describe differences in outcome between 
their approach and an approach where a predefined function (e.g., the exponential 
function or sine functions) evolves (fig. 1 of Dieckmann et al. 2006). A predefined 
function limits the range of function-shapes. Evolution is constrained if selection 
would otherwise favor shapes outside this range. 

A conditional strategy in a repeated game can be understood as a function-type re-
sponse to the behaviors of opponents (i.e., functions playing against each other). By 
excluding strategies, evolution can be constrained similar to the examples in fig. 1 in 
Dieckmann et al. (2006) because the corresponding function-type response is exclud-
ed. The approach of Dieckmann et al. (2006) extends the framework of adaptive dy-
namics (Metz et al. 1996; Geritz et al. 1998), which is a form of invasion analysis. 
When studying repeated games, demonstrating evolutionarily stable strategies (ESS; 
Maynard Smith 1982) follows from invasion analysis. Coarsely defined, an ESS is a 
function-type response that, after reaching fixation, can withstand invasions from any 
other function-type response (entering the population by mutation). An ESS thus con-
stitutes of a best withstander of any alternative strategy. Although less used in the 
study of repeated games, I wish to point out another invasion analysis by Eshel (1983), 
which involves demonstrating continuously stable strategies (CSS) and includes opti-
ma as invaders. 

ESS and CSS are comprehensive statements with regard to the strategy space in the 
sense that withstanding invasions concerns any strategy from this space. For example, 
Molander (1985) and Boyd and Lorberbaum (1987) are examples of ESS analyses for 
exhaustive strategy spaces. However, the optima are guaranteed only under restrictive 
assumptions (Maynard Smith 1982; Eshel 1983) on the heritable variation as quality – 
only a single strategy attempts to invade – and as quantity – the invader is sufficiently 
rare such that second order effects from its frequency can be ignored. Populations are 
assumed to be largely composed of one genotype and, only rarely, this homogeneity is 
interrupted by a mutation. Mutation is so rare that the destiny of a mutant – i.e., either 
vanishing or reaching fixation (or as discussed later, the third destiny that resident and 
mutant form a protected polymorphism) – should be determined before the subsequent 
mutation event. Biometry is too commonly used in behavioral ecology to justify ex-
cluding populations with more strategies than resident and invader, and populations 
with invader frequencies that are not rare. My impression is that empirical behavioral 
ecologists regularly face populations with a genotype frequency distribution that is 
noisy because all kinds of invader genotypes are found. I refer to variation in such 
populations as non-ESS variation. Non-ESS variation, for example, emerges in a suffi-
ciently large population with finite mutation and if mutation can transform any geno-
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type into any other genotype. The exclusion of strategies as a cause for constrained 
evolution constitutes a qualitative effect of heritable variation. This is not the case in 
ESS analyses as any strategy is considered as a potential invader (i.e., no exclusion). 
However, with non-ESS variation, two or more strategies might be able to co-invade 
an evolutionary stable state (i.e., a population otherwise homogeneously composed by 
an ESS). The stability of such a state then depends on the constraint that non-ESS vari-
ation is excluded. I propose the interpretation that such constrained evolution is a 
quantitative effect of heritable variation. Traditionally, biology is categorized within 
the inexact sciences because life is so noisy and fuzzy. Many methods of mathematical 
biology, however, reduce this noise to its minimum to increase tractability of analysis. 
Despite the elegance of tractability, I think the variation inherent to biological process-
es should not be disregarded as simple noise. At the very least, this assumption should 
be questioned now and then. 

I have no doubt that invasion analyses constitute useful approaches in evolutionary 
theory. They allow keeping fairly complex evolutionary systems within tractable 
frameworks. Still, I think it is time to (additionally) venture outside these frameworks 
(for examples see Lindgren 1992; McNamara et al. 2004; Traulsen et al. 2009). What I 
have in mind is that we study how systems evolve without constraints in heritable vari-
ation, both as a quality and a quantity. I think attempting this is idealistic for two rea-
sons: (1) systems are often intractable due to the sheer size of the strategy set, particu-
larly in evolutionary versions of repeated games, and (2) leaving the framework of 
invasion analyses usually implies assumptions on the mutation regime, whereas the 
nature of such regimes is usually unknown. As a consequence, one would have to deal 
with a regime space that can be expected to exceed the strategy space in size. Despite 
the idealistic nature of the framework I propose, Chapters 2 and 3 are written in the 
spirit of attempting to study unconstrained evolution. 

An analysis in evolutionary theory typically constitutes of analyzing potentials of a 
strategy phenotype as an invader (the continuously stable strategy of Eshel 1983) and 
as a withstander of invasions by other strategies after having attained population domi-
nance (the evolutionary stable strategy of Maynard Smith 1982). In the literature one 
finds arguments that rely on either of the two potentials. For example, Batali and 
Kitcher (1995) argue that opting out in evolutionary repeated Prisoner’s dilemma 
games (i.e., suspending a repetition) promotes the evolution of cooperation. The argu-
ment is based on the realization that – relative to classical conditional cooperators – 
Out for Tat strategies (i.e., conditional cooperators using this option) can be enhanced 
by invasion of unconditional defectors. Furthermore, populations dominated by un-
conditional defectors can also be invaded by strategies that persist in opting out (lon-
ers; Batali and Kitcher 1995; Hauert et al. 2002). Cooperators can then invade loner-
dominated populations, thereby opening up a further route for the evolution of cooper-
ation. But if loners readily invade unconditional defector-dominated populations then 
Out for Tat strategies are hardly ever in the position to invade such populations. The 
two routes for the evolution of cooperation thus undermine each other. Opting out ad-
ditionally can constitute a cheap way to signal remorse by cooperating in repetitions 
where the opponent opted out. This characteristic casts doubt on the potential of Out 
for Tat strategies to withstand invasions from strategies that (falsely) signal remorse in 
this way. In Chapter 2, I reevaluate the enhancing effect of opting out on the evolution 
of cooperation. 
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I consider Chapter 3 to be at the heart of what is expressed in the title of this The-
sis. In this chapter, a method is proposed for how to study effects of mutation on fre-
quency-dependent selection in asexual populations under recurrent mutation. We 
thereby take advantage of simplified cladistics where each individual with a genotype 
distinct from the parental genotype due to mutation founds a new clade. This provides 
a perspective on the effect of founders (mutants) on frequency-dependent fitness. For 
many mutation regimes, this allows to trace which phenotypes benefit from interacting 
with mutants. Effects of mutation are more lasting whenever mutants faithfully repro-
duce. The approach taken also provides another perspective on the effect of non-
founders on frequency-dependent fitness. Using these two perspectives, it is tested 
how general earlier propositions (McNamara et al. 2004 and 2008; Eriksson and Lind-
gren 2005; Traulsen et al. 2009) are concerning the enhancing effect of mutation on 
the evolution of cooperation. Using the evolutionary game of the finitely repeated 
Prisoner’s Dilemma, Chapter 3 shows how cooperation evolves via interactions with 
founders and via interactions with descendants of founders. 

 

3 Variable social norm behavior as cause or consequence of heterogeneity in a 
social norm 
 
Chapter 4 is published in an economics journal. A key contribution to this work I did 
together with Christian Traxler was my expertise on adaptation processes in heteroge-
neous environments (Spichtig and Kawecki 2004). The topic of Chapter 4 concerns the 
question how a social norm that is established in some but not in all generations, 
adapts to temporal heterogeneity. A social norm is a rule of conduct, which is enforced 
by internal or external sanctions (Coleman 1990). Norms can differ between societies 
or change within societies over time. An individual – commuting between societies or 
not – is thus confronted with the choice of adopting local or current norms potentially 
against his or her customs. Variation is thus between societies or within a society over 
time and social norm behavior can vary over a life time. If not all individuals comply 
with the norm, then such behavior deviating from the norm constitutes a source of var-
iation within society. Whether, where, and when such variable behavior evolves in the 
context of social norms is studied in Chapter 4. Here, the evolvable trait is a preference 
that can be understood as an aversion towards sanctions associated with deviating from 
the norm. The individual uses this preference to weigh the sanctions relative to the cost 
of complying with the norm. Such weighing determines if avoiding sanctions is worth 
the cost of complying. In this decision process the individual has to take into account 
that the sanctions tend to increase in strength, the higher the compliance. Because of 
this association between compliance and strength of sanctioning, a form of divergent 
selection can emerge: Either preferences are beneficial that weigh avoiding sanctions 
as worth the compliance costs and the population evolves towards full compliance as a 
consequence, or vice versa and the social norm erodes. The study in Chapter 4 focuses 
on conditions where for a given genetic composition of the preference trait, the popula-
tion can assume states with low or high compliance. This allows a scenario where over 
generations the population fluctuates between such states. The question is then if norm 
compliance can evolve as a conditional behavior. 
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4 Summarizing the goals of my excursions 
 
I started the introduction by proposing a critical view on evolution as an optimization 
process and by emphasizing how this process is influenced by the presence (mainte-
nance) of heritable variation. 

The first section concerns the evolution of altruism as a sexually attractive handi-
cap. A handicap is aimed to signal superiority (in fitness). As a handicap entails a cost, 
superiority should be distinguished enough to render signaling worth the handicap. Put 
differently, a sufficient fraction of the population being suboptimal is required for 
handicap signaling to evolve (the paradox of the lek): Evolution is quasi needed not to 
be too effective as an optimization process. Altruism, however, can alter the difference 
in fitness between superiors and inferiors (e.g., if inferiors increase their fitness due to 
altruistic benefits). How such changing fitness differences feed back on the evolution 
of altruistic handicaps is investigated in Chapter 1. 

Limiting heritable variation in number and frequency is common in models of evo-
lutionary theory as it improves tractability of the analysis. However, biometry would 
be obsolete if heritable variation was so exceptional in nature. Furthermore, limiting 
heritable variation can bias results if a course of evolution is not pursued because plau-
sible genotypes are discarded by the modeler. In Chapters 2 and 3, examples are given 
of argumentations in evolutionary theory – with a focus on optimization – that turned 
out to be invalid after limits on heritable variation are relaxed. I view Chapter 3 as a 
particularly good example of how to deal with unrestricted heritable variation. 

How heritable variation is protected by environmental heterogeneity is a discussion 
in biology spanning decades. In Chapter 4, I project this discussion on economics. 
Here, I analyze how compliance to a social norm evolves when overall compliance to 
the norm varies over time. 

A discussion on the overarching theme ‘optimization process’ is based on the re-
sults presented in the four intermediate chapters and concludes the Thesis. 
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The evolution of altruism as a sexually selected handicap 
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Abstract   It is claimed that sexual selection may favor altruism as a handicap. Here, 
we challenge these claims by developing a model for sexual selection acting on an 
altruistic handicap trait. By means of simulations we investigate if altruism can evolve 
as a sexually selected handicap trait despite the fact that competition for mating oppor-
tunities may cause altruists to benefit their competitors. We study two scenarios in 
which individuals with different fitness benefit from altruistic acts. In the first scenar-
io, the benefits from altruism accrue to individuals with high fitness, whereas in the 
second they are the same for all individuals independent of their fitness. Simulations 
show that the evolution of altruism is hampered when all recipients benefit equally, but 
promoted when fitter recipients benefit more. Thus, dependent on how altruism bene-
fits recipients with different fitness, sexual selection can promote altruism as a handi-
cap. 
 
 
 
 
 

1 Introduction 
 
Altruists incur a fitness cost to benefit others, leading to a conundrum for the evolution 
of altruism: how can altruistic traits evolve when they reduce the fitness of altruists? 
Current theories focus on mechanisms involving kin selection, group selection and 
reciprocity (Lehmann and Keller 2006; Nowak 2006; West et al. 2007a,b). Considered 
from the perspective of sexual selection, however, a different mechanism emerges. 
Altruists may gain mating chances when the fitness costs they incur represent a handi-
cap that is serious enough to be an honest signal of high fitness. This has led several 
authors to propose that altruism as a handicap could be favored by sexual selection 
(Zahavi 1977, 1995; Tessman 1995; Zahavi and Zahavi 1997; Miller 2000, 2007; 
Walker 2008; for a critical view see Driscoll 2006). 

Various lines of empirical evidence support a role for sexual selection in the evolu-
tion of altruism. In birds, for instance, altruism may be expressed in the form of risky 
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alarm calls or food sharing and the evidence for interpreting this as a handicap is dis-
cussed by several authors (Zahavi and Zahavi 1997; Wright et al. 2001; Doutrelant and 
Covas 2007; Scheid et al. 2008). With respect to humans, Gurven (2003) proposed that 
altruism can be a costly signal and thus a handicap. Recently, Griskevicius et al. 
(2007), Philips et al. (2008), and Barclay (2010) report evidence that humans consider 
altruistic behavior to be an attractive trait of mating partners. They also interpret altru-
istic behaviors in humans as handicap traits subject to sexual selection. 

Despite this empirical evidence and repeated verbal claims for altruism as a handi-
cap under sexual selection, there is still no theoretical work to substantiate this claim. 
On the one hand there are models of sexual selection on handicap traits (Grafen 
1990a,b; Houle and Kondrashov 2001; for a review see Kokko et al. 2006). On the 
other hand there are models of the evolution of altruism that do not consider sexual 
selection (e.g., Lehmann and Keller 2006; Nowak 2006; West et al. 2007a,b), perhaps 
because the existing empirical evidence for altruism as a sexually selected handicap 
was perceived as meager (see Clutton-Brock 2009). Gintis et al. (2001) and Lotem et 
al. (2003) provide theory on the evolution of altruism as a costly signal, but they only 
consider individual selection, not sexual selection. 

Here, we challenge the verbal claims for altruism as a sexually selected handicap. 
To do so, we extend the model of Gintis et al. (2001) by including sexual selection 
acting on the handicap trait. The aim of our study is to investigate if altruism can 
evolve as a sexually selected handicap trait despite the fact that competition for mating 
opportunities may cause altruists to benefit their competitors. We study two scenarios 
in which individuals with different fitness benefit from altruistic acts. In the first sce-
nario, the benefits from altruism accrue to individuals with high fitness. In the second 
scenario, equivalent to that assumed by Gintis et al. (2001), the benefits from altruism 
are the same for all individuals independent of their fitness. By the aid of numerical 
simulations, we explore how the social impact of altruism affects its evolution and 
whether a preference for altruists implies a preference for high fitness individuals. 
 

2 Theoretical setting 
 
Following Gintis et al. (2001), we consider two dimorphic traits – the quality trait indi-
cating either ‘high fitness’ or ‘low fitness’ and the sender trait indicating either ‘send-
er’ or ‘non-sender’. Only the sender trait can be perceived by others. In the model of 
Gintis et al. (2001), the population may evolve to a state where high fitness individuals 
are senders and low fitness individuals are non-senders. This population state of ‘hon-
est signaling’ can be achieved when sending a signal comes at a cost and this cost is 
too large for low fitness individuals, but not for high fitness individuals (Gintis et al. 
2001; Getty 2006). Costly signaling and honest signaling are thus synonymous terms, 
in that the former refers to cause while the latter refers to effect. In our model it is the 
sender who incurs a cost of sending and thereby carries a handicap. 

In contrast to the model of Gintis et al. (2001) where traits are culturally inherited, 
our model is of the population genetic type (sensu Pen and Weissing 2000) where traits 
are genetically inherited from two parents. Importantly, such a model type includes 
direct sexual selection on the genetically determined sender trait, but also indirect se-
lection on the genetically determined quality trait. In addition, there is a third genetic 
trait determining preferences for either morph of the sender trait. This preference gives 
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rise to discrimination among mating partners, thereby creating sexual selection. As a 
consequence of these modifications, the frequency of high fitness individuals can 
change during evolution in our model, whereas it is fixed in the model originally for-
mulated by Gintis et al. (2001). In the main analysis presented in this article (formal 
representation in Appendix 1-1), we ignore costs of choosiness, a factor typically con-
sidered in sexual selection models. This is because – as shown in Appendix 1-2 – ex-
tending the model by including costs of choosiness did not alter the main conclusions. 
Also, to avoid the complications of the paradox of the lek (Kirkpatrick and Ryan 
1991), we allow for high mutation rates at the locus that determines the fitness value. 

Following Gintis et al. (2001), we assume that senders can have a social impact: 
they increase (through pro-social impacts) or decrease (through anti-social impacts) the 
fitness of all others in the population (i.e., they provide a public good or a public bad, 
respectively). Senders are altruists if they incur a sending cost (the cost of altruism) 
whereas others benefit (through pro-social impact). Assuming that social impact and 
fitness differences concern the same components of fitness, altruism can affect the fit-
ness differences that the handicap trait may inform about. If this assumption would not 
hold (e.g., when fitness differences concern males and males direct altruistic acts to-
wards females, e.g., nuptial gift), altruism can only have marginal effects on such fit-
ness differences. Using this assumption, we provide an analysis to show how social 
handicap traits can evolve by sexual selection, even when an altruistic male promotes 
the fitness of all individuals including its competitors, rather than only the fitness of 
potential mating partners. We emphasize that social handicaps can lead to benefitting 
competitors which is not the case with non-altruistic handicaps (e.g., the ‘peacock 
tail’). 
 

3 Model description 
 
We model an infinite population of haploid hermaphrodites that evolves in discrete 
non-overlapping generations (see Kokko [2007] for a comparison of models with hap-
loid or diploid genetics). Their life history is as follows: The haploid adults produce 
haploid (anisogamic) gametes that fuse with other gametes, thereby creating diploid 
zygotes. The zygotes meiotically segregate into the haploid adults of the next genera-
tion. For simplicity, mutation occurs only at segregation. The quality trait and the 
sender trait, which are determined by three loci, influence the number of eggs pro-
duced by the individual. The production of sperm is assumed unlimited. The prefer-
ence trait, determined by a fourth locus, influences the choice of the partner that ferti-
lizes the eggs. 

The model consists of a system of difference equations (see Appendix 1-1) where-
by each equation determines a genotype frequency. In this way, bookkeeping of geno-
type frequencies is performed for all possible genotypes that emerge given the four 
loci. The quality trait is determined by di-allelic locus q. Individuals carrying allele qh 
express the ‘high-quality’ morph of this trait. Individuals carrying allele ql express the 
‘low-quality’ morph. Mutation transforms allele qh to allele ql at rate μqh and allele ql 
to allele qh at rate μql. We assume asymmetric (high) mutation (μqh ≠ μql) to maintain 
non-marginal frequencies of these alleles even under opposing selection: in this way 
we prevent the paradox of the lek. Locus q is pleiotropic as the locus co-determines the 
morph of the sender trait together with di-allelic loci ph and pl. A carrier of allele qh 
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expresses the ‘sender’ morph if it carries allele (+) at locus ph. The ‘non-sender’ morph 
is expressed if it carries allele (−). For carriers of allele ql, the sender phenotype is 
analogously determined by locus pl. This three-loci genotype allows that information 
about the (unperceivable) quality trait can be obtained from the (perceivable) sender 
trait whereby the quality of this information depends on the genotype frequency distri-
bution at these loci. For example, fixation of genotype {ph, pl} = {(+), (–)} means that 
the mating partner carries the high-quality allele qh if a sender is selected as partner 
and the partner carries the low-quality allele ql otherwise. Such fixation corresponds to 
honest signaling as defined by Gintis et al. (2001). At loci ph and pl, mutation swaps 
the allele at rate μp (> 0). The preference trait is determined by locus x. The four loci 
{q, ph, pl, x} are unlinked and hence freely recombine. 
 

3.1 Quality trait, sender trait, and their effects on fitness 
 
By selecting a mating partner, a (haploid) parent selects the gametes that fuse with the 
own gametes into a zygote. To emphasize the perspective of the selecting parent, by 
eggs we refer to the gametes of the selecting parent (and by sperm to the gametes of 
the selected parent). All individuals obtain the same share from a resource w and con-
vert their share into eggs. The quality trait determines the rate of conversion. The con-
tribution of eggs by a non-sender is wn-S,l = l (> 0) if it is of low-quality and wn-S,h = h = 
k l (hence, k = l

h ) if it is of high-quality. From their share of the resource, high-quality 
individuals produce more eggs as we assume k > 1. Consequently, k constitutes the 
advantage in the conversion rate that high-quality individuals have over low-quality 
individuals. 

Expressing the sender morph comes at cost c (> 0), which – in addition to the qual-
ity trait – influences the number of eggs generated by senders. We distinguish two 
types of cost. The cost of sending is either paid in terms of resource (quality-biased) or 
in terms of eggs (quality-unbiased; i.e., an alternative resource for which the transfor-
mation into eggs is independent of locus q). Under quality-biased costs, the number of 
eggs from a low-quality sender is wS,l = l – c and the number of eggs from a high-
quality sender is wS,h = h – k c. The cost is therefore higher for high-quality senders, 
i.e., they sacrifice more eggs than low-quality senders. Under quality-unbiased costs, 
the costs of sending are independent of the quality trait, i.e., wS,l = l – c and wS,h = h – 
c. We assume wn-S,h > wS,h > wn-S,l > wS,l > 0 (exceptions to be announced later). Hence, 
high-quality individuals produce more eggs than low-quality individuals. Furthermore, 
non-senders produce more eggs than senders of the same quality (i.e., same conversion 
rate). 

In our model, sending a signal can have a social impact. Senders can increase the 
number of eggs generated by the population (pro-social impact). We specify the social 
impact each individual obtains as r c s whereby r is the multiplication factor and s is 
the frequency of senders (i.e., the sending cost, c, is multiplied by r and every individ-
ual in the population gets the same share). The impact is pro-social if r > 0 (anti-social 
impact, r < 0, is ignored in this study). Sending has no social impact if r = 0. Senders 
are altruists whenever the impact is pro-social and the sending cost is then the cost of 
altruism. 
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As for the cost of sending, we make a distinction between the type of social impact 
that is additional resource (quality-biased) and the type that is additional eggs (quality-
unbiased). We assume that the resource obtained through quality-biased social impact 
has the same conversion rate as the w-resource. Under this type, the total contribution 
of eggs by an individual with genotype i is ωi = wi + r c s if the genotype expresses 
low-quality and ωi = wi + k r c s if the genotype expresses high-quality. The benefit 
obtained from the pro-social impact is therefore higher for high-quality individuals. 
Under quality-unbiased social impact, the total contribution of eggs is ωi = wi + r c s 
for all genotypes and therefore independent of quality. Combining sending cost types 
(quality-biased, quality-unbiased) and social impact types (quality-biased, quality-
unbiased) there are four scenarios that are further referred to by the following notation: 
{quality-biased costs, quality-biased impact}, {quality-biased costs, quality-unbiased 
impact}, {quality-unbiased costs, quality-biased impact}, {quality-unbiased costs, 
quality-unbiased impact}. 

 

3.2 Preference trait 
 
For each egg, a mating partner is selected. Individuals never reject the opportunity to 
fertilize the egg. This is assumed for simplicity because rejection would result in an 
alternative form of sexual selection. Individuals can perceive the signal trait morph of 
potential partners but not their quality. The selection of mating partners is determined 
by the allele at locus x. Two types of alleles can occur, i.e., type xS,a and type xn-S,a. For 
the fraction a of its eggs, a carrier of allele xS,a (xn-S,a) selects a sender (non-sender) as 
partner. For the other eggs, the partner is selected randomly from the population (ran-
dom mating). Hence, individuals with an allele of type xS,a (xn-S,a) express a preference 
for senders (non-senders). Allele x0 is phenotypically identical to alleles xS,0 and xn-S,0 
and individuals with this allele always mate randomly. Locus x contains a finite num-
ber, nx, of alleles. At rate μx (> 0), mutation transforms the inherited x-allele with equal 
chance into any of the other alleles. As with loci q, ph, and pl, we thus assume that mu-
tation results in discrete predetermined changes at locus x (alternative mutation re-
gimes could consider the continuum underlying the definition of the x-alleles). This 
mutation regime results in a fixed number of genotypes and, more importantly, indi-
viduals with a preference for senders and individuals with a preference for non-senders 
are (due to mutation) maintained in the population (if locus x contains both allele 
types). 

In any given generation, a fraction e-S of eggs is fertilized through preference for 
senders, a fraction e-n-S of eggs is fertilized through preference for non-senders, and 
for the remaining fraction of eggs (1 – e-S – e-n-S) mating is random. The formula for 
the expression of the preference for senders (non-senders) is given by e-S = 

∑
Φ∈i

iii αωφ
ω
1  (by e-n-S = ∑

Φ∈i
iii βωφ

ω
1 ), whereby αi = ai (βi = 0) if genotype i contains 

allele xS,ai and αi = 0 (βi = ai) if it contains allele xn-S,ai. 
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4 Simulations 

 
We provide an analysis of the model through numerical simulations with the following 
initial conditions and criteria for characterizing end states of the simulations. 

 

4.1 Initial states of simulations 
 
In simulations, the populations are initialized by the following procedure. The fre-
quency of one genotype (the initial genotype) is set to φi = 1. The individuals of this 
population mate in order to produce the initial generation. We assume that mutation is 
recurrent and most alleles are faithfully inherited: 0.02 ≥ μqh, μql, μp, μx > 0. In order to 
relax the paradox of the lek, we assume allele qh to be more prone to mutation than 
allele ql: μqh > μql. This is assumed because qh functions better than ql and thus muta-
tion more readily deteriorates qh than ql. Because the higher mutation rate makes the 
inheritance of qh less faithful, we initiate simulations by setting genotypes with this 
allele to a high frequency. It should be noted that all genotypes are retained in the pop-
ulation as a consequence of mutation. 

To start the simulations, we use one of three initial genotypes. These genotypes all 
have alleles for high quality and for not sending when being of low quality, but differ 
in sending when of high quality and in preference for senders (Send), for non-senders 
(non-Send), or for none (i.e., random mating: Rand). The initial genotype used for 
Send, therefore, represent high-quality senders that prefer senders: i = {qh, ph = (+),    
pl = (−), xS,0.95}. The initial genotype used for non-Send represents high-quality non-
senders that prefer non-senders: i = {qh, (−), (−), xn-S, 0.95}. The initial genotype used for 
Rand represent high-quality non-senders that always mate randomly: i = {qh, (−), (−), 
x0}. Thus, in initial state Send senders are abundant and preferred, whereas in initial 
states Rand and non-Send they are rare and not the preferred mating partners. 

 

4.2 End states of simulations 
 
Simulations are run until – for each genotype – the difference in frequency between 
consecutive generations is less than 10–9. We provisionally refer to the final population 
state as ‘equilibrium’ although we realize more is needed to prove that it is an equilib-
rium. By equilibrium we only imply that all genotypes are present (φj > 0) but none is 
invading because the response to selection is negligibly small. For two simulations that 
differ only in the initial state, we say the same equilibrium is attained if the frequency 
of senders, s*, differs less than 10–7 between them. We refer to them as alternative 
equilibria, otherwise. 

We consider a change in condition to promote the evolution of altruism if there are 
more initial states from which an equilibrium with sender dominance is reached. We 
use the term ‘sender dominance’ if the equilibrium frequency of senders s* > 0.90 and 
‘sender subdominance’ if s* > 0.6. 
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5 Results 
 
Given that we assume two types of sending costs (quality-biased cost, quality-
unbiased cost) and social impact (quality-biased impact, quality-unbiased impact), 
there are four scenarios for which we perform simulations. These four scenarios are 
{quality-biased cost, quality-biased impact}, {quality-biased cost, quality-unbiased 
impact}, {quality-unbiased cost, quality-biased impact}, {quality-unbiased cost, quali-
ty-unbiased impact}. For each scenario, we explore how the multiplication factor (r) 
affects the frequency of senders (altruists) and the prevalence of high-quality individu-
als at equilibrium. Before dealing with equilibria, however, we first show how these 
are reached from the initial states. 

 

5.1 Trajectories of high quality partner acquisition and preferences 
 
Handicap traits are expected to be preferred when they correlate with fitness. Indeed, 
our simulations show this, for example when starting from initial state Rand. For 
quality-unbiased costs and without social impact (r = 0) we first observe an increase in 
the fraction of pairings that are formed by selecting a sender as mating partner (e-S in 
Fig. 1-1a). This is because the fraction of high-quality individuals among senders ex-
ceeds that among non-senders (Sqh > n-Sqh in Fig. 1-1a): more high-quality partners are 
acquired by selecting senders than by selecting non-senders. Ultimately these fractions  
 
 
 

 
Fig. 1-1 Shown are the initial generations of two simulations with preference trait alleles {xS,0.95, xS,0.05, 
x0, xn-S,0.05, xn-S,0.95}, with quality-unbiased cost (panel a), with quality-biased cost (panel b). Both simu-
lations apply to the case without social impact (r = 0) and they start from initial state Rand. Both panels 
show the fraction of pairings that are formed by selecting senders, e-S (black continuous line), the frac-
tion of pairings that are formed by selecting non-senders, e-n-S (gray continuous line), the fraction of 
high quality individuals among senders, Sqh (broken black line), and the fraction of high quality indi-
viduals among non-senders n-Sqh (broken gray line). Parameters: r = 0, c = 0.02, μqh = 0.02, μql = 0.001, 
uph = upl = 10–4, ux = 10–4, h = 1.0, l = 0.9, k = hl–1. 
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reach the equilibrium state shown in Fig. 1-2b. For quality-biased costs and without 
social impact (r = 0) we again first observe an increase in the fraction of pairings that 
are formed by selecting a sender as mating partner (e-S in Fig. 1-1b) and again the 
fraction of  high-quality  individuals  among  senders  exceeds that among non-
senders (Sqh > n-Sqh in Fig. 1-1b). However, this holds only for the first 1480 genera-
tions. Thereafter, the fraction of high-quality individuals among non-senders exceeds 
that among senders (n-Sqh > Sqh in Fig. 1-1b). In these subsequent generations we 
observe an increase in the fraction of pairings that are formed by selecting a non-
sender as mating partner (e-n-S in Fig. 1-1b). This goes at the expense of the fraction 
of pairings that are formed by selecting a sender as mating partner (e-S in Fig. 1-1b). 
Ultimately these fractions reach the equilibrium state shown in Fig. 1-2a. In both 
scenarios, individuals produce more offspring if they express a preference that gives 
the highest chance of acquiring a high-quality partner. This mechanism results in a 
straight approach towards an equilibrium with sender dominance for the case of 
quality-unbiased costs (Fig. 1-1a). However, for the case of quality-biased costs it 
first approaches sender dominance and then switches to approach an equilibrium 
with non-sender dominance (Fig. 1-1b). 
 

5.2 Effects of the multiplication factor on the equilibrium frequency of the sender trait 
 
Simulations of all four scenarios always reached an equilibrium state for r equal to 0, 
1, 10, 100, 1000 and 10000, and with the preference trait locus x alleles {xS,0.95, xS,0.05, 
x0, xn-S,0.05, xn-S,0.95} (all other parameters given in Fig. 1-2). For the equilibrium fre-
quencies of senders (s), we distinguish three types of equilibria (Fig. 1-2): equilibria 
with sender dominance (s ~ 1), equilibria with non-sender dominance (s ~ 0), and 
equilibria without a dominant (sender trait) morph (s ~ 0.5). From initial states Send 
and Rand, equilibria with sender dominance are reached for several combinations of r-
values and scenarios (Fig. 1-2) but equilibria with sender dominance are not reached 
from initial state non-Send. Note that when a high-quality partner is acquired, the off-
spring can inherit the high-quality allele qh from this partner. If senders are dominant 
(s ~ 1), practically all low-quality individuals are senders (altruists) and selecting a 
sender (rather than a random partner) does not quite help in finding a high-quality 
partner. Then, the sender morph does not function as an honest handicap trait signal for 
the quality trait. 

The average costs of sending are higher under quality-biased cost (since high-
quality senders incur cost k c) than under quality-unbiased cost (since high-quality 
senders incur cost c). To evaluate this difference we ran additional simulations. For the 
two scenarios with quality-unbiased cost, we increased the cost of sending from c to    
k c, i.e., the value incurred by high-quality senders under quality-biased cost. The re-
sults were practically the same as those shown in Fig. 1-2b,d (and also Fig. 1-4b,d that 
will be discussed later) (data not shown). Thus, the higher average cost of sending un-
der quality-biased cost (as opposed to quality-unbiased cost) cannot explain the results 
in Fig. 1-2 (and Fig. 1-4 to be discussed later). 
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5.3 The preference trait at equilibrium 

 
At equilibria with sender dominance the frequencies of the x-alleles decrease in the 
following order: xS,0.95, xS,0.05, x0, xn-S,0.05, xn-S,0.95. At equilibria with non-sender domi-
nance the frequencies decrease in the reverse order. The five frequencies are practical-
ly equal at the equilibria without a dominant morph. 

That sexual selection drives evolution towards dominance of a single morph, is 
particularly clear at equilibria with sender dominance because senders produce less 
eggs (i.e., the gametes for which they choose mating partners) than non-senders of the 
same quality. That equilibria with sender dominance are reached (Fig. 1-2), is taken to 
indicate evolution of altruism by sexual selection. At equilibria without a dominant 
morph mating is not strictly random (about 60% of the eggs are born to a random pair 
of partners). However, as both preferences are expressed equally frequently, sexual 
selection favors no morph over another at such equilibria. 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 1-2 Shown are equilibrium fractions of senders, s, as a function of the multiplication factor, r, from 
simulations for the four cost/impact scenarios (corresponding to four panels): (a) costs of sending and 
social impacts are resource (i.e., the cost is higher for high-quality senders and high-quality individuals 
benefit more from the altruistic impact as high-quality individuals convert the resource into more eggs) 
in scenario {quality-biased cost, quality-biased impact}, (b) costs are eggs (i.e., costs are the same for 
all senders) and impacts are resource in scenario {quality-unbiased cost, quality-biased impact}, (c) 
costs are resource and impacts are eggs (i.e., all individuals benefit the same from these impacts) in 
scenario {quality-biased cost, quality-unbiased impact}, and (d) costs and impacts are eggs in scenario 
{quality-unbiased cost, quality-unbiased impact}. The s-values of the simulations starting from initial 
states Send, Rand, and n-Send are indicated with diamond (dotted lines), cross (continuous lines), and 
square symbols (dashed lines); symbols (and lines) overlap whenever the same equilibrium is attained 
(whenever the same equilibria are attained between two r-values). The simulations are done with alleles 
{xS,0.95, xS,0.05, x0, xn-S,0.05, xn-S,0.95} at mating preference locus x and the other parameters are μqh = 0.02, 
μql = 0.001, up = 10–4, ux = 10–4, h = 1.0, l = 0.9, k = l–1, c = 0.02. 
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5.4 Effects of social impacts on morph dominance at equilibrium 
 
We first consider simulations with quality-biased social impact, i.e., high-quality indi-
viduals benefit more. In this case, the system evolves to sender dominance from initial  
state Send, whereas it evolves to non-sender dominance from initial state non-Send 
(Fig. 1-2a,b). Evolution from initial state Rand depends on the type of sending costs, 
however (compare Fig. 1-2a and 1-2b). For quality-biased cost, equilibria with non-
sender dominance arise for r ≤ 10 and equilibria with sender dominance for r > 10 
(Fig. 1-2a). For quality-unbiased cost, equilibria with sender dominance are obtained 
for all r-values (Fig. 1-2b). The effect of the cost type (quality-biased cost, quality-
unbiased cost) therefore emerges only for r ≤ 10 (compare Fig. 1-2a and 1-2b) and 
increasing r (and thereby the effectiveness of altruism) promotes the evolution of altru-
ism only under scenario {quality-biased cost, quality-biased impact}. 

It is important to note that equilibria with sender dominance (and r > 0) are 
reached from initial state Rand: a population of high-quality non-senders that mate 
randomly. Because senders arise by mutation, are therefore rare in the initial state 
Rand and experience a fitness cost for expressing the sender trait, they must have 
been favored by sexual selection to become the dominant morph. To illustrate such 
evolution, the frequencies of the four genotypes at loci {ph, pl} (which, together with 
locus q, determine the sender morph) in the initial generations from initial state Rand 
are shown in Fig. 1-3a for the simulation of Fig. 1-2a with r = 100. The depicted evo-
lution is representative for the dynamics leading from Rand to an equilibrium with 
sender dominance. The honest signaler genotype ({ph, pl} = {+, −}) has initially the 
steepest increase (Fig. 1-3a). Genotype {+, +} supplants the honest signaler genotype 
as the most common genotype in the following (Fig. 1-3a; alternatively, this be in-
ferred from s ~ 1 at equilibrium [Fig. 1-2a]). The attractiveness of senders (the fre-
quency of allele xS,0.95) increases over the depicted generations (data not shown). The 
results of Fig. 1-3a imply that this attractiveness can compensate for the sending 
costs. For high-quality senders, the compensation is thereby effective at lower attrac-
tiveness than for low-quality senders. 

We now consider simulations with quality-unbiased social impact, i.e., benefits 
are independent of the quality of the individuals. Here, equilibria with a predominant 
morph arise for r ≤ 100 (Fig. 1-2c,d), whereas those without a dominant morph arise 
for higher r-values (r ≥ 1000 in Fig. 1-2c and r ≥ 100 in Fig. 1-2d). Equilibria with-
out a dominant morph arise due to high quality-unbiased social impacts (i.e., high r) 
(compare Fig. 1-2c,d with 1-2a,b). For quality-biased cost senders dominate if r ≤ 1 
and the initial state is Send (Fig. 1-2c) whereas for quality-unbiased cost senders 
dominate if r ≤ 10 and the initial genotype states are Send or Rand (Fig. 1-2d). For 
these ranges of r-values, equilibria with (non-)sender dominance evolve from the 
same initial states as in simulations with identical cost type and with quality-biased 
social impact (compare Fig. 1-2c with 1-2a and 1-2d with 1-2b). Hence, sending cost 
type is the sole determinant of the initial states from which these equilibria evolve 
which is explained by the low impacts, r c s, at low r-values. Various effects of the 
social impact type on the equilibrium can be found for r ≥ 10 (compare Fig. 1-2c 
with 1-2a) respectively for r ≥ 100 (compare Fig. 1-2d with 1-2b). Particularly, in 
contrast to simulations with quality-biased impact (Figs. 2a,b), no equilibria with 
sender dominance arise for these multiplication factors in simulations with quality-
unbiased impact (Figs. 2c,d). It is important to note that – for quality-unbiased social 
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impact – increasing r (the effectiveness of altruism) negatively affects the evolution 
of altruism through sexual selection, whereas – for quality-biased social impact – the 
effect was positive. 
 

5.5 Effects of social impacts on the prevalence of high-quality individuals 
 
How social impacts affect the equilibrium fraction of high-quality individuals (i.e., the 
frequency of allele qh), is shown in Fig. 1-4, using the same simulations as shown in 
Fig. 1-2. 

 
 
 

 

 
Fig. 1-3 Shown are, in panel (a), the evolution of the frequencies of the four genotypes at loci {ph, pl} 
in the initial generations of the simulation starting from initial state Rand in Fig. 1-1a at r = 100. The 
frequencies of genotypes {+, +}, {+, –}, {–, +}, and {–, –} are indicated with a dotted line, a continu-
ous line, an irregularly broken line, and a regularly broken line. Genotype {+, –} is the honest signaler 
genotype and genotype {+, +} is the genotype that reaches near fixation at equilibrium (with s ~ 1, see 
Fig. 1-1a). Shown are, in panel (b), equilibrium frequencies of senders, s, as a function of the sending 
cost, c, from simulations starting from initial state Rand (the parameters [except from c] are those from 
Figs. 1a,b at r = {10, 100}). Results from simulations with conditions {quality-biased cost, r = 10}, 
{quality-biased cost, r = 100}, {quality-unbiased cost, r = 10}, and {quality-unbiased cost, r = 100} 
are show with a dotted line, an irregularly dashed line, a regularly dashed line, and a continuous line. 
The range of c-values is chosen such that all four conditions, an equilibrium with sender dominance is 
attained at the lowest value (c = 0.01) and an equilibrium with non-sender dominance is attained at the 
highest value (c = 0.6). 
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In all simulations with quality-biased social impacts (Figs. 1-4a,b) fractions of 
high-quality individuals are close to 0.62 and thus hardly affected by r or s (see Fig. 1-
2a,b). Because the product r c s determines social impact size and s differs for each 
equilibrium, the prevalence of high-quality individuals cannot depend on social im-
pact. High-quality individuals clearly prevail in the population at equilibrium which is 
probably because they lay (k – 1) more eggs than low-quality individuals for each 
‘unit’ of social impact. Moreover, for r = 0, high-quality non-senders also lay (k – 1) 
more eggs than low-quality non-senders and high-quality senders lay more than low-
quality senders, albeit not exactly (k – 1) more eggs due to sending costs. Thus, wheth-
er senders or non-senders prevail at equilibrium, high-quality individuals maintain 
higher relative fitness for all social impact levels and this may explain why they pre-
vail. 

In simulations with quality-unbiased social impacts the equilibrium fractions of 
high-quality individuals tend to decrease with increasing r (Fig. 1-4c,d). The frequency 
of high-quality individuals is lower the higher r, the higher s (see Fig. 1-2c,d) and 
hence, the higher the social impact (r c s) (Fig. 1-4c,d). With quality-unbiased social 
impacts, the differences in the number of eggs produced by the individuals remain (as 
ω ω− = −i j i jw w  whereby wi, wj ϵ {wS,h, wS,l, wn-S,h, wn-S,l}) but every individual (inde-

pendent of phenotype) produces more eggs (ωi = wi + r c s) because of the social im-
pact. Hence, the fitness of high-quality individuals (to be precise, the difference in the 
number of eggs produced relative to that of low-quality individuals) decreases with 
increasing pro-social impacts (i.e., increasing r and s). Since the fitness of these indi-
viduals is determined by allele qh, the frequency of this allele decreases in concert (Fig. 
1-4c,d). 

 
 

 
Fig. 1-4 Equilibrium fractions of high-quality individuals (i.e., the equilibrium frequency of allele qh) 
are shown as a function of the multiplication factor, r, for each of the four scenarios considered in Fig. 
1-2. 
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Apart from the allele at locus q, also the cost of sending creates w-fitness differ-
ences. For both types of social impact (quality-unbiased impact and quality-biased 
impact) the relative cost of sending decreases with increasing social impact: the prices 
remain the same while everybody gets richer (fitter). For the same reason, the relative 
cost  difference  between  high-quality  senders  and low-quality senders under quality-
biased cost decreases with increasing impact. In simulations with quality-biased im-
pact, equilibria with sender dominance are reached from initial state Rand only for      
r ≥ 100 with quality-biased cost (Fig. 1-4a) and for all r -values with quality-unbiased 
cost (Fig. 1-4b). We infer from this finding that in simulations with {quality-biased 
cost, quality-biased impact}, the higher sending cost for high-quality senders (i.e., the 
difference between quality-biased cost and quality-unbiased cost) impedes the evolu-
tion to this equilibrium for r ≤ 10. For higher r-values, the social impact sufficiently 
decreases the relative cost difference to overcome this impeding effect. 

Sufficiently high sending costs (of both types) should impede the evolution to-
wards equilibrium with sender dominance. Using the conditions of Fig. 1-2a,b at          
r = {10, 100}, the effects of r on this impeding effect is investigated in simulations 
starting from initial state Rand: the equilibrium frequency of senders, s, is shown as a 
function of sending cost c in Fig. 1-3b. For each cost type (quality-biased cost and 
quality-unbiased cost), the transition from s ~ 1 to s ~ 0 is at a higher c-value with the 
higher factor r = 100 (Fig. 1-3b). We thus find a promoting effect of r on the evolution 
of sender dominance for quality-biased cost and (in contrast to Fig. 1-2) also for quali-
ty-unbiased cost. Note that without pro-social impact, low-quality non-senders gener-
ate more eggs than high-quality senders (wS,h < wn-S,l) for a considerable fraction of the 
simulations in Fig. 1-3b. Due to the impact of type quality-biased impact, high-quality 
senders might still generate more eggs than low-quality non-senders (i.e., ωS,h > ωn-S,l) 
under these conditions. 

Since high quality-unbiased social impact (i.e., high r) give rise to equilibria with-
out a dominant morph (Fig. 1-2c,d), we infer that the relative differences in the number 
of eggs produced between the four phenotypes become marginal (i.e., ωS,h ~ ωS,l ~    
ωn-S,h ~ ωn-S,l ~ r c s). If so, selection of mating partners does not matter. This does not 
apply to quality-biased social impacts, because high-quality individuals produce more 
eggs due to the social impact (i.e., ωS,h ~ ωn-S,h ~ k r c s > ωS,l ~ ωn-S,l ~ r c s) and hence 
equilibria without a dominant morph do not arise even for very high social impacts. 

 

6 Discussion 
 
Our simulations show that sexual selection can drive the evolution of altruism, but 
only under a special set of conditions. First, the initial composition of the population 
matters (Fig. 1-2). From an initial state where senders are preferred as mating partners 
(Send) or where mating is random (Rand), equilibria with sender dominance can be 
reached, but not from an initial state where non-senders are preferred (non-Send). Se-
cond, the type of social impact matters (Fig. 1-2a,b vs. 1-2c,d). If altruism is directed 
towards high-quality individuals (as is the case under quality-biased impact) and r suf-
ficiently high, equilibria with sender dominance are reached (Fig. 1-2a,b and 1-3b), but 
much less so if altruism is directed to all individuals equally (as is the case under 
quality-unbiased impact) (Fig. 1-1c,d). Moreover, under quality-biased impact, fre-
quencies of high-quality alleles (qh) are maintained at a high level, but under quality-
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unbiased impact, these frequencies decline (Fig. 1-4). Clearly, in our model, acquiring 
mating partners of high-quality drives sexual selection for altruism. 

Some of the assumptions need scrutiny. We assumed sending costs to be fixed and 
thus independent of the actual mating opportunities. However, altruism as a form of 
courtship behavior needs to be expressed only whenever there is a mating partner of-
fering a fertilizable egg. If so, costs to the sender increase with the frequency of altru-
ists in the population (because we modeled altruism in terms of gifts that increase the 
number of eggs). When fixed, the costs relative to the number of laid eggs (in our 
model, the sending cost decreases the number of eggs of the sender while altruism in-
creases the number of eggs for all individuals) decreases and this promotes the effect 
of r on the evolution of altruism. However, when increasing with the number of altru-
ists, it is not clear whether the relative costs decrease because the impact of altruism 
should also increase with the increased expression of altruism. Therefore, relative 
sending costs that increase (rather than decrease) with r represent an alternative scenar-
io to be considered. 

A second assumption in our model is that pro-social impacts influence fertility and 
thereby all fitness differences arising from the quality trait and the sending costs. 
However, this assumption may not hold if fitness differences concern males that direct 
altruistic acts only towards females, or if fitness differences concern viability and the 
social impact improves immediate fertility. Indeed, if the model were changed such 
that the quality trait locus q, the sending cost, and the altruistic impacts all concern 
viability (instead of fertility), we expect that increasing the quality-unbiased social 
impact will magnify differences in relative fitness (between high-quality non-senders, 
high-quality senders, low-quality non-senders, and low-quality senders). However, 
further simulations are needed to verify this. 

A third assumption in our model is that costs of choosiness are ignored. To evalu-
ate its importance we provide an extended version of the model in Appendix 1-2. The 
cost of choosiness is incorporated as a restriction on the number of potential mating 
partners that an individual may encounter, and if the preferred partner type is not 
among them, then the egg is not fertilized and dies. Using this representation of the 
costs of choosiness simulations revealed that such a cost could prevent the evolution of 
preference for the type that is initially rare (e.g., for partner sample sizes that are small 
enough no equilibria with sender dominance emerge from initial state Rand). Other 
than this effect, the simulations did not reveal any major deviations from the conclu-
sions of the original version presented in this article. Note that the cost of choosiness 
constitutes a risk that depends on the fraction of altruists in the population, yet is unaf-
fected by the social impact of the altruists. The cost of choosiness thus represents an 
example of a fitness element that is not influenced by the social impact, as discussed in 
the preceding paragraph. 

Apart from the assumptions also some of the predictions need scrutiny. We mod-
eled altruism as a handicap trait because altruists may favor their competitors, but one 
may ask whether the altruism that evolved in our simulations represents a genuine 
handicap. The idea of altruism evolving as a handicap trait is that only carriers of the 
high-quality allele qh signal their high fitness by acting altruistically. In that case, giv-
en a preference for altruists, more high-quality partners would be acquired. Under 
quality-unbiased social impact, the fitness superiority due to the high-quality allele qh 
is undermined, thereby reducing the advantage and attractiveness of high-quality part-
ners, as well as the incentive for acting altruistically. However, under quality-biased 
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social impact, fitness superiority due to the high-quality allele qh is maintained or even 
increased. This indeed seems to point at the evolution of altruism as a genuine handi-
cap, but there is a pitfall here. In equilibria with sender dominance, nearly all low-
quality individuals act altruistically. This is in conflict with the idea of a handicap trait 
and altruistic behavior is not an honest signal of quality (fitness) at these equilibria. 
Honesty – represented by the honest signaler genotype {ph, pl} = {+, −} in the model – 
temporarily dominates as behavior in the course of evolution from the initial state to an 
equilibrium with sender dominance (Fig. 1-3a). Due to the increasing attractiveness of 
senders (altruists) during these evolutionary trajectories (because a preference for 
senders successfully invades), the low-quality individuals eventually fare better by 
incurring the sending costs (losing eggs), resulting in honesty as a transient phenome-
non that had faded by the time the equilibrium was reached. 

Whereas handicaps usually serve to signal superiority to others, altruism as a sex-
ually selected handicap may not only signal this, but also provide a benefit to others, 
including males that are competitors. By taking these effects on others into account, 
our model makes the following two predictions. First, if all individuals benefit equally, 
such altruism does not easily evolve and, if it does, the prevalence of high-quality in-
dividuals goes down. Second, if high-quality recipients benefit relatively more, then 
altruism can evolve more readily by sexual selection. 

While there is evidence that in humans females prefer altruistic males (Griske-
vicius et al. 2007; Philips et al. 2008; Barclay 2010), there is as yet no empirical 
evidence to test the above two predictions. However, some relevant insight comes 
from organisational psychology, a field of empirical research on how individuals 
behave towards others in the network of a hierarchical organization. It appears to 
be a general outcome that humans frequently flatter superiors and work harder for 
them whereas they ignore or even kick inferiors (Vonk 1998a,b; Tal-Or 2010; alt-
hough, ‘alms giving’ [i.e., donating to the poor] is probably the epitome of genuine 
altruism). In our model there is no social hierarchy, but only differences in quality 
of mating partners. Nevertheless, we propose that selective altruistic behavior is an 
efficient way to make good use of the differences in quality among the recipients. 
Our model suggests such selective altruistic behavior to evolve by sexual selection. 
Whether women also prefer men pleasing their superiors more than others, howev-
er, remains to be seen and requires the scrutiny from empiricists in the behavioral 
and social sciences. If anything, our model yields the conditions for altruism to 
evolve by sexual selection and, in particular, highlight the importance of analyzing 
the preferences of altruists, thereby generating questions such as: do individuals 
differ in their benefit from altruism and who benefits more than others? How fit are 
recipients relative to others? Do females prefer males directing their altruism to-
wards the more fit recipients? 
 
Acknowledgements   We thank Susanne Schindler (Imperial College, Silwood Park, UK) for comments 
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Appendix 1-1 

Formal representation of the model 

 
We model the evolution of four unlinked haploid loci that evolve in discrete non-
overlapping generations in an infinite population of hermaphrodites. The set of geno-
types defined by the four loci is finite as each locus has a finite number of alleles and 
Φ represents this set. By φi, we denote the frequency of genotype i in the focal genera-
tion. We refer to the egg-donating parent as mother and to the sperm-donating parent 
as father. Being a hermaphrodite, an individual is the mother of part of its offspring 
and the father of the other part. Individuals of genotype i lay ωi eggs (i.e., the offspring 
that reproduce in the next generation) and ω = ϕ iωi

i∈Φ
∑  is the average number of eggs. 

For each egg, the mother selects a father and the opportunity to fertilize an egg is never 
rejected. For the (genetically determined) fraction am of eggs, the mothers with geno-
type m decide on which male is going to be the father according to a preference (for 
details see model section) and for the other eggs, these mothers select the father for 
their offspring randomly from the population (random mating). The preference is ge-
netically determined for either of the two morphs of the trait ‘sender’. The probability 
that a father with the preferred morph of genotype m carries genotype f is given by σm,f. 
The probability that an offspring of a mother with genotype m and of a father with 
genotype f carries genotype i is given by τm,f,i. The frequency of genotype i in the next 
generation, φ’i, is given by a summation over maternal (m) and paternal (f) genotypes: 
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The preference for a mating partner is genetically determined whereby certain gen-
otypes determine a preference for the morph sender and the other genotypes determine 
a preference for the other morph non-sender. The set of genotypes expressing the 
sender morph denoted by ΦS and the set of genotypes expressing the non-sender morph 
is denoted by Φn-S. The frequency of senders is ϕ

∈Φ

= ∑
S

i
i

s . Whenever a preference for 

senders is expressed, then the father has genotype g with probability σj,g = φgs–1 if        
g ϵ ΦS and with probability σj,g = 0 if g ϵ Φn-S. For the expression of other preference, 
these probabilities are defined by analogy as σj,g = φg(1 – s)–1 if g ϵ Φn-S and σj,g = 0 if 
g ϵ ΦS. 

Each locus is subject to mutation with a locus-dependent mutation rate and each al-
lele mutates into any of the other alleles of the locus with a fixed probability. The frac-
tion, τj,g,I, of offspring with genotype i from a mother with genotype j and a father with 
genotype g is consequently fixed. As the four loci are unlinked, an offspring inherits 
each allele with equal probability either from the mother or from the father. 
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Appendix 1-2 

Costs of choosiness 
 
In an extended version of the model, we restrict individuals expressing a preference to 
select mating partners from a random sample of n individuals. If this sample contains 
individuals with the preferred type, then one of these individuals is randomly selected 
as a partner. If this sample contains no such individual, a cost of choosiness arises be-
cause the egg is not fertilized and ultimately dies. Egg mortality occurs at a probability 
(1 – s)n when the preferred type is sender and at (1 – [1 – s])n = sn when the preferred 
type is non-sender. Due to the cost of choosiness, the number of (viable) eggs generat-
ed by an individual with genotype i is therefore given by 

 
ωi = (wi + κ r c s) (1 – ai [1 – y]n), 

 
where wi is the number of eggs produced by individuals with genotype i, κ r c s is the 
number of additional eggs produced due to the social impact (r and c as in main text 
and κ equals k or 1 to represent the quality bias of the social impact), ai is the fraction 
of eggs for which individuals with genotype i express the preference, and y is the fre-
quency of the preferred type. Note that the risk of losing an egg due to choosiness de-
creases with increasing n. For n => ∞, this risk vanishes (as 1 > s > 0) and we retrieve 
the model version considered in the main text. 

We repeated the simulations of Fig. 1-2 using n = 10. In these simulations, 
equilibria with sender dominance (s ~ 1) are obtained from initial state Send and 
equilibria with non-sender dominance c are obtained from initial states Rand and non-
Send (Fig. 1-A1). In state Send, non-senders are rare and in the latter two states, send-
ers are rare. Our cost of choosiness thus prevents the evolution of a preference for the 
(initially) rare type in the simulations as is expected because this cost increases with 
rarity of the preferred type. Furthermore, equilibria ‘without a dominant morph’         
(s ~ 0.5) (as in Fig. 1-2c,d) do not emerge in the simulations with n = 10. Because the 
cost of choosiness, either (1 – s)n or sn, is unaffected by the social impact of altruism, 
preferring the rare type remains too costly and the initially dominant type remains 
dominant independent of the social impact (compare Fig. 1-A1 with Fig. 1-2). We 
found qualitative differences in outcome when costs of choosiness were taken into 
account: equilibria with non-sender dominance do not occur from initial state Send, 
equilibria with sender dominance do not occur from initial state Rand and equilibria 
without a dominant morph do not occur from all initial states. Hence, the initial com-
position of the population still matters to the outcome, but are independent of social 
impact and ensure a dominant morph. These differences are a consequence of the fact 
that preferring the rare type is too costly and therefore evolution of this preference is 
prevented. Since these effects are straightforward consequences of the introduced cost 
of choosiness, the extended model does not add much to the other insights gleaned 
from the model discussed in the main text. 
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Fig. 1-A1 Equilibrium fractions of senders, s, as a function of the multiplication factor, r, from simula-
tions for the four cost/impact scenarios (corresponding to four panels) using the settings from Fig. 1-2 
but adding a cost of choosiness (n = 10). (a) costs of sending and social impacts are resource (i.e., the 
cost is higher for high-quality senders and high-quality individuals benefit more from the altruistic 
impact as high-quality individuals convert the resource into more eggs) in scenario {quality-biased 
cost, quality-biased impact}, (b) costs are eggs (i.e., costs are the same for all senders) and impacts are 
resource in scenario {quality-unbiased cost, quality-biased impact}, (c) costs are resource and impacts 
are eggs (i.e., all individuals benefit the same from these impacts) in scenario {quality-biased cost, 
quality-unbiased impact}, and (d) costs and impacts are eggs in scenario {quality-unbiased cost, quali-
ty-unbiased impact}. The s-values of the simulations starting from initial states Send, Rand, and n-Send 
are indicated with diamond (dotted lines), cross (continuous lines), and square symbols (dashed lines); 
symbols (and lines) overlap whenever the same equilibrium is attained (whenever the same equilibria 
are attained between two r-values). 
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2 
 
Why conditional cooperators should play Prisoner’s 
Dilemma games instead of opting out 
 
Mathias Spichtig · Maurice W. Sabelis · Martijn Egas 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Abstract   The iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma (iPD) game is commonly used as a meta-
phor to understand the evolution of cooperation. In its classic form this game includes 
strategies, such as conditional cooperators that take particular actions in response to 
actions of their opponent (e.g., Tit for Tat). This model has been extended by giving 
players a choice to join the game or not (e.g., Out for Tat). This optional game partici-
pation is thought to enhance cooperation for two reasons. First, ‘Out for Tat’ coopera-
tors – relative to classic-type conditional cooperators – have a higher potential to in-
vade defector populations. Second, defector populations can be invaded by strategies 
that always reject participating in iPD games, and these invaded populations can in 
turn be invaded by all types of cooperators. As a consequence, however, populations 
are rarely dominated by defectors, which weakens the direct advantage of ‘Out for Tat’ 
because opportunities for invading defector populations are rare. In this article, we 
study whether optional game participation favors the long-term evolution of coopera-
tion and whether ‘Out for Tat’ strategies perform better than their ‘Tit for Tat’ ana-
logues. In simulations that cover a broad range of PD games, actions of cooperation 
are sometimes increased in frequency due to optional game play when compared to 
actions in the classic form of the game. However, more often it is not. Moreover, we 
find that ‘Out for Tat’ strategies consistently underperform relative to classic-type 
conditional cooperators. We also find that there are various strategies effective in ex-
ploiting Out for Tat strategies and that strategies strictly avoiding iPD interactions are 
severe competitors of classic-type conditional cooperators, provided that avoiding PD 
games is sufficiently lucrative. Overall, we find little support for the hypothesis that 
optional game play catalyzes evolution of cooperation in iPD games. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                     
M. Spichtig, M.W. Sabelis, M. Egas 
Institute for Biodiversity and Ecosystem Dynamics (IBED), University of Amsterdam,  
P. O. Box 94248, 1090 GE Amsterdam, The Netherlands 
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1 Introduction 
 
In iterated games, players may condition their actions on perceived behaviors in the 
course of the game. A well-known example of a conditional strategy is Tit for Tat, 
which imitates the previous action of its opponent (Axelrod and Hamilton 1981). Since 
the seminal paper by Axelrod and Hamilton (1981), the potential of various condi-
tional strategies has been explored to explain the evolution of cooperation by direct 
reciprocity (Doebeli and Hauert 2005). Conditional play is usually tuned to the actions 
available in the game, but in fact it could also concern actions beyond the focal game, 
such as selection of opponents or performing actions alternative to the game (‘optional 
game play’; Orbell and Dawes 1993; Vanberg and Congleton 1992; Batali and Kitcher 
1995; Hauert et al. 2002a,b, 2007; Castro and Toro 2008; Mathew and Boyd 2009). 
Optional game play is particularly relevant to social network formation (Schuessler 
1989; Ashlock et al. 1996; Hauk 2001; Pacheco et al. 2006a,b; Santos et al. 2006; 
Izquierdo et al. 2010) and spatial network patterning (Dugatkin and Wilson 1991; En-
quist and Leimar 1993; Aktipis 2004; Le Galliard et al. 2005). Boyd and Mathew 
(2007; see also Mathew and Boyd 2009) discuss forms of optional game play in human 
societies. It is suggested to be a mechanism promoting the evolution of cooperation for 
reasons to be explained below (Batali and Kitcher 1995; Cant and Johnstone 2006). 

The optional game play introduced by Vanberg and Congleton (1992) and analyzed 
more extensively by Batali and Kitcher (1995) is simple in that it attributes fixed iden-
tical payoffs to both players if either of them refuses to interact in a round of the iter-
ated Prisoner’s Dilemma (PD) game. The PD game is a two-player game in which per-
sonal incentive prevents the mutually beneficial outcome (Axelrod and Hamilton 1981; 
Doebeli and Hauert 2005). Players in the PD game have a choice between two actions: 
cooperation, or defection. The realized combination of actions determine the payoff for 
each player. The optional PD game of Vanberg and Congleton (1992) adds a third ac-
tion that, when executed by either player, results in identical payoffs to both players 
and leaves no opportunity for counteraction. The choice of this action is ‘non-social’ as 
the opponent cannot influence the payoff of both players. The payoff of the third ac-
tion is assumed to be in between those of mutual defection and mutual cooperation. 
The game termed ‘semi-optional’ by Batali and Kitcher (1995) corresponds to this 
situation where payoffs from PD games can be substituted with guaranteed payoffs for 
both players. These authors also considered a ‘fully optional’ game, where partners for 
PD games can be substituted. Thus, the semi-optional game allows a choice between 
interaction in the form of a PD game or not (further referred to as ‘interaction choice’), 
whereas the ‘fully optional’ game allows a choice between potential partners (further 
referred to as ‘partner choice’). This distinction is not only relevant conceptually, but 
also in terms of their effects on cooperation (Schuessler 1989; Santos et al. 2006; Ha-
yashi and Yamagishi 1998). In this article we focus on interaction choice. 

Batali and Kitcher (1995) distinguish two mechanisms explaining how interaction 
choice promotes evolution of cooperation in iterated games. The first mechanism is 
based on the non-social option as a payoff-effective alternative to defection, if the op-
ponent is not cooperating. Conditional cooperators obtain higher payoffs from interac-
tions with defectors if they stop playing PD games rather than playing repeated mutual 
defection interactions. These new conditional cooperators therefore have an advantage 
over conventional conditional cooperators such as Tit-for-Tat in directly invading 
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populations of (unconditional) defectors whenever opting out yields higher payoff than 
mutual defection. 

The second mechanism opens an indirect route for the evolution of cooperation. 
Populations composed of defector strategies are unstable against strategies that avoid 
PD games altogether, because their payoff exceeds that of mutual defection. In turn, 
populations of strategies that strictly avoid PD games pose no (or at least smaller) in-
vasion barriers to cooperator strategies. The invasion process of cooperator strategies 
in such populations is fairly analogous to the invasion process in the one-shot version 
of the PD game, analysed by Hauert et al. (2002b). Hence, this second mechanism 
promotes the evolution of cooperation by indirect invasion of conditional cooperators. 
Note that it is fundamental to the first mechanism that the game is iterated, whereas the 
second mechanism is shown to work in one-shot games as well (Hauert et al. 2002b). 

In this article, we extend the work of Batali and Kitcher (1995) by analyzing the 
role of interaction choice in the evolution of cooperation. The first mechanism dis-
cussed above can be shown to be effective against unconditional defectors. Simultane-
ously, the second mechanism implies that defector strategies play minor roles over 
evolutionary time. Hence, we suspect that the second mechanism undermines the ef-
fect of the first on the evolution of cooperation. We quantify the effects elicited by 
interaction choice on the evolution of cooperation in iterated PD games. We study 
long-term evolution in finite populations of strategy sets with or without interaction 
choice. These sets contain all strategies that take (at most) the previous action of their 
opponent into account as a basis for conditional decisions. The importance of the two 
mechanisms to relative performances of conditional cooperators is investigated. 
 

2 The model 
 
Dependent on the strategy set individuals play either iterated PD games (iPD) or iter-
ated PD games with interaction choice (iPDI) for a fixed number (r) of iterations. The 
PD game is a game of two actions: Defection and Cooperation. The two players simul-
taneously execute their actions. If either player in the PDI game chooses not to interact 
(i.e., executes interaction choice I) this enforces the payoff O upon executor and oppo-
nent. Thus, the payoff matrix for a single iteration of an iPDI game is: 
 
 C D I 
C R S O 
D T P O 
I O O O 
 

Payoffs in the matrix apply to a player whose action is indicated in the left column. 
The payoffs R, S, T and P result from the combinations of PD actions and follow the 
standard conditions: T > R > P > S and 2 R > T + S. The dilemma arises because pay-
offs of defection exceed those of cooperation (T > R and P > S), whereas two players 
maximize their combined payoffs by mutual cooperation (per iteration because R > P 
and over iterations because 2 R > T + S). We assume O < R to ensure an incentive for 
joining PD game interactions. The interaction choice is profitable if O > P and unprof-
itable if O < P. Resumptions of game interactions at a later moment remain an option. 
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Strategies of the iPD and iPDI set are represented by the codes: abc (a, b, c ε      
{C, D}) and abcd (a, b, c, d ε {C, D, I}). Action a is executed in the initial round. Ac-
tions b, c, d are executed if the action C, D, respectively I was perceived in the previ-
ous round. For example, the strategy CCDI starts with cooperation and thereafter imi-
tates the opponent’s last action. The iPD set contains 23 = 8 strategies and the iPDI set 
34 = 81 strategies. Strategies of the iPDI set with the property a, b, c ε {C, D} are inac-
tive with respect to interaction choice. Such strategies have an analogous strategy in 
the iPD set, e.g., the strategies CCDI, CCDD and CCDC are analogous to the iPD 
strategy CCD, i.e., Tit for Tat. 

We assume strategies executing action I can sense the PD actions their opponents 
execute in the same round. In our opinion, a justified alternative is the game version in 
which strategies are not able to sense such intended PD actions whenever PD games 
are not played. However, in the alternative game, it is hard to define the motivation to 
resume PD interactions in later rounds for strategies that played action I. Therefore, we 
ignore this alternative game version. 

To study evolutionary dynamics, populations of constant size N are assumed to 
evolve through a Moran birth-death process (1962; Nowak et al. 2004; Taylor et al. 
2004). The process involves discrete time steps. First, payoffs are generated by assum-
ing each individual plays the game with each of the N – 1 other population members. 
The sum of these payoffs determines individual fitness. Second, one individual is cho-
sen to produce one offspring clonally. For each individual, the probability to reproduce 
is proportional to its fitness. Third, a randomly chosen member of the population is 
removed and replaced by the newborn. Offspring mutate at a rate μ, and mutants ex-
press each strategy phenotype of the set with equal chance. 

For mutation-limited evolution, μ → 0, we employ the approach described by 
Fudenberg and Imhof (2006; Fudenberg et al. 2006), which approximates distributions 
of population compositions over infinite time. Due to the low rate of mutation assumed 
in this approach, the average time span between consecutive mutation events is of 
much higher order than the other relevant evolutionary time scales. The most relevant 
time scale thereby is the average time a mutant requires to go extinct or to reach fixa-
tion. Consequently, there is a separation of time scales because the population reaches 
fixation long before the next mutant appears. Populations therefore tend to remain in 
homogeneous states, i.e., composed of a single strategy. Heterogeneous states consti-
tute of the (invader) mutant strategy and the resident strategy. The former either 
reaches fixation or goes extinct. Heterogeneous states occur too infrequently to affect 
any statistics we sample. 

Evolution under finite mutation rates is explored using computer simulations. Gen-
erally, in these simulations the initial populations harbor a random set of strategies. For 
specific results (shown in Fig. 2-1d) homogeneous populations of the strategies DDD, 
DDDD (if O ≤ P) and IDII (if O > P) are taken as initial populations. Simulations are 
performed for 2·108 time steps. Statistics are sampled over the entire duration of these 
simulations. 

A strategy’s evolutionary potential depends on its ability to invade populations 
when rare, and on its relative invasibility when dominating the population. For muta-
tion-limited populations we address these two aspects by the following probabilities: 
A) Invasiveness of strategy i is the average probability of mutants of this strategy to 
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reach fixation: ∑
x

xxiuρ , where ρxi is the probability of a mutant i to reach fixation in 

populations otherwise composed of strategy x, and ux is the prevalence of a homogene-
ous population x. B) Invasibility is the average probability of mutants to reach fixation 
in populations otherwise composed of strategy i: ∑−

x
ixs ρ1  where s is the number of 

strategies in the set. Note: both probabilities consider invasions by individuals carrying 
strategy i as well, whereby the strategy of these individuals is generated by synony-
mous mutation. 
 

3 Results 

3.1 Game behavior 
 
We start with observations on time-averaged game characteristics of populations of 
individuals playing either the iPD game or the iPDI game. For actions A ∈ {I, D, C}, 
A  is the average number of executions per game over the observation time in iPDI 
populations. \IA  represents the corresponding average in iPD populations. Given a 
fixed PD payoff set, the averages { CDI ,, } are influenced by the payoff value O se-
lected a priori. Fig. 2-1a,b provide examples of the dependency of these averages on 
the payoff value O, using population sizes of 60 (Fig. 2-1a) and 200 (Fig. 2-1b). The 
PD payoff values {R, S, T, P} = {60, 0.01, 100, 20} chosen for Fig. 2-1 are propor-
tional to those of Axelrod and Hamilton (1981) except that an increment of 0.01 is 
added to the S payoff to ensure positive chances for reproduction. This modification is 
unlikely to result in deviations from results obtained for the Axelrod and Hamilton 
payoffs (Fudenberg et al. 2006). For the mutation-limited case (μ → 0), we found an 
overall increase of I and a decrease of D with increasing payoff O (Fig. 2-1a,b). The 
values of C  display maxima in average executed cooperation, maxC , within the inter-
val of O values under consideration (S ≤ O ≤ R). In a systematic survey of PD payoff 
values (Fig. 2-2), a payoff value of interaction choice for which cooperation is maxi-
mal, Omax, is always found within (S, R) for populations of sizes N = 60 and N = 200. 
Fig. 2-1b shows that average cooperation in iPDI populations can exceed the value 
measured in iPD populations ( ICC \max > ), a result also found for higher population 

sizes (compare IC\  in Fig. 2-1c [light grey bars] to C  in Fig. 2-1d [red, pink and black 
lines]). Average cooperation in iPDI can exceed that in the corresponding iPD popula-
tion ( ICC \> ) even under unprofitable interaction choice (O < P). In our example, this 
observation applies to mutation-limited iPDI populations of sizes N = {500, 1500, 
3000} (compare IC\  in Fig. 2-1c [light grey bars] to C  in Fig. 2-1d [red, pink and 
black lines]). In iPD populations average cooperation is highest for N = 200 and de-
creases with increasing population sizes (light grey bars in Fig. 2-1c). In iPDI popula-
tions, average cooperation tends to decrease with increasing population size in the 
range of unprofitable interaction choice and, similarily, for very high interaction 
choice payoffs (O ≥ 55; lines in Fig. 2-1d). Average cooperation in iPDI populations 
increases with population size for the remaining range of profitable interaction choice 
payoffs (lines in Fig. 2-1d). The consequent result is an increasing difference between 
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(increasing) maxC and (decreasing) IC\ with increasing population size (compare light 
grey bars in Fig. 2-1c with maxC  in Fig. 2-1d). 

Simulation results under finite mutation imply that the described changes of C and 
IC\ values can differ from values under limited mutation (Fig. 2-1a-d). Fig. 2-1a,b show 

values of C and IC\  for simulations using μ = 0.01 (○ symbols) and μ = 0.001 (+ sym-
bols). In particular, at N = 200 (Fig. 2-1b) the values of C generated from these simula-
tions were lower than \ IC  for all explored O values while we find \max IC C>  under lim-
ited mutation. In Fig. 2-1c, \ IC values were higher in the simulations of populations under 
finite mutation (μ = 0.01; intermediate and dark grey bars) than in corresponding muta-
tion-limited populations and, unlike the mutation-limited case (light grey bars), we do not 
observe a strong decrease in \ IC  with population size. Simulation results for N = 1500 and 
μ = 0.01 showed average executions of cooperation of ~ 9.5 (r = 10) for both iPD popula-
tions (intermediate and dark grey bars in Fig. 2-1c) and iPDI populations (symbols in Fig. 
2-1d) if O ≤ 45, and observed C  values were markedly decreasing for higher interaction 
 

 
Fig. 2-1 Panels (a, b) show average executed actions I  (red), D  (green), C  (dark blue) and \IC  (light blue) 
as function of interaction choice payoff O in iPD populations and in iPDI populations of size (a) N = 60 and 
(b) N = 200. Averages for mutation-limited populations are depicted by lines and simulation results (only \IC  
and C ) for populations at mutation rate μ = 0.001 and at mutation rate μ = 0.01 are depicted by ‘plus’ sym-
bols and circles, respectively. Vertical lines indicate the payoff value Omax with maximal average cooperation 
( maxC ) at μ → 0. Panel (c) gives average executed cooperation values \IC  in iPD populations of sizes N = 
{60, 200, 500, 1500, 3000}: Light gray bars give the \IC  values for mutation-limited populations, second and 
third bars give the average C of three simulations of populations at rate μ = 0.01 (standard deviations across 
replicas tend to be too small for the resolution of the graph). In one set of these simulations, the initial popula-
tions were randomly composed (medium-gray bars) and in the other set, the initial populations were homoge-
neously composed of DDD (dark-gray bars). Panel (d) average executed cooperation C  as function of inter-
action choice payoff value O for mutation-limited iPDI populations of different sizes (color code follows N = 
{60, 200, 500, 1500, 3000} → {green, blue, red, pink, black}). Additionally, the panel shows average coop-
eration (‘pluses’ and ‘circles’) in simulated populations of size N = 1500 and at rate μ = 0.01. In these simula-
tions, initial populations were randomly composed (‘plus’ symbols) or initial populations were homogeneous-
ly composed (‘circle’ symbols) of DDDD (if O < P) or of IDII (if O > P). Parameters: R = 60, S = 0.01,         
T = 100, P = 20, r = 10; per condition set, three replica simulations were performed. 
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O ε [S, R] where ICC \> . Whereas for most of these {R, P} combinations the condition 
C > IC\ respectively C < IC\  is dependent on the choice of payoff O there is a range of 
combinations with ICC \>  for all payoffs O ∈ [S, R], as well as two distinct parameter 
regions with ICC \<  for all payoffs O ∈ [S, R]. The range with ICC \>  for all O com-
prises the collection of {R, P} combinations along the upper edge of Fig. 2-2b, i.e.,        
P ~ R. In iPD populations these conditions are most stringent for the evolution of coop-
eration (see Fig. 2-2a) as the extra gain from mutual cooperation is small relative to the 
payoff of mutual defection. For most of the {R, P}-combinations studied we find       
Omax > P, i.e., the maxC -value is observed when the interaction choice is profitable. Ex-
ceptions with Omax < P are found only for a few combinations with P ~ R. We consider 
scrutiny of this anomaly as irrelevant because under such conditions average cooperation 
is very low in iPD populations (Fig. 2-2a) as well as in iPDI populations. 

Fig. 2-2b shows two distinct parameter regions with ICC \max < , i.e., where interac-
tion choice has an overall negative effect on the occurrence of cooperation. In mutation-
limited populations, the size of these regions seems to decrease with increasing popula-
tion size (compare solid lines in Fig. 2-2c). In a set of simulations, we assessed the 
boundary of transition from ICC \max <  to ICC \max >  in population at μ = 0.01 along 
selected lines of {P, R}-values (dotted lines in Fig. 2-2c; the assessment procedure is 
described in Appendix 2-1). The results for N = 60 in Fig. 2-2c (compare dotted and 
solid lines in red) imply that the regions with ICC \max <  are larger at μ = 0.01 than at 

μ → 0. For N = 200, the regions with ICC \max <  at μ → 0 (solid green lines) seem fused 
into one region covering the majority of the {P, R} shown in Fig. 2-2c (green dotted 
line) at μ = 0.01. The results in Fig. 2-2c suggest an increase of the discussed type of 
parameter regions if mutation rates are changed from μ → 0 to μ = 0.01. Moreover, op-
posite to the pattern observed in mutation-limited populations at the finite rate of μ = 0.01 
the sizes of the regions with ICC \max <  seem to increase by this increase of population 
size (compare dotted lines in Fig. 2-2c). In the mutation-limited case, the decline of the 
regions with increasing population size is in accordance with the observation of increas-
ing differences between maxC  and \IC  with increasing population sizes (as described 
above, see Fig. 2-1c,d). At μ = 0.01, such a decrease of \IC  with population size is absent 
(intermediate and dark grey bars in Fig. 2-1c). This observation is in agreement with the 
fact that the regions in Fig. 2-2c (dotted lines) seem to grow with population size. 

 

3.2 Strategy interactions 
 
In this section we discuss details of strategy dynamics that we find relevant for the 
interpretation of the results described above. 
 

3.2.1 Mutation-limited populations 
 
The conditional cooperator of the iPD set is Tit for Tat (coded as CCD in our notation 
of strategies; see the Model section). Observed prevalences of cooperation can be 
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largely attributed to this strategy. The iPDI set contains three strategies analogous to 
Tit for Tat, CCDI, CCDD and CCDC, and three further conditional cooperators, CCII, 
CCID and CCIC. The latter three employ interaction choice in response to defection 
and we refer to them as Out for Tat strategies (Hayashi and Yamagishi 1998). Ob-
served cooperation in iPDI populations can be largely attributed to these six condi-
tional cooperator strategies. 

We exemplify strategy interactions in the iPD set using the parameter conditions of 
Fig. 2-1. In iPD populations, unconditional defector (DDD) and Tit for Tat (CCD) are 
the strategies with highest average abundances. Strategy DDD replaces CCD as the 
most prevalent strategy for N > 983. The prevalences of the other six strategies over 
time are marginal and fixation of CCD mutants in DDD populations is consequently 
the usual process by which CCD populations are established. The fixation probability 
of CCD mutants in DDD populations is smaller than N -1 for population sizes N > 881, 
i.e., the mutants have a lower chance to reach fixation than a mutant neutral to DDD in 
populations above this size. CCD populations are most likely to be replaced by uncon-
ditional cooperator mutants (CCC). These two strategies are mutually neutral and have 
a respective fixation probability of N -1. The invasiveness (defined in the Model section 
as the average probability of a mutant to reach fixation) of CCD decreases with in-
creasing population size N, whereas established populations of CCD increase in stabil-
ity with population size (high stability means low invasibility as defined in the Model 
section). These two effects together result in a maximal average prevalence of CCD 
and in \IC  at an intermediate population size (N = 166; note that \IC  is highest at N = 
200 in Fig. 2-1c [light grey bars]). 

In iPDI populations, either of the Tit for Tat analogues CCDI and CCDD has the 
highest average frequency of the six conditional cooperators at Omax in the PD payoff 
matrices and population sizes explored in Fig. 2-2. These two strategies are the most 
prevalent conditional cooperators over the entire range of conditions of Fig. 2-1. The 
lower prevalences of the third Tit for Tat type strategy CCDC (and similarily CCIC) is 
due to the fact that various strategies can exploit the characteristic that these strategies 
respond to action I by cooperation. We use invasiveness and invasibility to identify the 
reason for the dominant prevalence of the conditional cooperators CCDI and CCDD. 
In Fig. 2-3 we show for populations of N = {200, 1500} invasiveness and invasibility 
values of the six conditional cooperators along the same cline of O values as in Fig. 2-
1. The Out for Tat strategy CCII and the Tit for Tat analogue CCDI are distinct only in 
their reaction to perceived defection, the same applies to pairs {CCID, CCDD} and 
{CCIC, CCDC}. Any difference in invasiveness or invasibility of each of these pairs 
of strategies can be attributed to the different response to perceived defection. Inva-
siveness tends to be higher under profitable interaction choice for all conditional coop-
erators (Fig. 2-3a,c). Either of the Out-for-Tat strategies CCII or CCID has the highest 
invasiveness in the range of profitable O values except when small (Fig. 2-3a,c). The 
overall increase of all invasiveness values with increasing O values from unprofitable 
to profitable suggests that this increase is partly attributable to increased and effective 
confrontations with populations of strategies against which they do not employ D, e.g., 
the conditional cooperators themselves and certain loners (i.e., strategies that avoid PD 
games). The invasion of loner-dominated populations is one way by which conditional 
cooperators are favored by interaction choice (see introduction section). Invasibility 
values increase for all strategies with increasing O value (Fig. 2-3b,d). The increase is 
already marked for the Out for Tat strategies at unprofitable O values whereas invasi-
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bility values of CCDI and especially of CCDD remain virtually unchanged over a 
range of profitable O values (Fig. 2-3b,d). Hence, the Out for Tat strategies pay for the 
increased invasiveness under profitable interaction choice by an increased instability of 
the populations they establish. For certain profitable O values, invasiveness of Tit for 
Tat analogues such as CCDD is lower than corresponding values of Out for Tat strate-
gies (Fig. 2-3a,c). However, the lower invasibility values of the Tit for Tat analogues 
(Fig. 2-3b,d) imply that population dominance states of these strategies tend to last 
longer. The net effect is higher prevalence of the Tit for Tat analogues CCDI and 
CCDD. 

To illustrate the weaknesses of the Out for Tat strategies we consider their interac-
tion with strategy DCDD in more detail: this strategy plays an action sequence of D-C-
D-C… against conditional cooperators, and receives the payoff (T + O + T + O + …) 
against the Out for Tat strategies and the payoff (T + S + T + S + ...) against the Tit for 
Tat analogues. The strategy exploits both conditional cooperator types in the first 
round and thereafter in every second round. In order to pursue sequential exploitation 
the strategy DCDD executes C in the in-between rounds. This behavior triggers the 
response C in the conditional cooperators we defined in our model. When playing 
against the Out for Tat strategies the plays of C by DCDD are countered by action I 
resulting in the payoff O (for both strategies). When playing against the Tit for Tat 
analogues the strategy DCDD is exploited (i.e., the strategy receives the lowest payoff  
 
 

 
Fig. 2-3 Invasiveness values (panels a, c) and invasibility values (b, d) of the Out for Tat strategies 
{CCII (continuous gray line), CCID (coarse broken gray line), CCIC (fine broken gray line)} and the Tit 
for Tat analogues {CCDI (continuous black line), CCDD (coarse broken black line), CCDC (fine broken 
black line)} as a function of interaction choice payoff O. Straight light gray lines indicate value N -1 (i.e., 
fixation probability of a neutral invader strategy). Population size in panel (a) is N = 200 and in panel 
(b) is N = 1500. Other parameters as in Fig. 2-1. 
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S while the Tit for Tat analogues receive the highest payoff T) each time it plays C. 
With increasing payoff value O strategy DCDD is an increasingly effective invader of 
the Out for Tat strategy populations. For the parameters used in Fig. 2-1, the fixation 
probability of DCDD mutants in Out for Tat populations is larger than N -1 for all cho-
sen O values, but against the Tit for Tat analogues it is smaller than N -1. 

Average cooperation C  observed under profitable interaction choice conditions 
can practically be attributed to CCDI and CCDD populations at the larger population 
sizes (N = {1500, 3000}) in Fig. 2-1c, e.g., prevalence is 42% for each strategy (Fig. 2-1 
conditions and {O, N} = {25, 1500}) whereas the combined prevalence of the remain-
ing conditional cooperators is 5%. We attribute high prevalence of the strategies CCDI 
and CCDD to their stability to invasions (low invasibility in Fig. 2-3b,d). At these 
population sizes no fixation probabilities of the strategies in CCDD populations exceed 
N -1 for O < 55. The marked increase in C  observed for these population sizes (blue and 
pink line in Fig. 2-1d) is at the critical point of interaction choice profitability (O ≈ P). 
The fixation probability of strategy DIIC in CCDD populations exceeds N -1 for O ≥ 55 
(strategies with this characteristic can be found for lower O values for CCDI; see the 
prompt increase of the invasibility of CCDI in Fig. 2-3d). The group of cooperator 
strategies {CCII, CCID, CCIC, CCDI, CCDD, CCDC, CCCI, CCCD, CCCC} which 
contains the conditional cooperators are mutually neutral because they always cooper-
ate with each other. In the range O ≥ 55, non-cooperators such as DIIC begin to re-
place the cooperators as most effective invaders of CCDD populations. The resulting 
lowered stability of CCDD populations against invaders such as DIIC coincides with 
the marked decrease in C observed in Fig. 2-1c. Our interpretation of this decrease is 
that interaction choice is too attractive as alternative to the PD game. 
 

3.2.2 Finite mutation 
 
In contrast to the mutation-limited case, assuming finite mutation rates implies that 
other strategies are likely to interfere in evolutionary interactions between the resident 
strategy and the invader strategy (Traulsen et al. 2006). To investigate to what extent 
this may affect the results, we performed simulations with mutation rates of 0.01 and 
0.001 (Figs. 2-1 and 2-2). We explain the results first for the iPD simulations, and then 
turn to the iPDI simulations. 

Average cooperation under finite mutation rates was higher than under mutation 
limitation. We no longer found the marked decrease in cooperation level with high 
population size (Fig. 2-1c). The strategy CCD was the most prevalent strategy in all 
performed iPD simulations shown in Fig. 2-1. We conjecture that in our simulations 
finite mutation stabilized populations of CCD against invasion by the unconditional 
cooperator CCC. For N = {60, 200} and μ = 0.01, we observed repeated dynamics of 
CCD reaching dominance status followed by (temporal) loss of the strategy during the 
course of simulations (using the parameter values of Fig. 2-1). These dynamics were 
not observed for N = {500, 1500, 3000}, i.e., strategy CCD became and remained 
dominant over the course of the simulations. Note that this observation applied to both 
forms of initial populations, i.e., a random sample from the strategy set, or a homoge-
neous DDD population. Applying these different initial populations had no discernable 
effect on observed average cooperation IC\  for the selected population sizes (compare 
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second columns to respective third columns in Fig. 2-1c). For N ≥ 200, IC\  values 
were at ~ 9.5 (Fig. 2-1c) and therefore much higher than in corresponding mutation-
limited populations (compare first columns to second, third columns in Fig. 2-1c). As 
discussed above, the strategy DDD shows highest average prevalence in such muta-
tion-limited populations of sizes N = {1500, 3000}. The observed IC\  of ~9.5 for 
simulations initiated with homogeneous DDD populations suggests that this strategy 
was ineffective in maintaining its dominance. We interpret this result as an indication 
that the dynamics of populations under limited mutation and under finite mutation of  
μ = 0.01 markedly differ from each other. 

In the iPDI simulations, the Tit for Tat analogues CCDI and CCDD were the most 
prevalent among the conditional cooperators in all performed iPDI simulations of Fig. 
2-1. For N = 1500, the corresponding C  value was also at ~ 9.5 for a broad range of 
unprofitable and profitable O payoff values (symbols in Fig. 2-1d). The height of this 
average indicates that CCDI and CCDD had the highest prevalences of all strategies in 
the simulations over these O payoff values. The corresponding C  values for μ → 0 
and for unprofitable interaction choice are clearly lower in Fig. 2-1d (pink line). For 
the range of unprofitable interactions choice, we therefore retrieved the observation of 
iPD that cooperation is rather rare at μ → 0 and the most frequently executed action at 
μ = 0.01. The low values of C  at the upper end of the O values ≥ 45 (symbols in Fig. 
2-1d) indicate that conditional cooperators were not the most prevalent strategies in the 
simulations over these payoffs. The lines in Fig. 2-1d show that the marked drop in C  
is also observed for mutation-limited populations, but at the higher values of O ≥ 55. 
 

4 Discussion 
 
We investigated the evolution of cooperation in the PD game when a non-social action, 
i.e., opting out of the game, is added as an alternative to the social interaction of play-
ing the PD game. If it is more beneficial than mutual defection, the option to avoid 
social interactions is argued to promote the evolution of cooperation via two routes 
(Vanberg and Congleton 1992; Batali and Kitcher 1995). First, it can result in condi-
tional cooperators (the Out for Tat strategies) better suited to invade populations domi-
nated by unconditional defectors than conditional cooperators that respond with defec-
tion (the Tit for Tat analogues). Second, (conditional) cooperators can indirectly in-
vade defector-dominated populations by invading populations dominated by non-social 
strategies (loners) which in their turn invaded defector-dominated populations (Hauert 
et al. 2002a,b, 2007; Castro and Toro 2008; for a critical evaluation of this invasion 
route see Mathew and Boyd 2009). The presence of effective invaders of defector 
dominated populations – the loners – cast doubt on the relevance of the first route. The 
focus of this discussion is if the advantage of the Out for Tat strategies as invader is 
effectuated. 

On average, higher occurrence of cooperation in populations with interaction 
choice (iPDI) to that in corresponding populations without this choice (iPD) is 
found under limited mutation and at the highest population sizes (compare light 
grey bars in Fig. 2-1c with maxC  in Fig. 2-1d). Such higher occurrence was not 
found in corresponding simulations with finite mutation rates, i.e., cooperation was 
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highly prevalent under iPD and iPDI (compare intermediate/dark grey bars in Fig. 
2-1c with plus and dot signs in Fig. 2-1d). Finite mutation frequently generates de-
fector strategies. These defectors can prevent (neutral) invasions of unconditional 
cooperators into populations dominated by conditional cooperators – like Tit for 
Tat in iPD or one of the six conditional cooperators of iPDI. Under limited muta-
tion, such invasions are an important cause for the demise of (conditional) coopera-
tor-dominated populations. If such demise of cooperator-dominated populations is 
virtually absent – a situation that occurs in some simulations – then the advantages of 
Out for Tat strategies as invader of defector-dominated populations hardly take effect. 
Hence, the supposed advantage of the Out for Tat strategies (Batali and Kitcher 
1995) as invader plays a secondary role in (large) populations under finite muta-
tion. Note that the stabilization of cooperation by high mutation rate is a phenome-
non also described (Traulsen et al. 2009) for the system of Hauert et al. (2007). 
Also for this system, this effect of mutation is independent of interaction choice 
(compare Fig. 2b,c of Traulsen et al. 2009). 

The results on invasiveness describe the advantage of the Out for Tat strategies as 
invaders under limited mutation (Fig. 2-3a,c). The advantages are highest at intermedi-
ate interaction choice payoff values, i.e., where interaction is attractive but not too at-
tractive as an alternative to playing the PD game. The invasiveness of all conditional 
cooperators is highest in this range of O-payoffs (Fig. 2-3a,c) and this range coincides 
with the range where average cooperation is highest (C  around maxC  in Fig. 2-1a,b,d). 
Hence, we explain this finding by the second route of indirect invasion, i.e., invasion 
of these strategies into populations dominated by loners (and cooperators), not by in-
vasion of populations dominated by defectors. Furthermore, the conditional coopera-
tors with the highest prevalence were almost always Tit for Tat analogues. In the case 
of limited mutation, we explain this observation with the higher invasibility of the Out 
for Tat strategies (Fig. 2-3b,d) that is due to certain strategies being effective in ex-
ploiting the Out for Tat strategies. These strategies are also contained in the behavioral 
variants regularly generated by finite mutation. This explains why certain Tit for Tat 
analogues are the most prevalent cooperators in the simulations with finite mutation. In 
our study, the advantage of the Out for Tat strategies as invaders is more than compen-
sated by a disadvantage in withstanding invasions. 

The high invasibility of the Out for Tat strategies (Fig. 2-3b,d) could be an arti-
fact of our choice of strategy set. For example, the exploitation of our type of Out 
for Tat strategies by strategy DCDD is avoided by ‘grim trigger’ Out for Tat strate-
gies that ‘grimly’ forego all future interactions after the opponent defected once. 
Hence, the weaknesses of our type need not be a characteristic of Out for Tat 
strategies. Interaction choice might be more efficient in promoting the evolution of 
cooperation with Out for Tat strategies that do not have the weaknesses of our type. 
The ‘grim trigger’ Out for Tat strategies are contained, e.g., in the set of strategies 
defined around the strategies which (can) condition on the previously received pay-
off. Each strategy from this set is determined by an initial action and a reaction to 
each of the four payoffs. Hence, this set contains (3 × 3 × 3 × 3 × 3 =) 729 strate-
gies, a number that would be feasible for an analysis like ours. A study of this large 
set would allow a more comprehensive insight on the effect of interaction choice on 
the evolution of cooperation. 
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4.1 Conclusion 
 
Under limited mutation and large N, we retrieve the positive effects of interaction 
choice on the evolution of cooperation in iterated PD games proposed by Batali and 
Kitcher (1995): conditions can be found where cooperation is more common with in-
teraction choice than without and the effect of interaction choice on the evolution of 
cooperation was largest where defector-dominated populations constitute real invasion 
barriers for Tit for Tat (large N and limited mutation). However, under finite mutation 
this barrier was largely offset in our simulations. Continuous domination of conditional 
cooperators was – aside of invading loner-dominated populations – the main reason 
why the advantage of the Out for Tat strategies as invaders was hardly effective. In-
deed, cooperation evolved also when other cooperators than the Out for Tat strategies 
dominate. Improved abilities as invader are only one element of success. What also 
counts, is how the Out for Tat strategies we considered withstand invasion. Possibly 
‘grim trigger’ Out for Tat strategies differ in this respect and this is why we propose a 
more definitive analysis of the effects of interaction choice on the evolution of coop-
eration by studying strategy sets that include ‘grim trigger’ Out for Tat strategies. 
 

Appendix 2-1 
 
In Fig. 2-2c, we provide an assessment if < \ ImaxC C  or > \ ImaxC C . The assessment was 
performed using the following procedure. For a set of conditions {R, S, T, P, r, N}, the 
intervals [S, P] and [P, R] are both divided into 20 identical sections. The edge values 
of these subintervals are used for the set of O values. Per set of conditions, we run 8 
replica simulations of iPD populations and 123 replica simulations of iPDI populations 
(3 per O value). For a set of conditions and for interaction choice payoff O’, the value 

O'C  is the average execution of cooperation averaged over the three replicas. The 
value sdO’ is the corresponding standard deviation. The value \ IC  is the average execu-
tion of cooperation averaged over the eight replica iPD simulations. Average coopera-
tion in iPDI populations is considered significant lower than in the iPD populations if 

+ <O' \IO'C sd C for all O’. Average cooperation in iPDI populations is considered sig-

nificant higher than in the iPD populations if − >O' \IO'C sd C for at least one O’. 
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3 
 
When and how does mutation-generated variation promote 
the evolution of cooperation? 
 
Mathias Spichtig · Maurice W. Sabelis · Martijn Egas 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Abstract   It has been hypothesized that mutation-generated variation in behavior can 
drive the evolution of cooperation. In this article, we distinguish between two effects 
of mutation that can generate this in evolutionary games of the finitely repeated Pris-
oner’s Dilemma in infinite asexual populations. First, we consider a particular setting 
with strategies that play Tit-for-Tat for the first x rounds and unconditionally defect 
thereafter, and where mutation only alters x. For this regime, we show how coopera-
tion can evolve through the direct effect of mutation, i.e., the instantaneous impact of 
mutational variation before selection may act upon these mutants. This direct effect 
suffices to explain earlier findings that behavioral variation can promote the evolution 
of cooperation. However, we question the generality of these findings because for 
many (if not most) mutation regimes mutation generates the highest direct effect on 
unconditional defectors (AllD). Overall, mutation is therefore expected to hamper 
rather than promote the evolution of cooperation. We identify special conditions (e.g., 
intermediate mutation rates) for which this negative direct effect of mutation on coop-
eration can be countered by an indirect effect of mutation, i.e., the fitness impact that 
individuals obtain from interactions with descendants of mutants. Simulations for these 
conditions show that populations dominated by AllD are invaded by cooperative 
strategies despite the positive direct effect of mutation on AllD. Thus, here it is the 
indirect effect of mutation on cooperative strategies that drives the evolution of coop-
eration. The population evolves towards a state where the action ‘cooperate’ is more 
frequently executed, but this is not achieved by individuals triggering reciprocity 
(‘genuine altruism’), but by individuals exploiting the willingness of others to cooper-
ate (‘exploitative altruism’). By highlighting the distinction between direct and indirect 
effect of mutation we provide a new perspective on how mutation-generated variation 
alters frequency-dependent selection. 
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1 Introduction 
 
Evolution is driven by selection acting on heritable phenotypic variation. The amount 
of phenotypic variation can be described as a function of selection modulating the 
variation generated by mutation, recombination, and environmental factors. If selection 
is frequency-dependent, it can in turn be described as a function of the distribution of 
phenotypic variants in the population. A standard approach in evolutionary ecology is 
to ignore selection effects of phenotypic variation by reducing the analysis to interac-
tion dynamics of an invader phenotype in an otherwise homogeneous resident popula-
tion (Abrams 2001). This approach is defendable if the addition of other phenotypic 
variants constitutes no more than noise on the selective interactions between these two 
phenotypes. Under a regime of frequency-dependent selection, however, increasing 
phenotypic variation may alter the outcome of evolutionary analyses qualitatively. For 
example, increasing (mutation-generated) variation in behavior can promote the evolu-
tion of cooperation (McNamara et al. 2004, 2008; Eriksson and Lindgren 2005; 
Traulsen et al. 2009; McNamara and Leimar 2010). 

The existence of behavioral variation is generic in studies of the evolution of coop-
eration (e.g., Wedekind and Milinski 1996; Fischbacher et al. 2001; Camerer 2003; 
Camerer and Fehr 2006; Henrich et al. 2006; Herrmann et al. 2008). Hence, it may 
provide a general explanation for the evolution of cooperation. However, this predic-
tion by McNamara et al. (2004, 2008), Eriksson and Lindgren (2005), and Traulsen et 
al. (2009) is generated from simulating asexual populations. Each of these simulations 
is based on a particular choice of mutation regime, i.e., a mutation rate (μ), a set of 
strategies that mutation can generate, and a rule of how mutant strategies tend to differ 
from the parental strategies (variation from recombination and from environmental 
factors is ignored). Given the relative lack of knowledge on the genetic underpinning 
of behavioral traits, arbitrary choices are inevitable. In asexual organisms, mutation is 
the source of heritable variation and the mutation regime determines the expressed 
(heritable) variation. Therefore, we investigate whether variation-promoted evolution 
of cooperation is robust to the choice of mutation regime. 

To analyze the effects of mutation regime on the evolutionary dynamics we start 
from a narrow-sense definition of mutants: mutants are the individuals with a genotype 
distinct from their parent, i.e., a mutation event occurred (transforming its genotype) 
during the generation of the individual. As a consequence of this narrow-sense defini-
tion, faithfully replicated offspring of mutants are not mutants themselves (in contrast 
to the use of the term in ‘mutant-wild type’ contexts where faithfully replicated off-
spring of mutants remain categorized as the mutant type). Because selection acts on 
variation after it is generated by mutation, mutants constitute the fraction of the popu-
lation that has not yet been affected by selection. We refer to the direct effect of muta-
tion when it concerns the average fitness contributions (π) generated from interactions 
with the narrow-sense mutants. Of course, the fitness impact of mutation goes beyond 
that of the mutants alone as long as they (faithfully) produce descendants. We refer to 
this impact as the indirect effect of the mutants when it concerns the average fitness 
contributions (θ) generated from interaction with non-mutants (each with an ancestry 
of variable length to a mutant). Thus, π refers to the direct effect of mutation, i.e., the 
fitness impact of the mutation-generated variation yet unaffected by selection, and θ 
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refers to the indirect effect of mutation, i.e., the fitness impact of the mutation-
generated variation after being subject to selection. 

In this paper we show that the distinction between direct and indirect fitness effects 
is useful in providing insight in the impact of mutation-generated variation on the evo-
lution of cooperation. Our results show that (1) earlier findings on the impact of behav-
ioral variation on the evolution of cooperation are no more than special cases where 
there is a positive direct effect of mutation, (2) cooperation can evolve through an indi-
rect effect of mutation-generated variation even if unconditional defectors benefit most 
from the direct effect, and (3) in cases with positive indirect effects of mutation, the 
selected strategies in the population exhibit exploitation of cooperative acts. 

 

2 Model 
 
We use the evolutionary game version of the finitely repeated Prisoner’s Dilemma 
game (frPD; Nachbar 1992; Cressman 1996) to study the impact of different mutation 
regimes. In the Prisoner’s Dilemma (PD) game, individuals engage in pairwise interac-
tions where they choose to cooperate (C) or to defect (D). Both players execute their 
action simultaneously. Individuals receive payoff dependent on their own choice as 
well as the choice of their opponent, as given in the following payoff matrix: 
 
 C D 
C R S 
D T P 
 

The payoffs follow the relations T > R > P > S and 2 R > T + S. The consequence 
is that defection generates higher individual payoffs T (> R) and P (> S), while mutual 
cooperation maximizes the common payoff. In the frPD game, the Prisoner’s Dilemma 
game is repeated for a fixed number (= r) of times. The total number of deterministic 
strategies adjusted to an frPD game is finite (i.e., 122 −r ; Cressman 1996). Cressman 
(1996) provides a general analysis of evolutionary frPD games in absence of mutation. 
The strategy that defects (= d) and the strategy that cooperates (= c) are the two strate-
gies in a one-shot game (r = 1). It follows from the payoff matrix that for any popula-
tion composition of the two strategies, individuals with strategy d always generate a 
higher average payoff than individuals with strategy c. Consequently, strategy d 
evolves towards fixation in infinite populations, i.e., the state in which mutual defec-
tion is observed in all PD games. For much the same reason, in mutation-free evolu-
tionary frPD games (r > 1) polymorphisms composed of all deterministic strategies 
evolve towards states in which the players exclusively defect (Nachbar 1992; Cress-
man 1996). Unconditional defectors (AllD) obtain fitness dominance (wAllD ≥ wi for all 
strategies i; wi is the fitness of strategy i) during this process of convergence towards 
full defection (Cressman 1996). 

In our model, we assume infinite, asexual populations composed of deterministic 
strategies. The code used for the strategies is described below. Strategy i individuals 
generate average payoff 

∈

=∑ ij ji
j s

p p f  from game interactions; pij is the payoff that 

strategy i individuals generate in interactions with strategy j individuals, fj is the fre-
quency of strategy j, and s represents the strategy set (i.e., the collection of the consid-
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ered strategies). The average fitness of strategy i individuals is defined by Kpw ii +=  
where background fitness K is the game-unassociated fitness component (in the simu-
lations, we used positive integers for K) which is identical for each individual. Fitness 
determines reproductive success but not survival abilities. Consequently, all players 
have, independent of their performance, the same expected number of pairwise interac-
tions over their life time in the game. 

We analyze evolutionary changes in this model using both discrete generations and 
continuous (overlapping) generations. In the discrete-generation model (dgm), the fre-
quency fi’ of strategy i in the next generation is determined as 

 

i
i

ii u
w
wff μμ +−= )1(' , 

 
where ∑=

i
iiwfw is the average fitness of the population, μ is the mutation rate, and ui 

is the fraction of mutants that carry strategy i. The frequency dynamics in the continu-
ous-generation model (cgm) follows the replicator-mutator dynamics (Page and 
Nowak 2002): 
 

iiii uwwff μμ +−−= ))1(( . 
 

2.1 Analysis 
 
We use the characteristic wAllD ≥ wi of the evolutionary attractor to set a benchmark for 
the evolutionary effect of mutation: recurrent mutation significantly affects evolution-
ary frPD games whenever the fitness relation wi > wAllD is either persistently or peri-
odically observed for at least one strategy i. Behavioral differences cause the differ-
ences in fitness between strategies i and AllD. Therefore, wi > wAllD implies – as AllD is 
the strategy which always defects – that strategy i employs at least some cooperation. 
Beyond that the observation wi > wAllD does not carry information about the frequency 
with which strategy i or the remainder of the population executes cooperation. How-
ever, frequencies of cooperative behaviors may positively correlate with mutation rates 
without challenging the fitness dominance of AllD (Willensdorfer and Nowak 2005). 
For example, mutation could frequently generate the strategy unconditional cooperator 
(AllC). The expected outcome of an increase in mutation rate would then be an in-
creased execution of cooperation but also an increased fitness of AllD. If significant 
effects (wi > wAllD) and increased cooperation co-occur, we take this as an indication 
that cooperation evolves due to a change in the direction of selection. Note that signifi-
cant effects might emerge without the consequence that cooperation is amply executed. 
 

2.2 Statistics 
 
In our simulations, we sample the following behavioral statistics. The average coop-
eration in round x is given by j

sji
iijxx ffaC ∑

∈

=
,

,  whereby ax,ij = 1 if strategy i cooperates 
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in round x against strategy j and ax,ij = 0 otherwise. The average cooperation per frPD 

game is given by ∑
=

=
r

i
iCC

1

 (in case of non-equilibrium dynamics, C is averaged over 

specified ranges of generations). As 0 ≤ C  ≤ r, a population with C ~ 1 is interpreted 
as fairly cooperative if r = 1 and as fairly uncooperative if r = 100. For comparisons of 
evolutionary frPD with different r-values, we thus use the average number of C execu-
tions per Prisoner’s Dilemma game, r

C . The average payoff per frPD game generated 

with payoff P is given by j
sji

iijPP ffaPp ∑
∈

=
,

,  whereby aP,ij is the number of times strat-

egy i generates payoff P from strategy j. For payoffs T, S, and R, we analogously de-
fine the averages Tp , Sp , and Rp . 

 

2.3 Strategies 
 
We assume genotypes determine strategies. In certain mutation regimes neutral muta-
tions can occur, i.e., parent and mutant offspring do not share the genotype but they do 
share the strategy. The mutation rate μ determines the fraction of offspring that do not 
carry the parental genotype. We refer to these offspring as mutants. We define ui as the 
fraction of mutants that express strategy i. The distributions of such fractions (u) are 
constants if the probabilities with which mutants express any of the strategies are inde-
pendent of the parental strategy. The u distributions are dependent variables of popula-
tion compositions otherwise. We refer to the latter as variable u distributions. 

Strategies are defined by their responses to each possible sequence of actions of an 
opponent in the game. We encode strategies by bit strings of digits {d, c} which repre-
sent actions {D, C} in response to the perceived actions of an opponent. The first posi-
tion of the code gives the initial action. Second and third positions represent responses 
to the initial action D, respectively C, of an opponent. Fourth to seventh position repre-
sent responses to action sequences {DD, DC, CD, CC}, eighth to fifteenth positions 
represent responses to action sequences {DDD, DDD, DCD, DCD, CDD, CDC, CCD, 
CCC}, etc. As an example of the game with r = 3, the strategy cddcdcc cooperates in 
the first round, unconditionally defects in the second round, and defects in the third 
round only if the opponent defected in the first round and cooperated in the second 
round (i.e., played action sequence DC). In notations of strategy groups, we use dots to 
mark code positions at which the strategies of the group can differ, i.e., in this notation 
a dot can be replaced with either d or c. A special example is formed by the strategies 
({r1, r2, r3, r4} → {d, dd., dd.d…, dd.d…d……..}) which signify the groups of strate-
gies that exclusively defect in interactions among each other. We call these strategies 
‘defectors’. Populations exclusively composed of defectors are the only type of popu-
lations in which action C is never executed (i.e., full defection by all players). 

With the code explained above all deterministic frPD strategies can be described. 
We use the name rX for the strategy sets that contain all deterministic strategies, 
whereby X represents the number of rounds of the frPD game. Simulations comprise 
the rX sets {r1, r2, r3, r4} which contain respectively {2, 8, 128, 32768} strategies. 
For technical reasons due to the size of the set, only dgm-simulations were performed 
for the r4 set. 
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Besides the rX sets, we use a type of strategy sets proposed by Nachbar (1992). We 
term these sets ‘TfTx’. A strategy contained in ‘TfTx’ sets is ‘Tit for Tat’ (TfT; Axelrod 
and Hamilton 1981) which starts with C and thereafter repeats the previous actions of 
opponents. The strategy TfTx behaves as TfT in the first x rounds and unconditionally 
defects in the remaining (r – x) rounds. ‘TfTx’ sets contain all TfTx strategies with        
x = {0, 1, …, r – 1, r}. The extremes represent AllD (x = 0) and TfT (x = r). In absence 
of mutation, AllD evolves towards fixation in any polymorphism of the ‘TfTx’ strate-
gies (Nachbar 1992). McNamara et al. (2004) altered the frPD game in that players can 
end the game after any round (whereby both players receive an identical payoff for 
each unplayed round). We do not implement this altered frPD game to avoid the con-
sequent increase in the number of deterministic strategies and to take the work of 
Nachbar (1992) and Cressman (1996) as a starting point of our analysis (assuming it 
can be extrapolated to the game of McNamara et al. 2004). Hence, we consider ‘TfTx’ 
sets as analogous to the sets used by McNamara et al. (2004). In order to confirm this 
analogy, we repeated the simulations of McNamara et al. (2004) using ‘TfTx’ sets and 
retrieved qualitatively the same results in these simulations as McNamara et al. (2004) 
did with their sets (Spichtig, data not shown). 

 

3 Results 
 
In absence of recurrent mutation, AllD obtains fitness dominance at the evolutionary 
attractors for ‘TfTx’ strategy sets (Nachbar 1992) and for rX strategy sets (Nachbar 
1992; Cressman 1996). Hence, in our analyses we use the fitness of AllD as the 
benchmark for measuring the relative success of other strategies when mutation-
generated variation is introduced in the model. Specifically, the evolutionary impacts 
of recurrent mutation are significant whenever strategies persistently or periodically 
exceed the fitness of AllD (wi > wAllD). In the first subsection, we analyze the contribu-
tions to the significant impacts that result from direct effects of mutation and from the 
indirect effects of mutation-induced population compositions. In the second subsec-
tion, simulations of rX-populations are used to assess the relevance of indirect effects 
in absence of direct effects. 
 

3.1 Effects of mutation on the evolution of ‘TfTx’ sets and of rX sets 
 
Populations can be subdivided in fractions μ of mutants and (1 – μ) of non-mutants. 
Strategy i generates average payoff πi = ∑

∈sj
ijj pu  from interactions with mutants. The 

average fitness of strategy i individuals is wi = (1 – μ)θi + μπi + K, where θi is the av-
erage payoff generated from interactions with non-mutants. We interpret the occur-
rence of inequalities πi > πAllD as direct effects and of inequalities θi > θAllD as indirect 
effects if they coincide with the observation of significant effects (wi > wAllD). Direct 
effects and indirect effects are not mutually exclusive. We expect indirect effects gen-
erally to co-emerge with direct effects. In the following, the discussion on indirect ef-
fects focuses on their emergence for cases when direct effects are excluded (i.e., πAllD ≥ 
πi for all i ∈  s and at all population compositions). 
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For constant u distributions, strategies generate fixed returns πi, i.e., the payoff 
from interactions with mutants is independent of the population composition. Then, 
direct effects can be excluded if (πi – πAllD) ≤ 0 for all strategies i. Direct effects can 
occur (and are inevitable for sufficiently high μ-values) if (πi – πAllD) > 0 for at least 
one strategy i. For variable u distributions, the averages πi are functions of population 
compositions. These compositions are also functions of the mutation rate μ. As a con-
sequence, there is no simple expression for when direct effects can emerge. We focus 
on analytical results assuming constant u distributions and only briefly discuss the 
more complicated case of variable u distributions. 

For ‘TfTx’ sets, the difference in performance between TfTx and AllD in interac-

tions with mutants can be given by the recursion πTfTx – πAllD = )(
1

0
1∑

−

=
+ −

x

i
TfTiTfTi ππ  (Note 

that in ‘TfTx’ notation, AllD is TfT0). The adjacent strategies TfTx–1 and TfTx perform 
identically with mutants expressing strategies TfTy for which y ≤ x – 2. TfTx individu-
als generate one additional round of mutual cooperation from interactions with mutants 
expressing strategies TfTy for which y ≥ x. TfTx individuals are exploited by TfTx–1 
mutants at a single occasion, and they do not exploit TfTx mutants in round x + 1. Con-
sequently, strategy TfTx is more effective in interactions with mutants than TfTx–1 
(πTfTx – πTfTx-1 > 0) if 
 

∑
=

r

xi
TfTiu  (R – P) > uTfTx–1 (P – S) + uTfTx (T – R). 

 
From this inequality it follows that for uniform ‘TfTx’-u distributions (i.e., uTfT0 = 

uTfT1 = … = uTfTr), the distribution of the π values has a single peak at πTfTx whereby x 
is the highest integer for which inequality (r + 1 – x) (R – P) > T – S is satisfied. As a 
consequence, direct effects can be obtained for uniform distributions by manipulating 
μ if r(R – P) > T – S (i.e., πTfT1 – πAllD > 0). The expectation that changes in conditions 
yielding increased x-values also result in increased execution of cooperation at the evo-
lutionary equilibrium, was confirmed in a set of simulations (Spichtig, data not 
shown). 

For rX sets, the following property should be noted. The response ρij is the action 
sequence (of length r) that strategy i triggers from strategy j, and ρi is the entire set of 
responses ρij (j ∈  rX) of strategy i. Given the comprehensiveness of rX sets it follows 
that – for arbitrary set ρi (i ∈  rX) – the same number of respective responses is found 
for each of the 2r action sequences (i.e., ρi and ρj (i ≠ j) are two permutations of the 
same set of sequences). The consequence is that, with uniform u distributions, the 
mean behaviors of mutants are not influenced by the strategy of the opponents. In that 
case, it can be inferred from the payoff dominance of D over C that AllD generates the 
absolute highest mean payoff from mutants (πAllD > πi). 

For the uniform distributions analyzed above, mean behaviors of mutants are not 
influenced by the strategy of the opponents. We refer to such u distributions with unbi-
ased average mutant behaviors as symmetric and to alternative u distributions with 
biased average mutant behaviors as asymmetric. This distinction is useful because not 
only uniform u distributions of rX sets are symmetric. For example, any distribution 
with uniform ui values for the conditional strategies is symmetric because the behavior 
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of unconditional strategies is not influenced by the opponent. In Appendix 3-1, we 
define the space of symmetric u distributions. Note, for both symmetric and asymmet-
ric distributions, increasing the share of unconditional strategies tends to favor πAllD as 
AllD expresses best response behavior to unconditional strategies. As outlined for the 
uniform distributions, direct effects can be excluded for all symmetric distributions. 
Hence, direct effects emerge only if strategies can trigger distinct mean mutant behav-
iors (i.e., the key characteristic of asymmetric distributions). 

Symmetric u distributions for rX sets are a special case. The ‘TfTx’ sets – as shown 
above – allow for direct effects, and they represent asymmetric distributions (the ui 
values of ‘TfTx’ sets are formed from u distributions of rX sets by setting the ui values 
to zero for strategies outside the ‘TfTx’ sets). It is apparent, for direct effects to occur, 
that average encounters with mutants should be inefficient for AllD but efficient for 
certain other strategies, i.e., mutants should tend to conditionally defect in interactions 
with AllD and should tend to conditionally cooperate in interactions with certain other 
strategies. Examples are distributions (such as ‘TfTx’) for which mutants tend to ex-
press reciprocal behaviors (Trivers 1971; Axelrod and Hamilton 1981). 

 

3.2 Simulations of rX-populations 
 
In order to gain insight in indirect effects, we performed simulations using the rX strat-
egy sets {r1, r2, r3, r4} with uniform u distributions. As discussed in the previous sub-
section, direct effects are excluded with uniform u distributions. A set of simulations 
was performed with parameters {T, S, R, K} fixed to {5, 0, 3, 0}, while varying mutual 
defection payoff P = {0.05, 0.3, 1} and mutation rates μ = {0.0001, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1}. 
For these parameter combinations, Table 3-1 shows whether populations evolve to an 
equilibrium or not (equilibrium conditions are described in Appendix 3-1). For all set-
tings, {r1, r2}-populations (i.e., playing the one-round and the two-round game) 
evolve to equilibrium (Table 3-1). The table shows that for P = {0.05, 0.3}, no equilib-
rium is attained in the evolution of certain r3-populations and of certain r4-
populations. 

The equilibrium populations described in Table 3-1 are dominated by AllD (i.e., 
fAllD > fi for i ≠ AllD) – this characteristic applies to all observed equilibrium popula-
tions in our study. Furthermore, all observed equilibrium strategy frequencies fi are 
identical for both continuous and discrete-generation models. At equilibrium, domi-
nance of AllD implies that the strategy also has fitness dominance. We do not find per-
sistent indirect effects in the populations that do not reach equilibrium. Consequently, 
we do not find persistent indirect effects in the simulations. 

For P = 1, the {r1, r2, r3, r4}-populations evolve to equilibrium for all mutation 
rates (Table 3-1). For rates μ = {0.001, 0.01, 0.1}, Table 3-2a shows the average num-
ber of C executions per Prisoner’s Dilemma game ( r

C ) in these equilibrium popula-

tions. For each setting, these averages increase with mutation rates. The r
C -values of 

r1-populations (Table 3-2a) are only slightly higher than the inflow of cooperator (c) 
mutants (~ 0.5μ). The execution of cooperation can thus be attributed to c-mutants. 
The table shows for each mutation rate that r

C -values of {r2, r3, r4}-populations are 
approximately three times higher than those of r1. We attribute this difference to the 
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fact that sets {r2, r3, r4} contain conditional strategies. Table 3-2b shows that evolu-
tion to an equilibrium is found in simulations of r3-populations using the two back-
ground fitness values K = {5, 20}. Along K = {0, 5, 20} we find an increase in mean 
cooperation for each rate μ (Table 3-2b). 

The observed cooperation in the populations of Table 3-2 is maintained by muta-
tion-selection balance because direct and indirect effects are absent. This interpretation 
of the r

C -data is straightforward for the r1-populations. For the populations with re-
peated games, cooperation can be argued to be disadvantageous because ‘non-AllD’-
individuals would increase their fitness by substituting their strategy for AllD. How-
ever, we emphasize that in several {r3, r4}-populations, non-defectors obtain above 
average fitness at equilibrium (Tables 3-1 and 3-2). The potential for the evolution of 
conditional behavior in repeated games ({r2, r3, r4}) seems to reduce selection against 
cooperation (as cooperation levels are higher for these sets than in r1; see Table 3-2a). 
As expected, a similar effect can be attributed to increasing background fitness K (Ta-
ble 3-2b). 

Table 3-1 shows that for the lowest mutual defection payoff (P = 0.05), {r3, r4}-
populations do not converge to equilibrium in the simulations with the two lowest mu-
tation rates. For the intermediate P-value of Table 3-1, this phenomenon is also ob-
served for r3-populations at the lowest rate and for r4-populations at the three lowest 
rates. With its 256 times smaller set size, the r3-populations are more convenient to 
study. This is why we mainly study non-equilibrium behavior in r3-populations. 
 
 
Table 3-1 Observed type of dynamics in the final phases of simulations of four rX sets (top row) at three 
mutual defection payoffs (first column). For each {rX, P} combination, simulations were performed at 
the mutation rates μ = {0.0001, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1}. In this alignment, letters {n, e, E} of the four digit 
strings represents the dynamics found in simulations at respective rate; n: non-equilibrium dynamics,    
e: equilibrium in which only defectors obtain above average fitness, and E: equilibrium in which non-
defectors obtain above average fitness (for example, eeeE means that equilibrium is found at all four 
rates whereby non-defectors attain above average fitness only at rate μ = 0.1). Fixed parameters: T = 5, 
S = 0, R = 3, K = 0. 

 R1 r2 r3  r4 
P = 0.05 eeee eeee nnEE nnEE 
P = 0.3 eeee eeee nEEE nnnE 
P = 1 eeee eeee eeeE eeeE 

 
 
Table 3-2 For equilibrium populations, the table shows the average amount of executed C actions per 

PD game ( r
C ) found at equilibrium, as a function of mutation rate. The top row gives mutation rates, 

first column the rX sets, and second column the background fitness values K. r
C -values of equilibria in 

which non-defectors obtain above average fitness are given in italic. Fixed parameters: P = 1, T = 5, S = 
0, R = 3. (a) Varying strategy set for K = 0; (b) varying background fitness for strategy set r3. 
 

   μ = 0.001 μ = 0.01 μ = 0.1 
a r1 K = 0 0.0005 0.0051 0.0577 
 r2 K = 0 0.0012 0.012 0.141 
 r3  K = 0 0.0014 0.0148 0.1844 
 r4 K = 0 0.0013 0.013 0.1712 
b r3  K = 0 0.0014 0.0148 0.1844 
 r3  K = 5 0.0038 0.0382 0.3294 
 r3 K = 20 0.0109 0.1002 0.43 
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For P = 0.05, Fig. 3-1a shows the mean execution of cooperation per frPD game    
( C ) along μ = {0.00001, 0.0001, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1}. For the lowest rate and for the two 
highest rates, these means are sampled at equilibrium. As mentioned, the equilibrium 
 
 

 

 
Fig. 3-1 (a) Average execution of cooperation per game ( C ) as function of mutation rate in r3-
simulations of dgm-populations (white) and of cgm-populations (gray). For rates μ = {10-5, 0.01, 0.1}, 
averages are sampled at equilibrium, and for rates μ = {0.0001, 0.001}, averages are sampled over a 
cycle period (see panels (b) and (c)). Fixed parameters: P = 0.05, T = 5, S = 0, R = 3, K = 0. (b) For the 
conditions of panel (a), the frequency dynamics of an evolving dgm-population at rate μ = 0.001. 1: 
ddddddd (AllD); 2: cdddddd (TfT1); 3: ddddddc; 4: ddcdddd; 5: cdcdddd (TfT2); 6: dcddddd; 7: 
dccdddd. (c) For the conditions of panel (a), the frequency dynamics of an evolving cgm-population at 
rate μ = 0.001. Panel (b) and panel (c) use the same line code. 
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frequencies are not affected by the choice of the generation model (i.e., dgm or cgm). 
Hence, the C -values are identical in Fig. 3-1a for each of these rates. After transient 
phases, the populations at rates μ = {0.0001, 0.001} evolve in cycles. As an example, 
consider the strategy dynamics at rate μ = 0.001 in Fig. 3-1b for dgm and in Fig. 3-1c 
for cgm. Table 3-3 lists the strategies with max(fi) > 0.1 during the cycles for these two 
figures. For mutation rates μ = {0.0001, 0.001}, the C -values in Fig. 3-1a are aver-
aged over one cycle period. The C -values are identical if populations are initialized 
with fAllD = 1 and with a uniform frequency distribution. For both mutation rates, the 
averages C  are higher if sampled over dgm-cycles than if sampled over cgm-cycles 
(Fig. 3-1a). The figure also shows that for both models, the C -values are higher in the 
cycling populations than for the equilibrium populations at μ = 10-5. The C -values are 
higher than the equilibrium-values found at the higher rate μ = 0. 01 for the dgm at 
rates μ = {0.0001, 0.001} and for the cgm at rate μ = 0.001 (Fig. 3-1a). Consequently, 
for both types of generation models an optimum in C  exists within the interval 10-5 < 
μ < 0.01. 

For the two mutation rates μ = {0.0001, 0.001}, we tested the sensitivity of the cy-
cling dynamics in dgm-populations to the choice of background fitness K. The popula-
tions show cycling dynamics if K ≤ {45, 3} (→μ = {0.0001, 0.001}) and evolve to 
equilibrium for higher K-values. The r3-populations showing non-equilibrium dynam-
ics in our simulations evolve in cycles (and show periodic indirect effects). 

The strategy dynamics in Fig. 3-1b,c resemble those in the corresponding simula-
tions with the lower mutation rate μ = 0.0001. All four cycles show (as in Fig. 3-1b,c) 
alterations of phases with dominance of AllD followed by phases with dominance of 
TfT1 (cdddddd). As can be inferred from these dynamics, AllD respectively TfT1 have 
the highest fitness when invading the populations. Consequently, these populations 
express periodic indirect effects. In Fig. 3-2, we give behavioral statistics from the 
simulation of Fig. 3-1b. Fig. 3-2a shows the dynamics of the mean number of executed 
C actions for each round of the game ( iC , i = {1, 2, 3}). Cooperation is more inten-
sively executed during TfT1 phases, especially in round 1 (Fig. 3-2a). The relatively 
longer TfT1 phase durations in the dgm-populations (compare Fig. 3-1b with 3-1c) 
explain that C -values are higher in dgm-populations than in corresponding cgm-
populations (Fig. 3-1a at μ = {0.0001, 0.001}). 
 
 
Table 3-3 List of strategies that obtain peak frequencies higher than 0.1 (max(fi) > 0.1) within the cycle 
phases of the dgm-dynamics depicted in Fig. 3-1b. Code representation (conventional name in brackets) 
of the strategies is given in the second column. The peak frequency within the cycle phases is given in 
the third column. The peak frequency within the cycle phases of the cgm-dynamics of Fig. 3-1c is given 
in the fourth column. 
 

 Strategy max(fi) max(fi) 
1 ddddddd (AllD) 0.921 0.921 
2 cdddddd (TfT1) 0.544 0.544 
3 ddddddc 0.201 0.201 
4 ddcdddd 0.168 0.168 
5 cdcdddd (TfT2) 0.166 0.165 
6 dcddddd 0.159 0.157 
7 dccdddd 0.103 0.102 
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For the three payoffs P, T, and R, Fig. 3-2b shows the dynamics of the mean pay-
off values per frPD game (i.e., Pp , Tp , and Rp ). Steep increases in the generation of 
T-payoffs (Fig. 3-2b) mark the onset of invasions by TfT1 (Fig. 3-1b). Defectors like 
AllD generate this payoff in the first round when interacting with TfT1 and defectors 
are the dominant opponents of this strategy at the onset of invasions (Fig. 3-1b). The 
increase in the generation of T-payoffs is therefore partly explained by defectors trig-
gering this payoff from TfT1. For TfT1, these first round interactions seem disadvanta-
geous, but this disadvantage is evidently compensated because TfT1 invades. 

Fig. 3-2b additionally shows the dynamics of expected average payoff values gen-
erated per game from receiving payoff P, T, or R (i.e., 2
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(Fig. 3-2b) over the dominance phase of TfT1 (Fig. 3-1b). These differences between 
observed and expected values are caused by the conditional behaviors in rounds 2 and 
3. Hence, we propose that the invasions of TfT1 are fueled by triggering T-payoffs in 
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these rounds. At the onset of invasions, AllD is the dominant strategy (Fig. 3-1b) and 
defection is the predominant behavior (Fig. 3-2). Defectors (in contrast to non-
defectors) are not penalized when interacting with AllD and they can therefore be ex-
pected to perform better than other strategies in AllD-dominated populations. The 
strategy TfT1 generates T-payoffs from the twelve defectors {ddcd…, dddd.c.}. Game 
interactions between these defectors and TfT1 indeed significantly contribute (data not 
shown) to the increases of Tp (Fig. 3-2b). 

In Appendix 3-1, we derive the invasion condition for a single TfT1-individual in a 
population state with full defection. We find that such invasion occurs if the combined 
frequency of defectors {ddcd…, dddd.c.} exceeds (P – S)/(T – P) (~ 0.01 in the simu-
lation of Fig. 3-1b). This condition is fulfilled over the entire cycle period in Fig. 3-1b, 
but the population state deviates from full defection due to mutation. In this state, AllD 
obtains the highest benefit from interactions with mutants (i.e., μ(πAllD – πTfT1) > 0). 
Thus, the invasion conditions in the simulations should be more stringent than those 
derived in Appendix 3-1. Before the onset of the invasions, the population does con-
verge towards a state of full defection (Fig. 3-2) and thus towards the conditions un-
derlying the analysis in Appendix 3-1. In our opinion, the invasions of TfT1 in the 
simulations are fueled by interactions with defectors {ddcd…, dddd.c.}, just like in the 
analysis. That AllD subsequently regains dominance, thereby closing the cycle (Fig. 3-
1b,c), is in line with the expectations from the selection dynamics of evolutionary frPD 
games (Nachbar 1992; Cressman 1996). 

In Tables 3-1 and 3-2, we mark the equilibria (E in Table 3-1 and italic numbers in 
Table 3-2) in which non-defectors have above average fitness. The strategy TfT1 has 
the highest fitness among the non-defectors in these equilibria. Furthermore, these 
equilibria emerge at the higher mutation rates (Tables 3-1 and 3-2) possibly because 
mutation benefits TfT1 (e.g., by generating defectors {ddcd…, dddd.c.} opponents) in 
these equilibria. However, invasion by this strategy is prevented also because AllD is 
the strategy that benefits most from interactions with mutants (μ(πAllD – πTfT1) > 0). 

The r4-simulations are more computation-intensive than the r3-simulations and we 
restricted these simulations to 104 generations due to constraints on computation time. 
Consequently, the data obtained do not allow definitive conclusions on the nature of 
non-equilibrium r4-dynamics. Over the simulation periods, chaotic dynamics occurs 
for the r4-populations with non-equilibrium dynamics in Table 3-1. For example, in 
Fig. 3-3 the r4-frequency dynamics at {P, μ} = {0.3, 0.01} exhibits a transient period 
of ~2000 generations, after which alternations of dominance by strategies {AllD, 
ddcdddddddddddd, TfT1, dddddcddddddddd} emerge. The population therefore ex-
presses periodic indirect effects. As in Fig. 3-1b,c, strategies AllD and TfT1 in Fig. 3-3 
become periodically dominant with dominance phases of strategies {AllD, TfT1, 
dddddcddddddddd} that have fairly regular phase lengths (Fig. 3-3). 

For {r1, r2, r3, r4}, Table 3-1 shows that all populations evolve to equilibrium in 
the two smallest sets {r1, r2}, and non-equilibrium dynamics occurs more frequently 
when going from set r3 to set r4 (e.g., the r3-population evolves to equilibrium under 
the conditions of Fig. 3-3). We interpret this observation as an indication that increas-
ing the number of rounds (r) increases the parameter range for which periodic indirect 
effects emerge. This interpretation meets our intuition because strategy TfT1 generates 
one T-payoff from r2-defector ddc, two T-payoffs from r3-defectors ddcdc.., and three 
T-payoffs from r4-defectors ddcdc..d…c…. 
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Fig. 3-3 The frequency dynamics of an r4-simulation at {P, μ} = {0.3, 0.01}; other conditions as in Fig. 
3-1. After a transient period of ca. 2000 generations, four strategies periodically reach dominance (i.e., 
highest frequency) in the following sequence: {AllD (dark blue line), ddcdddddddddddd (black line), 
TfT1 (brown line), dddddcddddddddd (red line)}. Arrows indicate the line for these strategies. 
 

4 Discussion 
 
Whereas empirical ecologists typically observe wide behavioral variation, theoretical 
ecologists tend to ignore or minimize behavioral variation in their models in order to 
make their analyses tractable. In this paper, we provide a method to analyze effects of 
behavioral variation on evolutionary dynamics, and apply it to the evolution of coop-
eration. We present a model in which behavioral variation is on the one hand subject to 
a restriction because probabilistic strategies are excluded, yet on the other hand com-
prehensive because all deterministic strategies are taken into account [see Axelrod 
(1984), Lindgren (1992), Hauert and Schuster (1997) and van Veelen and Garcia 
(2011) for earlier studies of evolutionary repeated games with comprehensive strategy 
sets]. We first discuss the method of analysis, and then when and how behavioral 
variation affects the evolution of cooperation. 
 

4.1 Direct and indirect effects of mutation-generated variation 
 
We consider direct and indirect effects of mutation in frequency dependent selection 
environment. Direct effects are fitness effects that emerge from (game) interactions 
with mutants and indirect effects are fitness effects that emerge from interactions with 
descendants of mutants. Direct effects are mainly determined by the mutation regime 
(as reflected in the u distribution of mutants over all possible strategies). Indirect ef-
fects are additionally influenced by selection on the progeny of mutants. Both in direct 
and indirect effects invading strategies depend on the presence of other strategies [see 
van Veelen (2012) for analysis of invasions that depend on other strategies]. 

In our analysis of direct and indirect effects of mutation in asexual populations, we 
take advantage of simplifying cladistics: each mutant is the founder of a clade whereby 
the clade constitutes the clonal descendants that faithfully inherit the genome of the 
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mutant. Direct effects are caused by interactions with founders and indirect effects are 
caused by interactions with descendants. Would we have modeled sexual reproduction, 
then this would complicate the cladistics as clades crossover thereby generating new 
behavioral variants in another way than by mutation. Cultural transmission, however, 
could have similarly simple cladistics as our asexual model: a system with innovators 
and imitators could to some degree be analogous to our system with mutants and de-
scendants (non-mutants). 

To analyze direct effects for large strategy sets, we assume constant u distributions 
resulting in constant returns (πi) from the interactions with mutants. In nature, u distri-
butions are probably variable: for example, the u distribution is variable if mutation 
swaps single code positions rather than modifies entire codes/strategies (as in our 
study). Variable u distributions would complicate the analysis of direct effects because 
the population composition has to be considered (whereby genotype × mutation inter-
actions, i.e., genotypes differ in their propensity to mutate, would further complicate 
this analysis). 

We also assume that fitness differences concern differences in fertility. Would we 
have considered fitness differences in viability, this would complicate the determina-
tion of the πi-values. For example, it is not clear to us whether πi-values are still con-
stants with constant u distributions. The fraction of mutants would definitely deviate 
from μ. However, would we consider differences in viability (rather than fertility), 
then we cannot think of a reason why our qualitative findings with respect to the ‘TfTx’ 
sets, the rX sets, and the symmetric u distributions would change. 

Indirect effects require sufficiently strong frequency-dependent selection: they only 
emerge when the strength of selection is high. Indeed, indirect effects do not emerge in 
our simulations above certain values of background fitness K. In order to demonstrate 
indirect effects our method is best applied to a system with a unique attractor in the 
selection environment in absence of mutation. This attractor in turn is best represented 
by a strategy that benefits most from interactions with the mutants, because, otherwise, 
direct effects could blur indirect effects. 

 

4.2 Direct effects as a mechanism promoting the evolution of cooperation 
 
We use an evolutionary game version of the finitely repeated Prisoner’s Dilemma 
(frPD), because it has a unique attractor in absence of mutation: unconditional defector 
(AllD) (Cressman 1996). This provides a straightforward criterion to test what happens 
when mutation is included: mutation has significant effects whenever at least one strat-
egy persistently or periodically achieves a higher fitness than that of AllD. 

We show conditions for direct effects when mutation produces ‘TfTx’ strategies 
(Nachbar 1992), which permit the evolution of cooperation. We further show that the 
evolution of cooperation through direct effects are excluded for rX strategy sets 
(Cressman 1992) with a uniform u distribution. For the latter analysis, we define a 
class of u distributions, the symmetric u distributions (see Appendix 3-1: uniform u 
distributions of rX sets are examples of symmetric u distributions), for which the aver-
age (conditional) behavior of mutants is independent of the opponent strategy. When-
ever the opponent strategy does not influence the average behavior of mutants, then 
AllD is the opponent strategy that receives the highest payoff from the interactions 
with mutants. Hence, direct effects are excluded for symmetric u distributions. 
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The ‘TfTx’ sets exemplify how to create mutation regimes that can elicit direct ef-
fects resulting in the evolution of cooperation. The TfTx strategies are contained in the 
corresponding rX set and the rX sets are subsets of the (infinite) space of probabilistic 
strategies adjusted to frPD games. We introduce the symmetric u distributions because 
they constitute a boundary in the u distribution space: they separate the subspace 
where mutants cooperate most often with AllD from the subspace where mutants coop-
erate most often with another strategy. Direct effects can only emerge in the latter sub-
space, depending on the conditions of the frPD game and the mutation rate. Note that 
the emergence of direct effects does not imply that the population evolves to a state 
where cooperation is amply executed (e.g., if the strategy benefiting most from the 
mutants is a defector). 

Direct effects that result in the evolution of cooperation emerge only in a fraction 
of the u distribution space. We can only speculate about the size of this fraction. Even 
if this fraction is tiny, it may be important for the evolution of cooperation if u distri-
butions in natural systems would fall into this category. Nevertheless, the empirical 
evidence for direct reciprocity (in general) is scarce (Clutton-Brock 2009), let alone 
evidence for mutation regimes. In any case, for evolutionary games with a clear attrac-
tor strategy like AllD for evolutionary frPD games, we conjecture that this strategy is 
most likely to benefit most from the mutants. Consequently, the evolution of coopera-
tion by direct effects is possible but we predict it is not very likely in general. 

The study of McNamara et al. (2004) inspired our definition of direct effects. In 
our view, the evolution of cooperation in the studies of McNamara et al. (2008), Eriks-
son and Lindgren (2005), and Traulsen et al. (2009) is explained by direct effects. The 
strategy sets used in these studies are only part of a much larger set of (deterministic) 
strategies, just like the ‘TfTx’ sets in relation to the rX sets. Furthermore, if their muta-
tion regimes were replaced by regimes comprising broader strategy sets, then we 
would expect that the unconditional defectors in their evolutionary games benefit most 
from interactions with mutants. Hence, we think that the mutation-induced promotion 
of the evolution of cooperation, as described by McNamara et al. (2004, 2008), Eriks-
son and Lindgren (2005), and Traulsen et al. (2009), is a rather special outcome. If, 
however, behavioral variation is not caused by mutation, but culturally-inherited, then 
cooperation may evolve under a wider set of conditions if it is true that humans choose 
from ‘TfTx’ strategy sets and disregard most rX strategies. 

 

4.3 Indirect effects as a mechanism promoting the evolution of cooperation 
 
In simulations of rX sets with uniform u distributions (i.e., a condition without direct 
effects), we observe periodic indirect effects (Fig. 3-1b,c and 3-3). We find several 
conditions where such effects emerge (Table 3-1) at intermediate mutation rates (Fig. 
3-1a). The periodic indirect effects all show a similar pattern (Fig. 3-1b,c and 3-3): a 
population dominated by AllD is invaded by strategy TfT1 and vice versa, giving rise 
to cycles of alternating dominance. We suggest that the invasion of TfT1 is due to a 
group of defectors defined by {ddcd…, dddd.c.} (see also Appendix 3-1C). The behav-
ior of these defectors towards other defectors is similar to the dominant behavior in 
AllD-dominated populations: play defect in all rounds of the game. Therefore, these 
defectors are less vulnerable to the (AllD-influenced) selection in such populations and 
decrease less (due to mutation-selection balance) than other rX strategies. TfT1 exploits 
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the behavioral deviations that certain defectors have from the behavior of AllD (see 
Appendix 3-1C). As a consequence, the execution of cooperation increases during 
TfT1-invasions (Fig. 3-2a) and the average execution of cooperation can exceed the 
execution value expected from a mutation-selection balance (Fig. 3-1a). 

We only found periodic indirect effects. We suspect that – for evolutionary frPD 
games (without direct effects) – persistent indirect effects emerge only for special pa-
rameter regions, if they exist at all. This is because they require a strong enough effect 
of the AllD individuals on the fitness of others already before this strategy fully 
achieves fitness dominance. 

The periodic indirect effects observed in our study resulted in periodic increases in 
the execution of the action ‘cooperation’ (Fig. 3-2a). But one may ask whether this 
increase constitutes co-operation in the sense of individuals mutually helping each 
other. If TfT invades a population otherwise composed by AllD then after the first 
round the TfT-players cooperate only with other TfT-players. Cooperation therefore 
mostly takes place among individuals with the same phenotype (i.e., TfT players) and 
the mutual cooperation payoff is generated more often than expected. Such positive 
assortment is known as a fundamental principle for the evolution of cooperation 
(Nowak 2006). In our simulations, we find the opposite: decisive executions of coop-
eration take place between individuals with different phenotypes, i.e., TfT1 and defec-
tors {ddcd…, dddd.c.}, and the mutual cooperation payoff is generated less often than 
expected (Fig. 3-2b). Furthermore, in the interactions between TfT1 and these defectors 
it is not beneficial for the defectors to stick to their strategy, as they would fare better 
by playing unconditional defection. On the other hand, it is typical for the evolution of 
cooperation that the average payoff increases, as observed during TfT1 invasions (Fig. 
3-2b). 

Strategy TfT invades in the large set of strategies that invade in the wake of TfT1 
invasions (Fig. 3-1b,c and 3-3). This conditional cooperator might play a more pro-
nounced role in frPD games with more than four rounds (as increasing r promotes the 
performance of TfT). Unfortunately, we cannot check this prediction because the sheer 
size of the corresponding rX sets (e.g., 2147483648 strategies in a game with five 
rounds) makes running simulations with five or more rounds unfeasible. 

 

4.4 Conclusions 
 
By analyzing direct effects, we explain the phenomenon of mutation-promoted evolu-
tion of cooperation, described earlier by McNamara et al. (2004, 2008), Eriksson and 
Lindgren (2005) and Traulsen et al. (2009). However, we argue that this phenomenon 
is probably a rather special case: the strategy favored by selection without mutation – 
AllD in our study – is most likely also the strategy with the highest benefit from inter-
actions with mutants (direct effect). In such cases, cooperation can still evolve as an 
indirect effect of mutation-generated variation under a limited set of conditions. The 
resulting cooperation dynamics, however, shows exploitation of cooperative acts rather 
than mutual cooperation. 

The study of McNamara et al. (2004) is seminal in highlighting the importance of 
behavioral variation in evolutionary dynamics. Theoreticians have avoided this topic 
because behavioral variation complicates model analysis. To facilitate such analysis, 
our method to separate direct and indirect effects of behavioral variation is a useful 
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approach to assess if and when behavioral variation is important in evolutionary dy-
namics. 
 

Appendix 3-1 

A: The symmetric u distributions 
 
A u distribution is symmetric if the average conditional game behavior of mutants is 
independent of the game behavior that the opponent expresses. That is, given a mutant 
sampled from this distribution, if this mutant expresses conditional behavior in arbi-
trary round x then the probability that this mutant defects in round x is independent of 
the action sequence the opponent played in the previous rounds. In the following, we 
demonstrate the symmetric u distributions. 

Game behavior can be conditional from round 2 onwards. Strategies carrying dd or 
cc at code positions 2 and 3 express unconditional behavior in round 2. Strategies car-
rying dc or cd express conditional behavior in this round. Similarly, strategies carrying 
dddd or cccc at positions 4 to 7 express unconditional behavior in round 3. The strate-
gies with a different code at these positions express conditional behavior in round 3. 
Also for the higher rounds, two codes determine unconditional behavior and the re-
maining codes determine unconditional behavior in that round. 

Constant u distributions are symmetric if each round behavior mutates according to 
the following rule. In round x, the mutant expresses unconditional defection with prob-
ability ux1, unconditional cooperation with probability ux2, and conditional behavior 
with probability ux3 (= 1 – ux1 – ux2). In case of the latter mutation event, the probabil-
ity that the mutant carries either code determining conditional round x behavior re-
quires the following property: the chance that the mutant defects (cooperates) in this 
round is independent of the previous action sequence played by the opponent. This 
condition is given if either of these codes is carried by the mutant with equal probabil-
ity. 

Variable u distributions are symmetric if each round behavior mutates according to 
the following rule. Mutation treats parental genotypes with unconditional round x de-
fection, with unconditional round x cooperation, and with conditional round x behavior 
differently. Unconditional round x defection (cooperation) is faithfully inherited with 
probability 1 – uxD (1 – uxC) and mutates otherwise. Conditional round x behavior al-
ways mutates. Dependent on the parental genotype, we therefore find three forms of 
mutation events. For each form, mutation proceeds analogously as described for con-
stant symmetric u distributions (whereby the three probabilities {ux1, ux2, ux3} can be 
distinct between the forms). 
 

B: Equilibrium conditions 
 
We assess equilibrium in {r1, r2, r3}-populations as reached if all differences ( 'if – fi) 
in the dgm are less than 10-8 between consecutive generations. Note, the corresponding 
cgm-populations evolve to the same frequency distributions for all observed equilibria. 
The approached equilibria are identical for initial r1-populations {fD = 0, fD = 0.5,       
fD = 1}. The equilibrium {r2, r3}-populations are identical if initiated with fAllD = 1 or 
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if initiated with uniform frequency distributions. Only the dgm-model is implemented 
to simulate r4-populations and all r4-populations are initiated with fAllD = 1.              
r4-equilibrium is assumed if all differences 'if  – fi decrease over consecutive genera-
tions for a period of 2000 generations. 
 

C: Invasion condition of TfT1 in r3-defector populations 
 
We study the fitness of a TfT1 individual in populations otherwise composed of defec-
tors (full defection). Defectors B are the strategies {ddcd…, dddd.c.}. Defectors A are 
the remaining defectors of r3. Strategy TfT1 earns payoff (S + 2P) from interactions 
with defector A individuals, payoff (S + 2T) from interactions with defector B sub-
group ddcd.c., and payoff (S + P + T) from interactions with the other defector B sub-
group. The combined frequency of defectors B strategies is defined as fB. We calculate 
the most stringent condition for invasion of TfT1, i.e., assuming that the defectors 
ddcd.c., from which TfT1 generates the higher payoff, are absent. Then, TfT1 individu-
als should obtain above average payoffs if fB (S + P + T) + (1 – fB) (S + 2P) > 3P. 
Consequently, negligibly small fTfT1-values increase if fB > (P – S)/(T – P). 
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Abstract We develop a model of social norms and cooperation in large societies.
Within this framework we use an indirect evolutionary approach to study the endog-
enous formation of preferences and the co-evolution of norm compliance. The multi-
plicity of equilibria, which emerges in the presence of social norms, is linked to the
evolutionary analysis: individuals face situations where many others cooperate as well
as situations where a majority free-rides. The evolutionary adaptation to such heter-
ogenous environments favors conditional cooperators, who condition their pro-social
behavior on the others’ cooperation. As conditional cooperators react flexibly to their
social environment, they dominate free-riders as well as unconditional cooperators.

Keywords Conditional cooperation · Indirect evolution · Social norms ·
Heterogenous environments
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1 Introduction

Starting with Keser and van Winden (2000) and Fischbacher et al. (2001), economic
research has pointed out the role of conditional cooperation in human behavior.
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People who follow this behavioral pattern condition their cooperation on the coop-
erativeness of others or on their beliefs about others’ behavior—they “are willing to
contribute the more to a public good, the more others contribute” (Fischbacher et al.
2001, p. 397). There is now a solid body of empirical evidence which documents the
prevalence of conditional cooperation (Gächter 2007). Motivated by this evidence,
several social preference models have emerged, which are capable to explain con-
ditionally cooperative behavior (Fehr and Schmidt 2006). The question, under what
circumstances evolution fosters preferences which then induce conditional cooper-
ation, has gained little attention. The main concern of this paper is to address this
question.

One possible way to capture conditional cooperation is based upon social norms.1

Social norms are rules of conduct, which are enforced by internal or external sanc-
tions (Coleman 1990). As the sanctions for a norm deviation are harsher the more
people adhere to the norm (Traxler and Winter 2009), a social norm for cooperation
can trigger conditionally cooperative behavior. The present analysis incorporates such
a concept of social norms into a model of voluntary public good provision in a large
society. Within this framework we study the evolution of a cooperation norm and the
coevolution of behavior. This allows us to discuss the prerequisites for the emergence
of conditional cooperation. Our analysis thereby provides several novel elements.

First of all, the strength of the social norm reflected in the impact of norm-
enforcing sanctions depends on the level of norm compliance in the society as well as
on an individual specific level of norm sensitivity: some agents suffer more from sanc-
tions than others do. For a given distribution of norm sensitivity in the population, we
can then endogenously derive the equilibrium level of cooperation. Similar as in other
models of social norms, there is scope for a multiplicity of equilibria: Society could
either coordinate on equilibrium states with a strong social norm and far-reaching
cooperation or on states with weak norm-enforcement and widespread free-riding.

In a next step, we study the evolutionary process of norm adaptation. So far, the
literature has mainly focused on actual behavior as the determinant of an endogenous
norm strength (e.g. Lindbeck et al. 1999). In addition to this channel, we also consider
the individual norm sensitivity as an endogenously evolving factor which accounts for
the power of a norm. We model the evolution of the norm sensitivity as an indirect
evolutionary process.2 Individuals learn about the social status of agents with heterog-
enous preferences, i.e. different levels of norm sensitivity. Status is determined by the
economic payoff from free-riding and cooperation as well as from the norm-enforc-
ing sanctions. Depending on whether these sanctions are strong enough to outbalance
the cost of cooperation, either the pro-social or the selfish behavior dominates in
terms of social status. Accordingly, either agents with higher norm sensitivities (who
tend to cooperate) or agents with lower norm sensitivities (who will free-ride) get
more frequently imitated. In this vein, adaptation endogenously forms the distribu-
tion of the norm sensitivity in the society. Individual behavior, the level of cooperation
within the population and the associated strength of sanctions evolves indirectly, along

1 Other theoretical approaches which account for conditional cooperation are theories of conformity, ineq-
uity aversion and reciprocity, surveyed in Fehr and Schmidt (2006).
2 The indirect evolutionary approach was pioneered by Güth and Yaari (1992) and Güth (1995).
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with the endogenous change in preferences. In an evolutionary equilibrium, the social
outcome is shaped by preferences and—at the same time—the social outcome shapes
these preferences.

We first discuss the evolutionary adaptation to a homogenous environment, associ-
ated with one particular equilibrium state of the public good game. There can exist an
evolutionary equilibrium with a distribution of norm-sensitivities such that free-riders
and cooperators coexist. This equilibrium, however, turns out to be unstable. Typi-
cally, adaptation will induce a decline in the norm sensitivity and cooperation would
break down. In the evolutionary equilibrium the social norm has eroded and nobody
contributes to the public good.

This result changes, once we incorporate the multiplicity of equilibria from our
basic model into the analysis. We focus on the case of a heterogenous environment, in
the sense that the population faces an equilibrium state with strong norm-compliance
as well as a state with widespread norm violations, where both states are supported by
one given distribution of preferences. Agents then interact in ‘cooperative’ and ‘non-
cooperative’ situations, with a strong status-impact of sanctions in the former and a
weak norm in the latter environment. One can think of many real life situations which
can be described as a heterogenous social environment: people walk through clean and
littered public parks (and may stick to an anti-littering norm), through nice and run
down neighborhoods (and are tempted to commit a crime, see e.g. Funk 2005; Glaeser
et al. 1996); we visit parties where nobody smokes but also face some where people
do smoke (Nyborg and Rege 2003); we are confronted with charity projects, some of
which receive more and others receive fewer donations (Frey and Meier 2004); we
sometimes give large tips and sometimes we completely avoid tipping (Azar 2005);
we work in firms where many co-workers are cheating but we are also engaged in
projects where others’ exert high efforts (Ichino and Maggi 2000).

In a stylized model of such a heterogenous environment we observe three differ-
ent types of behavior: Free-riders, who violate against the norm in both situations,
(unconditional) cooperators, who always comply with the social norm, and finally
conditional cooperators. These agents cooperate in the ‘good’ state, where many oth-
ers follow the norm, but defect in the ‘bad’ state, where a majority free-rides. In the
environment with a strong social norm, conditional cooperators avoid harsh sanctions,
making them more successful than free-riders. In the environment where the norm is
weak they free-ride and earn a higher status payoff than unconditional cooperators.
Hence, the conditional strategy dominates both unconditional strategies in terms of
social status. Evolutionary adaptation will favor conditional cooperators, since they
react flexibly to their social environment. We characterize conditions, under which
this dominance of conditional cooperation forms a stable evolutionary equilibrium.

While there are several approaches to explain the origin of social norms (e.g.,
Corneo and Jeanne 1997) and pro-social behavior (e.g., Fershtman and Weiss 1998),
only Mengel (2008) discusses conditional cooperation in a similar context than the
one considered here. Her paper studies the impact of migration on an internalized
norm for cooperation. For some degrees of population viscosity—which can be neatly
linked to the level of integration in a society—she finds a stable evolutionary equi-
librium, where norm-sensitive and norm-insensitive agents coexist. Similar as in our
study, norm-sensitive individuals behave conditionally cooperative: they start to defect,
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if norm-insensitive agents become more frequent in the population. This protects
conditional cooperators from getting exploited and supports their evolutionary suc-
cess. The result as well as it’s intuition is similar to our findings in the case of het-
erogenous environments. In Mengel’s analysis, conditional cooperation is a response
to the heterogeneity in selfish or norm-guided interaction partners. In our model, it is
the heterogeneity in social environments related to different equilibrium states, which
supports the conditional behavior. This structural similarity in the results suggests,
that the role of heterogenous environments as a driving force in the evolution of con-
ditional cooperation provides a robust finding which generalizes to different model
frameworks.

Finally, our paper also contributes to the literature by introducing a technique from
quantitative genetics, which—to the best of the authors’ knowledge—is novel in evo-
lutionary economics. The method, originally developed in Lande (1976), provides a
simple tool to analyze the evolution of a continuously distributed trait—in our case,
the norm sensitivity. We discuss the crucial assumptions of Lande’s approach and show
that our main findings are qualitatively robust to the application of standard replicator
dynamics (see e.g. Weibull 1995). The fact that we study the evolution of a continuous
distribution of preferences instead of a discrete number of types, also distinguishes
our model from Mengel (2008) and other contributions in the field.

The remaining paper is structured as follows. We first study a model of social
norms and cooperation in a large population. In Sect. 3 we introduce an evolutionary
approach from quantitative genetics. We then apply this method on our model and
discuss the evolution of social norms and cooperative behavior in a homogenous or in
a heterogeneous environment. Section 5 provides a critical discussion of our findings
and Sect. 6 concludes.

2 Social norms and cooperation

Consider a large society represented by a continuum of individuals [0, 1]. Each agent
i chooses xi ∈ {0, 1}, to contribute to the public good (xi = 1, ‘cooperate’) or not to
contribute (xi = 0, ‘free-ride’). The payoff y(xi ) for strategy xi is given by

y(xi ) = −xi c (1)

where c > 0 denotes the costs of the public good contribution. The action xi addi-
tionally determines a payoff z(xi , n), where n denotes the share of free-riders in the
society. This payoff is defined as

z(xi , n) =
(

xi − 1
)

s(n) (2)

where s(n) relates to the sanctions (or the withdrawal of rewards) an agent incurs if
she violates against the social norm for cooperation. The origin of these sanctions
could in principle be internal, external or a mixture of both (Coleman 1990). In the
context of internalized social norms, emotions represent an internal sanctioning mech-
anism (Elster 1998). If an agent has internalized a cooperation norm, free-riding would
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be associated with emotions like guilt, remorse or the loss of self-esteem. External
sanctions could be monetary or non-monetary, e.g. related to social disapproval
(Traxler and Winter 2009), and may depend on some (exogenous) opportunities for
monitoring and sanctioning behavior. This paper does not study the origin of sanc-
tions—i.e. why people engage in (potentially costly) norm-enforcement activities. We
simply assume that there exists a mechanism which induces a certain punishment of
free-riders.

Throughout our analysis we employ the following assumption:

Assumption A1 The function s(n) : [0, 1] → R+ is continuous on n ∈ [0, 1] with
s�(n) ≤ 0, s(0) > 0 and s(n) → 0 for n → 1.

Allowing the sanctions to depend on other agents’ behavior captures the idea that the
degree of norm compliance (co)determines the strength of the social norm and thereby
the strength of norm-enforcement. Following the literature (e.g. Lindbeck et al. 1999;
Mengel 2008), we assume s(n) to be non-increasing in n. A deviant agent is supposed
to suffer from weaker sanctions, as free-riding becomes more widespread: one feels
less guilty about violating a norm, the more others do the same. The equivalent is sup-
posed to hold for external sanctions.3 For the case of perfect norm compliance (n = 0),
sanctions are strictly positive. In a society where everybody free-rides, however, the
cooperation norm has eroded. The norm-based moral connotation of ‘wrong’ (free-
riding) and ‘right’ (contributing)—and therewith the sanctions for free-riders—have
vanished.

2.1 Preferences

Let the preferences of agent i , defined over y(.), z(.) and the public good payoff v(.),
be given by an additive separable utility function

ui (xi , n) = y(xi ) + θ i z(xi , n) + v(n), (3)

with the individual specific parameter θ i ∈ R and v� < 0. We can interpret the
parameter θ i as the degree of norm sensitivity. While an agent with θ i = 0 is solely
concerned about the material payoff from the game, those with θ i > 0 also consider
the norm-based payoff in their decisions.4

In a large population, a single decision maker takes n as given. Hence, agent i will
cooperate iff ui (1, n) > ui (0, n), which is equivalent to θ i s(n) > c. An individual
contributes to the public good, if the utility loss from the sanction dominates the costs
of cooperation. This implies the threshold

θ̂ (n) ≡ c

s(n)
, (4)

3 Traxler and Winter (2009) discuss evidence which supports this assumption.
4 Agents with θ i < 0 hold anti-social preferences, as they derive benefits from a norm-violation. As will
become clear in the following, we only include this latter group for technical convenience. Excluding
negative values of θ would not change any of our results.
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which divides society into norm-adhering and norm-breaking individuals. Those with
θ i > θ̂(n) cooperate, while those with θ i ≤ θ̂ (n) free-ride.5 The action xi is then
determined by an individual’s norm sensitivity θ i and the share of free-riders n,

xi = x(θ i , n) =
{

0 for θ i ≤ θ̂ (n)

1 for θ i > θ̂(n)
(5)

Note that the threshold θ̂ (n) is non-decreasing in n,

∂θ̂(n)

∂n
≥ 0, (6)

since s�(n) ≤ 0. As more agents deviate from the norm, the sanctions associated
with a norm violation become smaller. Hence, an agent who cooperates for low lev-
els of n may turn into a free-rider for higher levels of n. Those individuals with
θ i ∈ (θ̂(0), θ̂ (1)) condition their cooperation on the behavior of others. They act as
conditional cooperators. Agents with θ i ≤ θ̂ (0), however, would always free-ride,
irrespectively of other subjects behavior. Allowing for a heterogeneity in θ , the model
therefore captures the two main patterns of behavior typically found in experimental
studies (e.g. Fischbacher et al. 2001).

2.2 Equilibrium

Let the cumulative distribution function of the parameter θ be given by �(θ). The
corresponding density function φ(θ) has full support.

Assumption A2 (i) The inverse function of the cumulative distribution is given by
�−1(n) for n ∈ [0, 1], with �−1(n) → −∞ for n → 0 and �−1(n) → c/s(n) for
n → 1. (ii) ∃ n� ∈ (0, 1) : �−1(n�) > θ̂(n�).

A social equilibrium state in such a society is given by a share of free-riders n∗,
characterized by the fixed point equation

n∗ = �(θ̂(n∗)). (7)

Lemma 1 For any s(n) and �(θ) as characterized in A1 and A2(i) there always
exists an equilibrium with n∗ = 1. If A2(ii) holds, there always exists at least one
further equilibrium with 0 < n∗ < 1.

Proof See Appendix B. ��
An equilibrium constitutes a self-supporting share of norm-violators: the threshold

θ̂ (n∗) is such that the share of agents with θ i ≤ θ̂ (n∗) is exactly n∗. There always
exists one equilibrium where nobody contributes, n∗ = 1. The cooperation norm has

5 The assumption that agents with θ i = θ̂ (n) will free-ride is not crucial for any of our results.
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Fig. 1 Two examples of equilibrium states

eroded and everybody free-rides. Given that assumption A2(ii) holds, the strength of
the norm sensitivity is distributed such that there exists a level of free-riding n, where
the maximum level of norm sensitivity among free-riders, �−1(n), is above the coop-
eration threshold θ̂ (n). In this case, the system is characterized by a multiplicity of
equilibria. In addition to the equilibrium with n∗ = 1 , there is at least one equilib-
rium with a positive share of contributors. A graphical representation of two possible
scenarios is provided in Fig. 1. While Assumption A2(ii) is fulfilled for the example
depicted in panel (a) of the figure, it does not hold for the example in panel (b). In the
first case, there are multiple equilibria, in the latter there is a unique equilibrium at
n∗ = 1.

If the distribution �(θ) is common knowledge, society coordinates into one of
the possible equilibria. Alternatively one could consider �(θ) to be unknown, but
assume that agents can infer the behavior of other members in society from the public
good level. Agents could then learn about the share of free-riders. As long as players
base their decision on this share society would converge into an asymptotically stable
equilibrium, characterized by

∂�−1(n∗)
∂n

≥ ∂θ̂(n∗)
∂n

. (8)

In the following we call an equilibrium n∗ an a-stable equilibrium state, if (8) holds
for n∗. In the scenario depicted in panel (a) in Fig. 1, there are two unstable (the one
with n∗

c and another one at n∗ = 1) and two stable equilibrium states: one with a
low level of free-riding n∗

a and another one where free-riding is widespread, n∗
b. In

panel (b) the only equilibrium, n∗ = 1, is also stable, since the cumulative distribution
approaches the θ̂ (n)-curve ‘from below’ (and therefore condition (8) holds).

3 Evolutionary quantitative genetics

In the following we will study the evolution of the distribution �(θ). For this pur-
pose, we introduce a technique from evolutionary quantitative genetics, first analyzed
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by Lande (1976).6 The approach offers a tractable method to study an evolutionary
process within a continuously heterogenous population. In particular, it will provide
us with one easy to interpret parameter—the mean value of θ—which characterizes
the distribution �(θ) in an evolutionary equilibrium. In Sect. 5 we will discuss the
applicability of this technique to our problem as well as the differences to standard
replicator dynamics (see e.g. Weibull 1995).

Consider a large population which is heterogeneous along one trait α. The trait
value is normally distributed with mean ᾱ and variance σ 2. To simplify notation, we
write F(α) for F(α, ᾱ, σ 2) and the density function is give by f (α). Let the fitness of
an α-type, i.e. an individual with a trait value α, for a given distribution with mean ᾱ be
given by w(α, ᾱ). Allowing individual fitness to depend on the distribution accounts
for frequency dependent fitness. Fitness is called frequency dependent, if the fitness of
an α-individual does also depend on the composition of the population.7 In economic
terms, frequency dependence is given if one group of agents—respectively the strategy
played by these individuals—creates an externality on other agents’ fitness.8

Within one generation, the change in the mean trait value in response to selection
is defined as

�ᾱ = ᾱs − ᾱ, (9)

where ᾱs , the mean trait value after selection, is given by

ᾱs = 1

w̄

∫
αw(α, ᾱ) d F(α) (10)

and w̄, the mean fitness of the population, is

w̄ =
∫

w(α, ᾱ) d F(α). (11)

The selection described in (10) follows a replicator dynamic. While the initial fre-
quency of a type was f (α), the post-selection frequency of this type, w(α,ᾱ)

w̄
f (α), will

be higher for types with above-average fitness. Hence, in the computation of ᾱs , more
successful types will get more weight than less successful types.

The analysis so far describes selection within one generation. In order to address
the inter-generational evolution of the trait α, Lande (1976) introduces the following
structure of reproduction: First, only selected individuals produce the next gener-
ation of offspring. Second, partner selection and genetic recombination transforms
the post-selection distribution into an offspring distribution which is again normal:

6 Compare Falconer and Mackay (1995) and Roff (1997) for an introduction to quantitative genetics.
7 As we will consider the variance to be fixed, we have suppressed this variable in w(.) to ease notation.
8 Consider for example the decision to commit a crime where the likelihood of a criminal act to be ‘suc-
cessful’ depends on the crime rate in the society. (E.g. the detection probability might be lower, the more
other agents become criminals.) If decisions depend on individual risk-preferences, the distribution of these
preferences clearly influences the success of a criminal.
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it is characterized by the initial variance σ 2 but a different mean.9 According to this
structure, selection will then first lead to a distribution which deviates from the initial
one. Starting from a norm distribution with mean ᾱ, the mean of the (non-normal)
distribution after selection is given by ᾱs from (10). After mating and reproduction,
however, the distribution of α in the new generation is again normal with F(α, ᾱs, σ

2).
While the variance is preserved, the mean of the distribution changes from ᾱ to ᾱs .
The direction of evolution is therefore determined by selection, characterized in (9)
and (10). This allows us to analyze the evolutionary process in more detail.

From (11) we can derive the change in mean fitness from a marginal change in ᾱ,

∂w̄

∂ᾱ
=

∫
w(α, ᾱ)

∂ f (α)

∂ᾱ
dα +

∫
∂w(α, ᾱ)

∂ᾱ
d F(α). (12)

While the first term characterizes the direct change in the mean fitness due to a change
in the composition of the population, the second term depicts the indirect, frequency
dependent fitness impact. From the density of the normal distribution we can easily
compute ∂ f (α)/∂ᾱ. Substituting in (12) and rearranging yields

�ᾱ = 1

w̄

∫
w(α, ᾱ) (α − ᾱ) d F(α). (13)

(For the derivation of (13) see Appendix A.) The right hand side in Eq. (13) charac-
terizes pace and direction of the evolutionary process. As w̄ > 0 (per assumption),
the direction of the evolutionary change in the mean trait value ᾱ is determined by
the sign of the integral in (13). Note that the integral term represents only the direct
change in mean fitness (the first term in Eq. 12). From (13) therefore follows that the
evolution of ᾱ is independent of the frequency dependent fitness change associated
with a change in ᾱ. If the direct fitness impact is positive (negative), the distribution
will evolve towards a higher (lower) mean ᾱ. An evolutionary equilibrium is reached
if �ᾱ = 0. Such an equilibrium is characterized by

∫
w(α, ᾱe)

(
α − ᾱe) d F(α) = 0, (14)

where ᾱe denotes the mean trait value in equilibrium.

4 Indirect evolution of conditional cooperation

The method introduced in the previous section is now applied to study the evolution of
the distribution �(θ) and the associated coevolution of cooperation in the model from
Sect. 2. As we do not believe that θ is genetically determined, we interpret evolution

9 The assumptions underlying this structure are justified by the observation that most metric traits have
a normal distribution, or that the distribution can be transformed to normal by a change in the scale of
measurement (e.g. by log transformation). Similar arguments are incurred to account for the independence
of the variance in respect to the mean, and for that the variance is assumed constant over evolutionary time.
For a detailed discussion see Lande (1976). Compare also Falconer and Mackay (1995), Roff (1997).
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as a cultural process, related to social transmission and learning mechanisms. Fitness
describes the success of a certain θ -type, i.e. an individual with norm sensitivity θ , in
terms of social status. In the course of evolution, individuals learn about the social sta-
tus of different θ -types and accordingly adapt their θ values. In this way, the adaptation
process endogenously shapes preferences. Individual behavior and thereby the level
of cooperation within society evolves indirectly with the change in preferences from
one generation to the next.10 The term generation thereby describes a population with
a given distribution of preferences �(θ), rather than a parent and offspring-population
in the biological sense.

Fitness We are convinced that the success of a behavior (and the underlying pref-
erences) is determined not only by income, education and occupational prestige but
also by social rewards or sanctions. A very selfish person, e.g., who is successful in
economic terms might be considered as overly egoistic and gets excluded from com-
munities or social networks (Cinyabuguma et al. 2005; Riedl and Ule 2002). Even
minor forms of sanctioning might affect the social status of an individual. Hence, we
deviate from the typical approach in evolutionary economics, which only considers
the economic payoffs as determinant of evolutionary fitness (see e.g. Fershtman and
Weiss 1998; Mengel 2008). Apart from the economic payoff y(xi ), fitness is also
determined by the norm-based sanctions imposed on free-riders, z(xi , n). The fitness
for action xi is then given by

w(xi ) = y(xi ) + z(xi , n). (15)

Hence, z(xi , n) measures the fitness impact of norm-enforcing sanctions relative to
the costs of contributing. The parameter θ can then be interpreted as the ability to accu-
rately assess the fitness impacts of sanctions—an ability which is of course optimized
by θ = 1 (see below). In the following we will assume w̄ > 0 which can be assured
e.g. by adding the fitness component from the public good consumption (suppressed
in 15), without changing any of our results.

Sanctions The fitness impact of norm-enforcing sanctions is assumed to be non-
increasing in the share of norm-violators n. In terms of fitness it is less ‘costly’ to
free-ride in a population where norm violations are widespread and social sanctions
are less severe. This pattern could be explained by assuming that a fixed share of the
contribution c is spent on sanctioning (compare Falkinger 2004). The more people
contribute, the more powerful is the impact of sanctions.11 Note that also ostracism,
e.g. in form of exclusion from the public good consumption, follows this pattern.

10 For indirect evolutionary studies compare Güth and Yaari (1992), Güth (1995) as well as Fershtman and
Weiss (1998).
11 This implicitly assumes that all contributors to the (first order) public good, also contribute the second
order public good of norm enforcement. In principle, however, individuals might contribute to the (first
order) public good but free-ride on sanctioning (or vice versa). We do not consider the problem of higher-
order public good provision, as the focus of this paper is on the emergence of conditionally cooperative
behavior and not on the evolution of norm enforcing sanctions. Incorporating this issue into the present
framework represents an interesting extension for future research.
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Loosing the benefits from the public good in a society with a high level of cooperation
represents a more severe punishment than exclusion in a society with less cooperation.

Adaptation The basic structure of the adaptation process is the following: An ini-
tial generation with a given distribution �(θ) faces the public good game described
in Sect. 2. After the game is played, agents learn about the social status of different
θ -types and adapt their own θ i . The resulting change in the �(θ) is assumed to be char-
acterized by the process from (13). In Sect. 5 we discuss the crucial differences of this
approach from quantitative genetics to an adaptation process according to replicator
dynamics.

We study this structure for two scenarios. First, we consider the case, where each
generation coordinates on one social equilibrium state n∗. Then we turn to the case,
where—in the context of multiple equilibria—one generation will face different equi-
librium states. We will call the first scenario a homogenous and the latter a heterogenous
environment.

4.1 Adaptation to a homogenous environment

Let θ be normally distributed according to θ ∼ φ(θ̄, σ 2), and the cumulative distribu-
tion is given by �(θ, θ̄ , σ 2). Substituting for y(xi ), z(xi , n) and xi = x(θ i , n) from
(1), (2) and (5), we can express individual fitness as

w(θ, θ̄) =
{

−c for θ > θ̂(n∗)
−s(n∗) for θ ≤ θ̂ (n∗)

(16)

where n∗ = �(θ̂(n∗), θ̄ , σ 2) is an a-stable equilibrium, analogous to (7), for a normal
distribution with mean θ̄ and σ 2 is exogenously given.

It is important to note three points here. First, it is only the heterogeneity in actions—
determined by different levels of θ—which results in fitness differences. Within the
group of cooperators or free-riders, the heterogeneity in θ does not result in different
levels of fitness. Second, individual fitness as described by (16) is frequency depen-
dent. As the distribution of θ changes, the share of free-riders n∗ and thereby the
fitness costs of a norm deviation will change. Remember, that the method introduced
in Sect. 3 accounts for such spillovers. Third, we assume that a generation always
coordinates on one equilibrium state n∗. In this sense, we study the adaptation to a
homogenous environment. After the adaptation process, the next generation (with a
new distribution of θ ) is assumed to coordinate on an equilibrium state in the close
neighborhood of the previous one—even if there exist different possible equilibrium
states.12

12 This assumption on equilibrium selection can be justified by the fact that after a small change in the
distribution (i.e. in θ̄ ) there always exists a new, a-stable equilibrium state in the close neighborhood of
the previous one. This ‘close by’ equilibrium may be more salient than more distant equilibrium states and
hence becomes a focal point equilibrium.
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The mean fitness is defined by w̄=∫
w(θ, θ̄) φ(θ). Using (16), we can express w̄ as

w̄ = −c + (
c − s(n∗)

) θ̂ (n∗)∫

−∞
d�(θ) (17)

with the integral expression being equal to n∗ = �(θ̂(n∗), θ̄ , σ 2). Following (13), the
intergenerational change in θ̄ is determined by

�θ̄ = 1

w̄

(
s(n∗) − c

) (
θ̄n∗ − θ̄∗) (18)

(compare Appendix A) where θ̄∗ represents the mean level of θ among the n∗ agents
who free-ride in an equilibrium,

θ̄∗ ≡
θ̂ (n∗)∫

−∞
θd�(θ). (19)

As long as 0 < n∗ < 1, there holds θ̄n∗ > θ̄∗. Remember also that w̄ > 0 per
assumption [compare (15)]. Hence,

sign
{
�θ̄

} = sign
{
s(n∗) − c

}
for 0 < n∗ < 1. (20)

From (18) and (20) we can derive:

Proposition 1 (i) An evolutionary equilibrium where cooperators and free-riders
coexist is characterized by s(ne) = c, where 0 < ne = �(θ̂(ne), θ̄e, σ 2) < 1 consti-
tutes an a-stable equilibrium state, supported by a normal distribution with mean θ̄e.
(ii) In such an equilibrium, θ̂ (ne) = 1 and all agents have the same fitness w(θ, θ̄e).
(iii) An evolutionary equilibrium where cooperation fails, ne1 = 1, is characterized
by an a-stable equilibrium state ne1 = �(θ̂(ne1), θ̄e1, σ 2), supported by a normal
distribution with mean θ̄e1.

Proof See Appendix B. ��
The evolutionary equilibrium ne described in part (i) of the proposition is char-

acterized by a positive share of cooperators such that there is no fitness differential
between free-riders and cooperators. In equilibrium, the preferences of agents with
θ i = θ̂ (ne), who are indifferent between defection and cooperation, coincide with the
fitness function from (15) since θ̂ (ne) = 1. In other words, these θ -types are ‘perfectly
adapted’—the norm sensitivity in their preferences coincides with the fitness impact
of sanctions. In addition, there is also an evolutionary equilibrium where everybody
free-rides. While we know from Lemma 1 that n∗ = 1 constitutes a possible equilib-
rium state for any distribution, condition (8) has to hold to guarantee the asymptotic
stability of the equilibrium state. Therefore, any level θ̄ for which (8) holds at n∗ = 1
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could be the mean of the distribution in an evolutionary equilibrium with zero coop-
eration, ne1. By the time the whole society free-rides, the evolutionary pressure on θ̄

to decline vanishes and the system reaches a rest point.13

Let us now turn to the existence of these different types of equilibria.

Proposition 2 (i) Iff s(0) > c, there exists an evolutionary equilibrium with 0 <

ne < 1. (ii) For all distributions fulfilling (8) at n∗ = 1, there exists an evolutionary
equilibrium with ne1 = 1. (iii) If c > s(0), this is the only equilibrium.

Proof See Appendix B. ��
The result from Proposition 2 is straightforward. If the fitness costs of cooperat-

ing are higher than the fitness damage of sanctions even for the state where n∗ = 0,
free-riding yields a higher social status than cooperation for any level of n. Starting
from any n∗ < 1, the adaptation process induces θ̄ to fall and society moves towards
an equilibrium with ne1 = 1. However, if sanctions are sufficiently strong such that
cooperators get a higher fitness than free-riders for the full-cooperation state n∗ = 0,
there must exist an equilibrium state 0 < ne < 1 where both actions result in the same
level of fitness.14

Finally, let us address the evolutionary stability of the system. Note that we apply
two stability concepts: In Sect. 2 we focused on stability within one generation, which
requires that an equilibrium state for a given distribution of θ is robust to small behav-
ioral trembles. Evolutionary stability now demands that preferences remain stable
between generations. If this is the case, small mistakes in the adaptation process will
not affect the equilibrium. In particular, we call an evolutionary equilibrium (locally)
evolutionary stable (e-stable) if d�θ̄/d θ̄ < 0 holds in the close neighborhood of θ̄e

(or θ̄e1).15 Consider for example a positive shock on θ̄ . One can derive from (7) that
an increase in the mean norm sensitivity would result in a drop in the share of free-rid-
ers below ne. The stability condition would then demand that �θ̄ < 0, which would
provide a pressure on θ̄ to fall and consequently on n∗ to increase, thereby adapting
‘back’ towards the initial equilibrium θ̄e or ne. In our case, however, an evolutionary
equilibrium where cooperators and free-riders coexist can never be e-stable.

Proposition 3 An evolutionary equilibrium with 0 < ne < 1 is never e-stable. In
contrast, an evolutionary equilibrium with ne1 = 1 is locally e-stable.

Proof See Appendix B. ��

13 Note that we could also describe an evolutionary equilibrium with ne = 0. As n∗ = 0 ⇒ θ̄n∗ = θ̄∗, the
last bracket term in (18) would equal zero and �θ̄ = 0. However, an equilibrium state with n∗ = 0 would
only be supported by a distribution with θ̄ → ∞. We do not include this case in our further analysis, as
such a distribution would violate θ ∈ R.
14 Note that for the distribution in this evolutionary equilibrium A2(ii) has to hold such that there exists an
equilibrium state n∗ < 1. (Compare Lemma 1.)
15 One could also consider the stability with respect to shocks on n. Note, however, that the fitness payoff
can be interpreted as the average from (finitely) many repetitions of the one-shot game from Sect. 2 within
one generation. As the equilibrium states n∗ in an evolutionary equilibrium must be a-stable, i.e. stable
according to (8), we neglect deviations from n∗. Moreover, in our case d�θ̄/d θ̄ ≤ 0 implies that the
equilibrium would be also evolutionary stable after shocks in n.
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Due to Assumption A1, s�(n) ≤ 0. Hence, any small deviation from ne would tip
the balance in fitness-payoffs between the two strategies. After a positive shock on
θ̄e, the share of free-riders falls short of ne and we get s(n) ≥ c. Cooperators would
be more successful than free-riders, θ̄ would increase and n∗ would decline further.
If, on the other hand, the level of free-riding exceeds ne, the norm-based sanctions
would become less effective and we get c ≥ s(n). Free-riders, i.e. individuals with
low values of θ , have a higher fitness than cooperators; consequently θ̄ decreases and
the system moves into an equilibrium with ne1 = 1. Note that the system would return
to such an equilibrium ne1 after small shocks in θ̄ , as in the neighborhood of ne1 = 1
there holds c > s(ne1) due to A1. Hence, an evolutionary equilibrium with θ̄e1 and
ne1 would be stable.

The analysis provided so far yields an unsatisfactory result. While there can exist
an evolutionary equilibrium where free-riders and cooperators coexist, such an equi-
librium turns out to be unstable. The system either evolves towards an equilibrium
where the norm has eroded and everybody free-rides, or the society would evolve
towards full cooperation. Hence, including the payoff from sanctions with the pattern
of s(n) in the fitness function does not immediately lead to the evolution of conditional
cooperators.

4.2 Adaptation to a heterogeneous environment

So far, we have studied the adaptation to a homogenous environment. Agents encoun-
ter one particular situation—one equilibrium state—and adaptation shapes their pref-
erences according to the strength of the social norm in this equilibrium. In reality,
however, and we often face heterogeneous environments: people are guided by norms
against littering or against crime, when they walk through clean and littered parks,
through nice and run down neighborhoods (Funk 2005; Glaeser et al. 1996); smokers
might have a no-smoking norm in mind when they are at smoky parties but also at
those where nobody smokes (Nyborg and Rege 2003); we are confronted with charity
projects some of which receive many, some of which receive fewer donations (Frey
and Meier 2004); we might work in a firm where many co-workers are cheating but
also face projects where others’ exert high efforts (Ichino and Maggi 2000). In the
following we discuss a stylized framework which capture such heterogeneous envi-
ronments.16 In contrast to the case of a homogenous environment, we find (potentially)
e-stable evolutionary equilibria where cooperators and free-riders coexist.

Let us consider an initial distribution such that assumption A2(ii) is fulfilled. In
this case, there exists a multiplicity of equilibria (compare Lemma 1). Within each
generation, the population sometimes coordinates on an a-stable equilibrium state n∗

a ,
sometimes on n∗

b with n∗
j = �(θ̂(n∗

j ), θ̄ , σ 2) for j ∈ {a, b}. Without loss of generality,
we assume n∗

a < n∗
b. The likelihood at which a generation coordinates on equilibrium

16 One might argue that different outcomes are simply due to population heterogeneity, e.g., different
distributions of θ in ‘good’ and ‘bad’ environments. While this heterogeneity obviously exists, it only par-
tially explains the diversity of observed behavior (compare, e.g., the discussion in Glaeser et al. 1996). Our
analysis therefore abstract from heterogeneity in population characteristics.
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state n∗
j is exogenously given by 0 < π j < 1. The actions an agent i with θ i chooses

according to (5) in the equilibrium states n∗
a respectively n∗

b is denoted by
�
xi

a, xi
b

�
.

The corresponding fitness for
�
xi

a, xi
b

�
is then given by

w
�

xi
a, xi

b

�
=

�
j=a,b

π j

�
y(xi

j ) + z(xi
j , n∗

j )
�

. (21)

From n∗
a < n∗

b and (6) follows θ̂ (n∗
a) < θ̂(n∗

b). Hence, we will observe three different
strategies: On the one hand, agents with θ i ≤ θ̂ (n∗

a) will free-ride in both equilibrium
states. Agents with θ i > θ̂(n∗

b) on the other hand, will cooperate in both states. A
third group of individuals, those with θ̂ (n∗

a) < θ i ≤ θ̂ (n∗
b), behaves conditionally

cooperative. They cooperate in equilibrium state a, where many others cooperate as
well, but defect in state b, as more others’ are free-riding. Making use of (1), (2) and
(5), we can express individual fitness in the following way:

w(θ, θ̄) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

−c for θ > θ̂(n∗
b)

−πac − πbs(n∗
b) for θ̂ (n∗

a) < θ ≤ θ̂ (n∗
b)

−πas(n∗
a) − πbs(n∗

b) for θ ≤ θ̂ (n∗
a)

(22)

The crucial difference to the case of a homogenous environment is the fact that agents
with intermediate levels of θ obtain a fitness-payoff from two different actions. The
success of the conditionally cooperative strategy consists of the cooperation payoff
for equilibrium state a plus the payoff from free-riding in state b.

Using (22) we can compute the mean fitness of the population for a given πa and
πb = 1 − πa ,

w̄ = −c + πa
�
c − s(n∗

a)
� θ̂ (n∗

a)�

−∞
d�(θ) + (1 − πa)

�
c − s(n∗

b)
�

θ̂ (n∗
b)�

−∞
d�(θ). (23)

According to (13), the evolution of θ̄ is then determined by �θ̄ = 1
w̄

� with

� ≡ πa
�
s(n∗

a) − c
� �

θ̄n∗
a − θ̄∗

a

� + (1 − πa)
�
s(n∗

b) − c
� �

θ̄n∗
b − θ̄∗

b

�
, (24)

and θ̄∗
j captures the mean level of θ among the free-riders for equilibrium state n∗

j ,

analogous to (19).17 The evolutionary dynamics on θ̄ are given by

sign
�
�θ̄

� = sign {�} (25)

This leads to the following proposition:

17 The derivation of �θ̄ respectively � is analogous to the one of (18). Compare Appendix A.
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Fig. 2 Illustration of an evolutionary equilibrium

Proposition 4 (i) An evolutionary equilibrium in a heterogenous environment is
characterized by � = 0, where the stable equilibrium states ne

a = �(θ̂(ne
a), θ̄e, σ 2)

and ne
b = �(θ̂(ne

b), θ̄
e, σ 2) are supported by a normal distribution with mean θ̄e.

(ii) If ne
b < 1, there holds s(ne

a) > c > s(ne
b).

Proof See Appendix B. ��
The Proposition characterizes an evolutionary equilibrium for a heterogenous envi-

ronment. As long as ne
b < 1, the distribution in the evolutionary equilibrium supports

two equilibrium states such that s(ne
a) > c > s(ne

b).
18 In terms of fitness, coopera-

tion dominates free-riding in equilibrium state a. For state b, however, the opposite
holds: Free-riding is more widespread, and the fitness costs from the norm-enforcing
sanctions are lower than the costs of cooperation. This implies

Corollary 1 In an evolutionary equilibrium in a heterogeneous environment with
ne

b < 1 conditional cooperators have a strictly higher fitness than both, free-riders
and cooperators.

Proof From Proposition 4(ii) we know that s(ne
a) > c > s(ne

b). Using this in (22)
proves the Corollary. ��

Figure 2 graphically illustrates an example of such an evolutionary equilibrium. The
graph on the left hand side captures a system with a distribution �(θ) and a function
θ̂ (n) supporting two stable equilibrium states n∗

a < n∗
b < 1. The graph on the right

hand side depicts the fitness difference between the strategies for the two equilibria.
From Fig. 2 as well as from the analysis above (compare Proposition 2) it is clear

that s(0) > c is a necessary condition for an evolutionary equilibrium to exist. In
addition, Assumption A2(ii) has to hold in order to guarantee a multiplicity of equi-
libria. Analogous to before, the necessary conditions for the local e-stability of an
evolutionary equilibrium is d�θ̄/d θ̄ < 0. From this we derive

18 Another possible equilibrium would be ne
b = 1 and s(ne

a) = c. As this type of equilibrium has very
similar properties as the one discussed in the previous section, we do not discuss this case. Moreover, the
equilibrium condition, � = 0, would also be fulfilled for ne

a = 0 and ne
b = 1 respectively ne

a = 0 and

ne
b < 1 with s(ne

b) = c. Note, however, that Assumption A1 implies θ̂ (0) > 0. Unless θ̄ → ∞, there is

always a positive mass of individuals with θ ≤ θ̂ (0), which makes an equilibrium state ne
a = 0 impossible.
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Proposition 5 Sufficient conditions for the e-stability of an evolutionary equilibrium
with ne

b < 1 are given by ne
a ≤ min {γa; δa} and γb ≤ ne

b ≤ δb, with

γ j ≡
θ̂ (ne

j )∫

−∞
φ(θ)

(
θ − θ̄e

)2

σ 2 dθ ,

δ j ≡ θ̄∗
j

θ̄e
+ φ(θ̂(ne

j )) θ̂(ne
j )

(
1 − θ̂ (ne

j )
)(

1 − θ̂ (ne
j )

θ̄e

)
.

Proof See Appendix B. ��

As it is difficult to discuss the intuition behind the stability conditions,19 we
conducted a series of numerical simulations. Typically, we found two levels of θ̄

which supported an evolutionary equilibrium.20 The one with the higher mean norm-
sensitivity was always stable, even for cases where the (sufficient) condition ne

a ≤
min {γa; δa} from Proposition 5 was violated. We are therefore confident, that stable
evolutionary equilibria within a heterogeneous environment exist for a wide range of
parameters. This is also backed by a straightforward intuition: Small shocks in the
adaptation would not change the result from Corollary 1—conditional cooperation
would still perform more successful than the two unconditional strategies. Since con-
ditional cooperators have intermediate values of θ , preferences in the ‘middle’ of the
θ distribution are more successful and dominate against those with more extreme—
either low or high—θ -values.

The evolutionary dominance of conditional cooperators is the main result of our
analysis. Individuals who lack pro-social preferences—those with low θ values—
as well as individuals with ‘overly’ pro-social preferences—i.e. very high values of
θ—play one particular strategy, irrespectively of the other agents’ behavior. In a sta-
ble evolutionary equilibrium within a homogenous environment, one of these two
strategies will dominate the other. In a heterogeneous environment, however, when
individuals face a ‘good’ state with rather high levels of cooperation as well as a
‘bad’ state with many free-riders, a third strategy appears: conditional cooperation. In
the adaptation to such a heterogeneous environment, the two unconditional strategies
prove less successful that the conditional strategy. Agents who cooperate in the good
but free-ride in the bad state dominate the free-riders in the former and the cooperators
in the latter environment. The evolutionary pressure to adapt to heterogenous envi-
ronments provides a simple explanation for the success of conditionally cooperative
behavior.

19 In the Appendix we discuss the assumption in more detail and show that they can be both fulfilled.
20 We focused on the functional form s(n) = λ(1 − r(na/a − nb/b)) and parameters in the range c = 1,

λ ∈ (1, 2], r ∈ [1.5, 2.5], a ∈ [1, 2], b ∈ [2, 4] , a standard deviation σ ∈ [1.5, 2.5] and πa ∈ (0, 1). The
program code is available from the authors upon request.
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5 Discussion

5.1 Replicator dynamics

Would our results still hold if evolution follows a conventional replicator dynamic
rather than the quantitative genetic process? Consider a population with N → ∞
possible values of θ , indexed by � ∈ {1, . . . , N }, where an N -dimensional vector
g = [g�] depicts the distribution of θ (compare Bisin et al. 2009). Let the frequency
of a type, g�, evolve according to

ġ� = g�
(
w(θ�) − w̄

)
. (26)

From the analysis in Sect. 4.1 immediately follows that any distribution which supports
an equilibrium share ne with s(ne) = c also constitutes an evolutionary equilibrium
according to (26). If s(ne) = c holds, there are no fitness-differences between free-
riders and cooperators (compare Proposition 1) and we would get w(θ�) = w̄ ⇒
ġ� = 0 for all �. Similarly, the (a-)stability properties of such an equilibrium with
0 < ne < 1 carry over: any small deviation from ne would either lead to a break down
in cooperation or a move towards full cooperation.

The analysis of Sect. 4.2 suggests that conditional cooperation will always dominate
the two unconditional strategies in a heterogenous environment. This result holds for
any evolutionary dynamics. Adaptation according to (26), however, would eliminate
all preferences which induce an unconditional strategy. In an evolutionary equilibrium
according to (26), the whole population would consist of conditional cooperators. All
agents would cooperate in one equilibrium state (n∗

a = 0) and free-rider in the other
state (n∗

b = 1). Any distribution of θ with g� ≥ 0 for θ̂ (0) ≤ θ� ≤ θ̂ (1) and g� = 0
otherwise, which supports these equilibrium states, would constitute an evolutionary
equilibrium. Hence, the dynamics from (26) do (in general) not lead to a society with
one homogenous level of norm sensitivity θ . Once there are only conditional coop-
erators (such that the two supported equilibrium states are n∗

a = 0 and n∗
b = 1), the

adaptation process stops.

5.2 Quantitative genetics

In Sect. 4 we have applied a method from quantitative genetics to a cultural, social
learning process. According to this approach, originally studied by Lande (1976), the
trait θ follows a normal distribution and the frequency of a trait changes according to
the fitness-differential w(θ)/w̄. If the fitness of a θ -type is above the mean population
fitness, the frequency of these types will increase (and shrink otherwise). The resulting
(non-normal) distribution is then transformed back to a normal distribution with a new
mean. According to this approach, adaptation will result in a change in the mean trait
value, θ̄ , while the other two characteristics of the distribution—its normal character
and the variance—are preserved.

Our motivation to apply this method is technical. The methodology provides a trac-
table tool to study the adaptation of a continuous distribution within the model from
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section 2. A formal analysis based upon the replicator process from (26) would cause
severe technical problems, related to the possibility of degenerate distributions and
discontinuities in �(θ). This would make the analysis of existence and stability of
both, equilibrium states as well as evolutionary equilibrium distributions cumbersome
and inconclusive.

Admittedly, the quantitative genetic method has also several limitations.21 Most
important, it implies an imperfect learning process, as the initial variance in θ is main-
tained during the course of evolution.22 Hence, by using this method we neglect the
case where all agents adapt one unique θ value (e.g. θ = 1). Note, however, that such
a perfectly homogenous population does in general not constitute a stable evolution-
ary equilibrium according to the replicator dynamic from (26) discussed above. In
contrast to the quantitative genetic approach, however, the dynamic process from (26)
does not allow for a co-existence of different strategies, i.e. free-riding, cooperation
and conditional cooperation, in an evolutionary equilibrium within a heterogenous
environment. The heterogeneity in behavioral patterns which emerges in the equilib-
rium characterized in Proposition 4 is only an artefact of the method which implies
a constant variance. For the case of a normal distribution with infinitesimal small
variance, however, the evolutionary equilibrium according to Proposition 4 would be
a population of conditional cooperators (such that n∗

a → 0 and n∗
b → 1). For this

special case, behavior—but not necessarily the distribution of θ—in the evolutionary
equilibrium would be equivalent for replicator dynamics as well as the quantitative
genetic approach.

5.3 Heterogeneous environments

This paper introduces a concept of heterogeneous environments, where—in the con-
text of multiple equilibria—society coordinates with fixed probabilities on one or
another equilibrium state. One could extend and generalize the approach in several
directions. First, we could study heterogenous environments with more than two equi-
librium states (in scenarios with a higher number of a-stable equilibrium states n∗).
Such an extension would somewhat complicate our analysis, since there would be
more than 3 behavioral patterns. In particular, there would be different forms of con-
ditional cooperation. E.g. for the case of three equilibria, n∗

a < n∗
b < n∗

c , we would
observe conditional strategies

(
xi

a, xi
b, xi

c

)
with (1, 0, 0) as well as (1, 1, 0). Our main

result—the fitness dominance of conditional cooperation over unconditional behav-
ior—would not be effected. (Which of the two conditionally cooperative strategies
yields a higher fitness, depends on the comparison of a free-riders’ fitness costs with
the costs for cooperation in the three different equilibrium states.)

21 One crucial limitation of the method would be the case with evolutionary pressure on low and high
θ -types to grow. This would suggest an evolution towards a bimodal distribution, which is excluded by
assumption in Lande’s approach. However, such a disruptive evolution cannot occur in our framework.
22 One could justify this implication by a systematic noise embedded in the social learning process. If
the errors in the adaptation process are normally distributed and remain constant during evolution, these
deviations from perfect adaptation in θ would maintain a normal distribution �(θ).
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Another possible extension is the endogenous formation of the likelihood π j . We
could relate the probability to face one particular equilibrium state to the size of the
basin of attraction for this equilibrium n∗

j . From the discussion in Sect. 2 it is clear, that
the basin of attraction of an a-stable equilibrium state is defined by the position of the
surrounding, unstable equilibria (fixed points). For the case of two a-stable equilibria
depicted in the example from panel (a) of Fig. 1, it is the location of the unstable
equilibrium n∗

c which separates the distinct basins of attraction. As an increase in θ̄

would shift the �(θ)-curve upwards, the level of free-riding for the unstable fixed
point would increase. Hence, with an increase in the mean norm sensitivity, the basin
of attraction for the equilibrium with a low level of free-riding, n∗

a , becomes larger and
the one of the other equilibrium n∗

b shrinks. Accordingly, the probability πa (πb) would
increase (decrease) in θ̄ . This effect would only quantitatively alter the properties of
an evolutionary equilibrium in a heterogeneous environment. Endogenous probabil-
ities π j , however, could add further restrictions for the e-stability of an evolutionary
equilibrium.

6 Conclusion

While the impact of heterogenous ‘habitats’ on evolutionary processes is well studied
by biologists,23 this idea has been so far neglected in evolutionary economics. In this
paper we take a first step to close this gap in the literature. We develop a model of
voluntary public good provisions in the context of a social norm for cooperation. As
the power of the norm-enforcement depends on the level of cooperation, there is scope
for multiple equilibria. Society may coordinate on an equilibrium with a high level
of cooperation, where norm deviations would result in severe sanctions, or on a state
with widespread free-riding and weak norm-enforcement. We link this multiplicity
of equilibria to the idea of heterogenous habitats, in the sense that the evolutionary
success of a certain norm-sensitivity, and the behavior induced by it, is evaluated for
different equilibria of the game. Following an indirect evolutionary approach, prefer-
ences—i.e. individual norm-sensitivities—are then endogenously shaped according to
their performance in both, equilibrium states with a strong norm as well as states with
a weak norm. In such heterogenous environments, conditional cooperation is more
successful than any unconditional strategy. In the ‘cooperative’ environment, condi-
tional cooperators follow the norm and avoid the punishment free-riders incur. In the
environment where the norm is weak and sanctions do hardly play a role, conditional
cooperators reap the same payoff as free-riders, which dominates that of an (uncon-
ditional) cooperator. Hence, the preferences underlying conditional cooperation are
well adapted to heterogeneous environments. An intermediate level of norm sensi-
tivity allows individuals to react flexibly to different social situation. Thereby, they
dominate unconditional strategies, which are specialized on one particular condition.

Members of modern human societies typically interact in various cooperation prob-
lems where cooperation fails sometimes but works quite well in other situations. We
face both, good and bad environment, clean public parks and littered ones, projects

23 Among many others, see e.g. Levins (1968), Maynard Smith and Hoekstra (1980).
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where co-workers exert high efforts and such where the others are shirking, charity
projects which are ignored by the majority and some which receive a lot of donations.
Our analysis suggests that exactly such a heterogeneity in our social environments is
a driving force in the evolution of conditional cooperation.
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Appendix A

A.1 Section 3

For the density of the normal distribution, f (α), one can easily derive

∂ f (α)

∂ᾱ
= f (α)

α − ᾱ

σ 2 . (A.1)

Making use of this term in (12) and rearranging, we get

∂w̄

∂ᾱ
= 1

σ 2

∫
[α w(α, ᾱ) f (α) − ᾱ w(α, ᾱ) f (α)] dα+

∫
∂w(α, ᾱ)

∂ᾱ
d F(α). (A.2)

From (11) respectively (10) follows that the first expression in the first integral equals
ᾱsw̄, and the second expression is ᾱw̄. We arrive at

∂w̄

∂ᾱ
= w̄

σ 2 (ᾱs − ᾱ) +
∫

∂w(α, ᾱ)

∂ᾱ
d F(α). (A.3)

Rearranging and substituting for (9) yields

�ᾱ = σ 2

w̄

(
∂w̄

∂ᾱ
−

∫
∂w(α, ᾱ)

∂ᾱ
d F(α)

)
(A.4)

which is equivalent to

�ᾱ = σ 2

w̄

∫
w(α, ᾱ)

∂ f (α)

∂ᾱ
dα. (A.5)

Making use of (A.1) we finally get

�ᾱ = 1

w̄

∫
w(α, ᾱ) (α − ᾱ) d F(α). (A.6)
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A.2 Section 4

The mean fitness is given by

w̄ = −s(n∗)
θ̂(n∗)∫

−∞
d�(θ) − c

∞∫

θ̂ (n∗)

d�(θ). (A.7)

As �(θ̂(n∗)) = n∗, we can rearrange w̄ and get

w̄ = − (
1 − n∗) c − n∗s(n∗). (A.8)

From this follows (17).
As we have demonstrated in Sect. 3, only the direct fitness impact of a change

in θ̄ is important for the evolution of this variable. The indirect effect—related to
the frequency dependent fitness from s(n)—is irrelevant. Hence, we follow (13) and
derive

�θ̄ = σ 2

w̄

(
c − s(n∗)

) θ̂ (n∗)∫

−∞

∂φ(θ, θ̄ , σ 2)

∂θ̄
dθ . (A.9)

For the density of the normal distribution we get analogously to (A.1)

∂φ(θ, θ̄ , σ 2)

∂θ̄
= φ(θ)

θ − θ̄

σ 2 . (A.10)

With this, we can rewrite �θ̄ as

�θ̄ = 1

w̄

(
s(n∗) − c

) θ̂ (n∗)∫

−∞
φ(θ)

(
θ̄ − θ

)
dθ , (A.11)

where the first term in the integral is equal to n∗θ̄ . The second expression in the integral
depicts the mean level of θ for agents with θ i ≤ θ̂ (n∗). Using (19) we finally arrive at
(18).

Appendix B: Proofs

Proof of Lemma 1 As we can rewrite condition (7) as �−1(n∗)−θ̂ (n∗) = 0, it follows
immediately from A1 and A2(i) that there always exits an equilibrium with n∗ = 1.
From A1 we know s(0) > 0 ⇒ θ̂ (0) > 0 which implies θ̂ (n) > �−1(n) for n → 0.
From this follows that A2(ii) assures that there must exist at least one n∗ ∈ (0, 1)
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where �−1(n∗) = θ̂ (n∗) holds, since both θ̂ (n) and �−1(n) are continuously increas-
ing functions defined over the unit interval. ��
Proof of Proposition 1 The proof of (i) follows immediately from (18 ). From (4) we
know that c = θ̂ (n∗)s(n∗) must hold for any equilibrium state. s(ne) = c then implies
θ̂ (ne) = 1. Using this in (16) and substituting for (4) proves (ii). Part (iii) derives from
n∗ = 1 ⇒ θ̄n∗ = θ̄∗. Hence, for ne1 = 1 the term in the last brackets in (18) is zero
and �θ̄ = 0. ��
Proof of Proposition 2 (i) Since c > s(n) for n → 1 and s(.) is continuously non-
increasing in n, s(0) > c assures that there exists a level of n where s(n) = c holds.
Moreover, we can always find a distribution φ(θ, θ̄ , σ 2), a function s(n) and a level
c, which supports such an equilibrium share of free-riders ne. (ii) From Lemma 1 we
know that n∗ = 1 is supported by any distribution as long as A1 and A2(i) hold. Prop-
osition 1(iii) implies that any equilibrium with n∗ = 1 where (8) holds, constitutes an
evolutionary equilibrium ne1. (iii) From A1 follows that c > s(0) implies c > s(n) for
all n ∈ [0, 1]. It therefore follows from c > s(0) that there cannot exist an equilibrium
with ne < 1, as � n with s(n) = c. ��
Proof of Proposition 3 From (A.11) we get

d�θ̄

d θ̄
= 1

w̄

�
s(n∗) − c

� θ̂ (n∗)�

−∞
φ(θ) − φ(θ)

�
θ − θ̄

�2

σ 2 dθ

− 1

w̄2

�
∂w̄

∂θ̄
+ ∂w̄

∂n∗
∂n∗

∂θ̄

� �
s(n∗) − c

� θ̂ (n∗)�

−∞
φ(θ)

�
θ̄−θ

�
dθ

+ 1

w̄

⎡
⎢⎣s�(n∗)

θ̂(n∗)�

−∞
φ(θ)

�
θ̄−θ

�
dθ+�

s(n∗)−c
� ∂θ̂(n∗)

∂n∗ φ(θ̂)
�
θ̄−θ̂ (n∗)

�
⎤
⎥⎦ ∂n∗

∂θ̄

(A.12)

where we made use of the Leibnitz Rule of integral differentiation to derive the last
term in the third line’s squared brackets. Rearranging and making use of (4), (7) and
(19) we arrive at
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�
⎡
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s(n∗)
φ(θ̂)

�
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��
s�(n∗)

∂n∗

∂θ̄

(A.13)
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From Proposition 1 we know that an evolutionary equilibrium with 0 < ne < 1 is
characterized by s(ne) = c. Therefore, the expressions in the first and the second line
of (A.13) equal zero for such an equilibrium ne. Using (7), one can easily show that
∂n∗/∂θ̄ ≤ 0 for any stable equilibrium state n∗. As s�(n∗) ≤ 0 and θ̄n∗ > θ̄∗ for
0 < n∗ < 1 it follows that the expression in the third line of (A.13) must be non-neg-
ative and we get d�θ̄/d θ̄ ≥ 0 for any evolutionary equilibrium with 0 < ne < 1.
Such an evolutionary equilibrium is never stable.

Let us now consider an evolutionary equilibrium with ne1 = 1. Since θ̂ (ne1) → ∞
for ne1 = 1, the integral term in the first line of (A.13) equals the variance σ 2 and the
term in the squared brackets becomes zero. For ne1 = 1 there also holds θ̄n∗ = θ̄∗
and the expression in the second line of (A.13) also equals zero. From s(ne1) = 0,
θ̂ (ne1) → ∞ and θ̄n∗ = θ̄∗ follows that the term in the third line’s squared brack-
ets is strictly negative. Together with ∂n∗/∂θ̄ ≤ 0 and s�(n∗) ≤ 0 this implies that
d�θ̄/d θ̄ < 0 holds for ne1 = 1. ��
Proof of Proposition 4 Part (i) follows immediately from (25). Part (ii) derives from
(24): Note that θ̄n∗

j > θ̄∗
j as long as n∗

j < 1. Hence, the first term in (24) would be
negative if c > s(ne

a). Since ne
a < ne

b, (6) implies that the second term would be nega-
tive as well. We would get � < 0. Therefore c > s(ne

a) cannot hold in an equilibrium
with ne

b < 1. Iff s(ne
a) > c, the first term in (24) is positive. In order to get � = 0 for

ne
b < 1, the second term in (24) must be negative, which holds for c > s(ne

b). ��
Proof of Proposition 5 Analogously to (A.13) we can derive from (23) and (24)
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(A.14)

Since in an evolutionary equilibrium � = 0 (Proposition 4), the second line of (A.14)
equals zero. In an equilibrium as characterized in Proposition 4(ii), i.e. where ne

b < 1,
there holds s(ne

a) > c > s(ne
b). If the squared bracket term in the first line is positive

for equilibrium state ne
b and negative for ne

a , the expression in the first line of (A.14)
is unambiguously negative. The two corresponding conditions are

ne
a ≤

θ̂ (ne
a)�

−∞
φ(θ)

�
θ − θ̄e

�2

σ 2 dθ , and ne
b ≥

θ̂ (ne
b)�

−∞
φ(θ)

�
θ − θ̄e

�2

σ 2 dθ . (A.15)
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(Note that the integral term in (A.15) takes values in the range (0, 0.5] for 0 < ne
a ≤ 0.5

and [0.5, 1) for 0.5 ≤ ne
a < 1.)

Let us now turn to the third line of (A.14). Remember that s�(n∗
j ) ≤ 0 and ∂n∗

j/

∂θ̄ ≤ 0 since both equilibrium states n∗
j are stable as characterized by (8). It is therefore

sufficient for the expression in the third line to be negative, if the term in the squared
brackets is negative for both equilibrium states. Rearranging, we get the following
condition

ne
j ≤ θ̄∗

j

θ̄
+ φ(θ̂(ne

j )) θ̂(ne
j )

(
1 − θ̂ (ne

j )
) (

1 − θ̂ (ne
j )

θ̄

)
, (A.16)

where we have substituted for (4). The first term on the RHS of (A.16) is positive for any
n∗ > 0. Moreover, for n∗

a ≤ 0.5 there holds θ̂ (n∗
a) ≤ θ̄ . Since 1−θ̂ (n∗

j ) = (s(n∗
j )−c)/

s(n∗
j ), s(n∗

a) > c implies that the second term on the RHS is also positive for n∗
a ≤ 0.5.

For an equilibrium state n∗
b ≥ 0.5 we know that θ̂ (n∗

b) ≥ θ̄ . From s(n∗
b) < c then

follows that the RHS is again strictly positive. (As the first term approaches unity for
n∗

b → 1 and since the second term is strictly positive, the RHS of (A.16) could be
strictly larger than unity for high levels of n∗

b. For n∗
a → 0, the second term will be

positive, as θ̂ (0) > 0 holds due to Assumption A1. Hence, condition (A.16 ) should
hold for extreme levels of n∗

j .) ��
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Discussion 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Based on my excursions through adaptive landscapes in the chapters of this Thesis, I 
will first summarize the main conclusions per chapter and then attempt to discuss a 
wider perspective. 

In Chapter 1, I explored how altruism can evolve as a sexually selected handicap. 
This excursion is interesting in that altruism affects the fitness variation that the handi-
cap is supposed to signal. The idea behind altruism as a handicap signal is that altruists 
tend to have higher fitness than non-altruists, but when altruist are mating partners 
with higher fitness they incur the cost of altruism by promoting the fitness of others! 
The result is a process of shifting fitness between individuals that can affect the fitness 
superiority that the altruistic handicap aims to signal. I found that evolution of altruism 
is promoted when altruism maintains fitness superiority (or even accentuates it), but 
hampered otherwise. 

In Chapter 2, I explore the validity of an earlier proposition that opting out of re-
peated Prisoner’s Dilemma games (i.e., the option to suspend repetitions) promotes the 
evolution of cooperation. The reason to explore this critically is that the supposed ad-
vantage of certain conditional cooperators (referred to as Out for Tat strategies) as in-
vaders of defector-dominated populations is reduced if loners (i.e., strategies which 
consistently opt out) are the alternative invaders. Moreover, I consider strategies that 
exploit these conditional cooperators because opting out can open the opportunity to 
cheaply (and falsely) signal remorse. However, I found that the evolution of coopera-
tion is promoted as long as the payoff from opting out exceeds the payoff from mutual 
defection and is also not high enough to constitute a tempting alternative to opting in 
and playing repeated games. 

In Chapter 3, I explore the effects of mutation-generated variation on frequency 
dependent selection on strategies spanning the range from cooperation to defection. 
The unrestricted emergence of mutants enables strategies to benefit from (1) interact-
ing with mutants and from (2) interacting with the faithfully reproduced descendants of 
mutants. My excursions through this adaptive landscape show that mutation-generated 
variation does not always promote cooperation – in contrast to what McNamara et al. 
(2004, 2008) found earlier and thought was due to the first benefit. I discovered evolu-
tion can result in periodic fluctuations in the level of cooperation, which I show to be 
due to the second benefit. 

In Chapter 4, I use Levene’s concept of evolution under spatial or temporal hetero-
geneity from biology and apply this to the evolution of social norms in an economic 
context. Compliance to a social norm can be heterogeneous in that the fraction of 
compliers differs between societies (spatial heterogeneity) or varies within a society 
over time (temporal heterogeneity). I show that complying with a social norm can 
evolve to be a conditional behavior in societies where overall compliance with the so-
cial norm fluctuates over time. 
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In the introduction to this Thesis, I question the view of evolutionary biologists on 
evolution as a straightforward optimization process. I think genetic evolution is actual-
ly a special form of an optimization process which is best explained by contrasting it 
with cultural evolution: Humans confronted with selecting a strategy to deal with a 
social situation can discard strategies that evidently do not yield a benefit. This is a 
form of pre-selection as it takes place before the strategies are used and exposed to 
selection in the social situation. Genetic evolution stands out by the lack of the option 
to preselect strategies: Mutation can be expected to generate strategies independent 
from their expected yield potential and, hence, independent from their fitness. I charac-
terize these two forms of optimization processes as follows: 
 

Genetic evolution: mutation  selection 
Cultural evolution: innovation with pre-selection  selection. 

 
Thus, innovation can be seen as ‘a mutation’ in cultural evolution. The arrow in the 
diagram expresses in which direction new genotypes/innovations are generated by mu-
tation after which they become exposed to selection. The bacterial mutator strains that 
were taken as an example in the introduction, show that the mutation rate itself can be 
subject to selection. A user of a genetic algorithm can usually tune the parameters to 
enhance adaptability and thus, the search for the optimum. This is a good approach 
when the interest is to find optima. The task of an evolutionary biologist, however, 
goes beyond finding optima. That optima need not be attained in the course of evolu-
tion is a well-known phenomenon, e.g., in the context of gene flow preventing local 
adaptation (Kirkpatrick and Barton 1997). Gene flow and mutation share the character-
istic that they change gene pools. I propose that the (periodic in)direct effects dis-
cussed in Chapter 3 represent (periodical) prevention of adaptation caused by muta-
tion. In line with the arrow-direction in the diagram, mutation influences selection and 
these processes together may prevent that the expected optimum is attained (i.e., the 
evolutionarily stable state defined by Cressman 1996). For much the same reasons I 
found in Chapter 2 that the evolutionary trajectories proposed by Batali and Kitcher 
(1996) can be undermined under (or even by) the mutation regime chosen in the mod-
el. 

Since mutations can prevent evolving populations from reaching specific optima 
and are arbitrary with respect to optima, it renders evolution as an ‘optimization pro-
cess’ rather suboptimal. The optimization process would proceed more efficiently only 
if mutation would pre-select new genotypes with higher fitness than the parental type. 
As outlined in the previous paragraph, cultural evolution can constitute such an opti-
mization process. However, the empirical data on strategy selection in cultural evolu-
tionary settings (see, e.g., Kurzban and Houser 2005; Traulsen et al. 2010) seem not 
yet sufficient to validate this hypothesis. Although pre-selection is an attribute of cul-
tural evolution, I think it is also an attribute of many models in evolutionary theory. 
Famous is the example of Axelrod and Hamilton (1981) who asked peers to submit 
strategies for a computer tournament of the iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma game. The 
ambition to win the tournament suggests careful (pre-)selection of the strategy over 
submitting an arbitrary strategy. We, evolutionary biologists, should caution against 
the interpretation of such results because, in my opinion, our primary task is to study 
selection rather than performing selection ourselves. 
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In my view, any form of pre-selection can bias the underlying optimization pro-
cess. Thus, if not backed up by empirical data, I advocate avoiding pre-selection by 
defining the modeled set of genotypes as general and as comprehensive as possible. I 
consider the studies by Lindgren (1992) and van Veelen et al. (2012) as genuine ex-
amples of generally and comprehensively defined sets, but also the rX sets used in 
Chapter 3 (to be honest, they were defined by Cressman 1996). The definition of the 
sets used in Chapter 2 is also general, but I consider the implemented restriction to 
condition game behavior only on the previous action of the opponent also as a form of 
pre-selection (see also discussion section in Chapter 2). 

A problem with comprehensive definitions of genotype sets is that analysis of such 
sets readily becomes intractable with increasing size of the set. Admittedly, my en-
deavors to model genotype sets as comprehensive as possible are rather idealistic. 
Even more so, the modeled genome need not be general and comprehensive if the 
modeler aims to reflect constraints imposed by nature (i.e., a comprehensive model of 
a genotype can be an invalid representation of genotype with known constraints). For 
example, the preference locus x in Chapter 1 codes for a preference for senders or a 
preference for non-senders. My motivation to model it in this way is to define the ge-
nome in a general and comprehensive manner, but biological reality may be different, 
e.g., locus x may code only one of the two preferences. This problem can only be 
solved by empirical studies that investigate how mutation and innovation generate new 
phenotypes (see Traulsen et al. 2010 for a good example). If mutation is understood as 
a factor influencing selection, then it is crucial to understand which types of mutants 
are generated and which types are not. Whenever this information is lacking, I propose 
that genotypes are modeled as comprehensive as possible. Constraining the modeled 
genotypes can still become another research paradigm, once evolution of comprehen-
sive genotypes is understood. 
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Summary 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
When tackling this thesis, my initial drive was to understand how far the genetic model 
of evolution suffices to explain human social behavior. The key interest in the genetic 
model is that mutation generates new social strategies independent from their fitness 
value – in contrast to cultural evolution where an agent can discard evidently unyield-
ing strategies before using them. Cultural evolution thus allows a form of pre-
selection. I emphasize that my interest in the genetic model is motivated by pluralism. 
I have no doubt that humans are in part cultural learners in social situations. 

As example, take a population that socially interacts in that random pairs repeated-
ly play a game with the two actions ‘cooperate’ and ‘defect’. Two paradigmatic strate-
gies in such games are unconditional defector (always defect) and Tit for Tat (cooper-
ate in the first repetition and subsequently imitate the opponent’s previous action). For 
unconditional defector, a minimalistic genetic architecture requires no more than tran-
scribing ‘defection’ in every repetition of the game. A mutation from such a genotype 
to Tit for Tat would then require mutation to the usage of 1) ‘cooperation’ as alterna-
tive action to ‘defection’ whereby this usage has to be 2) condition dependent. I em-
phasize that this mutation would generate an architecture transcribing conditional be-
havior from an architecture that does not. Viewed from the different perspective of a 
phenotypic level, unconditional defector could be the strategy of an individual who 
fails to grasp that ‘cooperation’ would be an option. This strategy, however, could also 
be chosen based on a sophisticated analysis à la homo economicus. Hence, simpleton 
and sophisticon could behave identically raising the question how selection would de-
cide between them. 

The scenarios described around unconditional defector and Tit for Tat illustrate 
that a modeler has a great deal of freedom with respect to chosen genetic underpin-
ning. This choice thereby determines the types of mutant offspring can be expected 
from a certain parent strategy genotype (and possibly, the resulting evolutionary cours-
es). The freedom in this choice and the associated modeling space, however, render 
answering the question if genetic models can explain human social behaviors beyond 
the scope my thesis. Still, the spirit of genetic modeling is factored in the chapters 
summarized in the following. 

In a fully genetic model of sexual selection, preferences for mating partners are ge-
netically determined and so is the attractive trait. If this trait is a handicap then the trait 
signaled via the handicap is also genetically determined. In Chapter 1, we present such 
a model where the attractive/handicap trait is altruism and the signaled trait is fitness. 
Altruism reduces the fitness of the altruist at the benefit of others. While the former 
effect is a characteristic of handicaps the latter effect is not found in non-altruistic 
handicaps. As an example, a – by its own – insufficiently fit individual might be able 
to express the handicap if its fitness is sufficiently increased by altruistic benefits. The 
influence of such effects of altruism on the evolution of altruistic handicaps under sex-
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ual selection is studied in Chapter 1. We find that altruistic handicaps are favored 
whenever fit individuals benefit more from altruism than less fit individuals; altruistic 
handicaps are disfavored, otherwise. 

Potential as invader is a common proxy for fitness. An example is opting out of 
repetitions in repeated Prisoner’s Dilemma games. This option is argued to promote 
the evolution of altruism as conditional cooperators using this option (Out for Tat 
strategies) can be enhanced invaders of unconditional defector populations. Further-
more, loners (which always opt out) can also invade defector populations. Subsequent 
to such invasions, cooperation can evolve as cooperators are potent invaders of loner 
populations. The latter route to the evolution of cooperation sets doubt on the persis-
tence of defector populations and hence, on the relevance of the former route. Using 
genetic architectures that transcribe general strategy sets, we find in Chapter 2 that 
opting out promotes the evolution of cooperation only over restricted parameter rang-
es: i.e. when opting out is lucrative over mutual defection but not too lucrative relative 
to mutual cooperation. Furthermore, we find that populations of Out for Tat strategies 
are less resistant to invasions than populations of certain classical conditional coopera-
tor as Tit for Tat, i.e. the advantage as invader is often compensated by being more 
prone to invasions. 

Apart from selection, the mutation regime and the recombination regime determine 
which phenotypes can be expected in the next generation. As evolutionary biologist, I 
thus hold these regimes as decisive quality of a genetic architecture. In Chapter 3, we 
study the case of asexual populations under frequency dependent selection. We thereby 
classify the effect of mutation on this selection by distinguishing direct effects – the 
fitness effect emerging from interacting with mutants – and indirect effects – the fit-
ness effect emerging from interacting with descendants of mutants. The crux in indi-
rect effects is that descendants from different types of mutants are differently affected 
by selection. By simulations, we show that indirect effects can result in cyclic and cha-
otic dynamics in populations that would evolve to an evolutionary stable state without 
mutation. 

In biology, studying adaptation processes to heterogeneous environments has a 
long tradition. In Chapter 4, we show that this concept can be extrapolated to econom-
ics. A social norm constitutes the choice of complying with the norm. This choice can 
be increasingly compelling with increasing fraction of compliers e.g. because sanction-
ing norm-deviators increases in efficiency with this fraction. Such social norm is stud-
ied in Chapter 4 whereby this norm constitutes a heterogeneous environment as it fails 
to self-organize with some probability. Plastic traits as conditional behaviors are often 
the best form of adaptation to such environments. In the studied model, a preference 
for norm-adherence can indeed evolve towards ranges where the individuals comply 
only when the norm arises. Adherence then evolves to be a conditional behavior. 

Lines of argumentation in evolutionary theory often focus on conspicuous loca-
tions in adaptive landscapes – e.g. the optima that constitute evolutionary stable states. 
An aim of my thesis is to divert attention outside these locations. For example, adding 
the outside option to the repeated Prisoner’s Dilemma increases the number of strate-
gies that mutation can generate by a manifold. Among these strategies can be condi-
tional cooperators that are enhanced invaders of populations composed by defectors 
from the classical game. In Chapter 2, however, we exemplify that among these strate-
gies can also be strategies that harm these conditional cooperators. Apart from harming 
effects, such strategies can be fairly inconspicuous, otherwise. In Chapter 3, an ap-
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proach is proposed of how to integrate conspicuous and inconspicuous parts of adap-
tive landscape into analyses of evolutionary theory. 

As (partially) cultural evolvers, humans focus on promising strategies and disre-
gard evidently unyielding strategies in social situations. Analyzing a winning strategy 
like an evolutionary stable strategy is thus closer to us than analyzing a strategy off 
from peaks in the adaptive landscape. Mutation generating mutations arbitrary with 
respect to fitness or social yield (i.e. the genetic model) corresponds to the classical 
view on how ‘evolution’ functions as optimization process. Understanding if and how 
far evolutionary courses differ between cultural evolution and genetic evolution is in 
my view a promising approach for investigating the nature of evolution as optimization 
process. 
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Samenvatting 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Bij het aanpakken van dit proefschrift was mijn eerste ingeving om te begrijpen in 
hoeverre het genetische model van evolutie volstaat in het verklaren van sociaal gedrag 
bij mensen. De bealngrijkste factor in het genetische model is dat mutatie nieuwe 
sociale strategieën genereert onafhankelijk van hun fitness waarde – in tegenstelling 
tot culturele evolutie waar een individu strategieën kan elimineren wanneer ze 
duidelijk niets opleveren, nog voordat die ze gebruikt. In culturele evolutie is dus een 
soort van pre-selectie mogelijk. Ik benadruk dat mijn interesse in het genetische model 
gemotiveerd wordt door pluralisme. Ik twijfel er niet aan dat mensen deels gevormd 
worden door cultureel leren in sociale situaties. 

Als voorbeeld, neem een populatie waarin sociale interacties zich uitspelen in 
willekeurige paren van individuen die herhaaldelijk een spel spelen met twee acties 
‘samenwerken’ en ‘verlinken’. Twee paradigmatische strategieën in dergelijke spellen 
zijn unconditional defector (altijd verlinken) en Tit for Tat (samenwerken in de eerste 
ronde en vervolgens imiteren wat de opponent in de vorige ronde deed). De minimale 
genetische architectuur voor unconditional defector vereist niets meer dan coderen 
voor ‘verlinken’ in elke herhaling van het spel. Een mutatie van zo’n genotype naar Tit 
for Tat vereist dan mutatie naar het gebruik van 1) ‘samenwerken’ als alternatieve actie 
voor ‘verlinken’ waarbij dit gebruik ook nog 2) afhankelijk moet zijn van de situatie. 
Ik benadruk dat dergelijke mutatie een architectuur genereert die conditioneel gedrag 
codeert vanuit een architectuur die dat niet doet. Vanuit het andere perspectief van een 
fenotypisch niveau bezien kan unconditional defector de strategie zijn van een individu 
dat niet in staat is te begrijpen dat ‘samenwerken’ een optie kan zijn. Deze strategie 
kan echter ook gekozen worden op basis van een uitgekiende analyse à la homo 
economicus. Zo kunnen simpele en uitgekiende individuen zich gelijk gedragen, 
hetgeen de vraag opwerpt hoe selectie op beiden zou kunnen verschillen. 

De scenario’s die beschreven zijn rond unconditional defector en Tit for Tat geven 
aan dat een modelleerder veel vrijheid geniet met betrekking tot het kiezen van de 
genetische codering. Deze keuze bepaalt daarmee de types van mutante nakomelingen 
die verwacht mogen worden op basis van het genotype van de ouder-strategie (en 
mogelijk de daaruit volgende evolutionaire routes). De vrijheid in deze keuze en de 
daarmee samengaande modelruimte, leiden er echter toe dat het antwoord op de vraag 
of genetische modellen het sociaal gedrag van mensen kan verklaren buiten de 
reikwijdte van mijn proefschrift valt. Desalniettemin is de geest van genetisch 
modelleren aanwezig in de hoofdstukken zoals samengevat in het volgende. 

In een volledig genetisch model van seksuele selectie zijn de voorkeuren voor 
paringspartners genetisch bepaald, alsmede het kenmerk waarvan aantrekkingskracht 
uitgaat. Als dit aantrekkelijke kenmerk een handicap vormt, dan is het kenmerk 
waarvoor deze handicap als signaal dient ook genetisch bepaald. In Hoofdstuk 1 
presenteren we zo’n model waar het aantrekkelijke kenmerk/de handicap altruïsme is 
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en als signaal dient voor fitness. Altruïsme reduceert de fitness van de altruïst ten 
gunste van anderen. Waar het eerste effect karakteristiek is voor handicaps, is het 
tweede effect afwezig in niet-altruïsme handicaps. Als voorbeeld, een op zichzelf 
onvoldoende fit individu kan mogelijk de handicap tot expressie brengen wanneer 
diens fitness voldoende toegenomen is door altruïsme van anderen. De invloed van 
dergelijke effecten van altruïsme op de evolutie van altruïstische handicaps door 
seksuele selectie is bestudeerd in Hoofdstuk 1. We vinden dat altruïstische handicaps 
geselecteerd worden wanneer fitte individuen meer profijt hebben van altruïsme dan 
minder fitte individuen; in alle andere gevallen wordt er tegen altruïstische handicaps 
geselecteerd. 

Een veelgebruikte representatie van fitness is de potentie tot invaderen. Een 
voorbeeld daarvan is de strategie die verkiest te stoppen met verdere herhalingen in 
herhaalde Prisoner’s Dilemma spellen. Deze optie is geopperd de evolutie van 
altruïsme te faciliteren omdat conditionele samenwerkers die deze optie gebruiken 
(Out for Tat strategieën) beter in staat zijn om populaties met unconditional defector 
individuen te invaderen. Bovendien kunnen loners (die ervoor kiezen nooit mee te 
spelen) ook defector populaties invaderen. Na dergelijke invasies kan samenwerking 
evolueren omdat samenwerkers zeer goed in staat zijn populaties van loners te 
invaderen. Deze route voor de evolutie van samenwerking roept twijfel op over de 
persistentie van defector populaties en daarmee over de relevantie van de 
eerderbeschreven route. Met behulp van genetische architecturen die coderen voor 
algemene sets van strategieën, laten we zien in Hoofdstuk 2 dat stoppen met verdere 
herhalingen van het spel lucratief is ten opzichte van wederzijds ‘verlinken’ maar niet 
al te lucratief ten opzichte van wederzijds samenwerken. Bovendien laten we zien dat 
populaties van Out for Tat strategieën minder resistent zijn tegen invasies dan 
populaties van bepaalde klassieke conditionele samenwerker strategieën zoals Tit for 
Tat, oftewel: het voordeel van invadeerder wordt vaak gecompenseerd door gevoeliger 
te zijn voor invasies van andere strategieën. 

Naast selectie bepalen ook het mutatie regime en het recombinatie regime welke 
fenotypes verwacht kunnen worden in de volgende generatie. Als evolutiebioloog 
beschouw ik deze regimes daarom als bepalende kwaliteiten van genetische 
architectuur. In Hoofdstuk 3 bestuderen we het geval van aseksuele populaties die 
blootstaan aan frequentie-afhankelijke selectie. We klassificeren daarmee het effect 
van mutatie op deze selectie door directe effecten – het fitness effect dat voortkomt uit 
interacties met mutanten – te onderscheiden van indirecte effecten – het fitness effect 
dat voortkomt uit interacties met afstammelingen van mutanten. Het cruciale van 
indirecte effecten is dat afstammelingen van verschillende typen mutanten een 
verschillend effect van selectie ondergaan. Door middel van simulaties tonen wij aan 
dat indirecte effecten kunnen resulteren in cyclische en chaotische dynamiek in 
populaties die naar een evolutionair stabiele toestand zouden evolueren in afwezigheid 
van mutatie. 

Het bestuderen van adaptatie- processen aan heterogene omgevingen heeft een 
lange traditie in de Biologie. In Hoofdstuk 4 laten we zien dat dit concept 
geëxtrapoleerd kan worden naar de Economie. Een sociale norm creëert de keuze om 
je te houden aan de norm. Deze keuze kan in toenemende mate aantrekkelijk zijn 
naarmate meer individuen zich houden aan de norm, bijvoorbeeld omdat het straffen 
van diegenen die afwijken van de norm daarmee ook efficiënter wordt. Zulke sociale 
normen worden bestudeerd in Hoofdstuk 4 waarin deze norm een heterogene 
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omgeving creëert omdat er een kans bestaat dat het er niet in slaagt zichzelf te 
organiseren. Plastische kenmerken zoals conditioneel gedrag zijn vaak de beste vorm 
van adaptatie aan dergelijke omgevingen. In het bestudeerde model kan inderdaad een 
voorkeur voor houden-aan-de-norm evolueren in de vorm dat individuen zich houden 
aan de norm wanneer de norm ontstaat. Houden-aan-de-norm evolueert dan tot een 
conditioneel gedrag. 

In evolutietheorie richten lijnen van argumentatie zich vaak op opvallende locaties 
in adaptieve landschappen – bijvoorbeeld de optima waar evolutionair stabiele 
toestanden uit bestaan. Een doelstelling van mijn proefschrift is om de aandacht te 
verschuiven naar gebieden buiten deze locaties. Het toevoegen van de mogelijkheid 
om te stoppen met verdere herhalingen in het Prisoner’s Dilemma spel, bijvoorbeeld, 
verhoogt in sterke mate het aantal strategieën dat door mutatie gegenereerd kan 
worden. Onder deze strategieën kunnen zich ook conditionele samenwerkers bevinden 
die betere invadeerders zijn van populaties met unconditional defectors uit het 
klassieke spel. In Hoofdstuk 2 geven we echter een voorbeeld dat deze strategieën ook 
strategieën kunnen bevatten die deze conditionele samenwerkers schade kunnen 
toebrengen. Afgezien van dit schadelijke effect kunnen dergelijke strategieën in andere 
opzichten behoorlijk onopvallend zijn. In Hoofdstuk 3 stellen we een aanpak voor om 
opvallende in onopvallende delen van het adaptieve landschap te integreren in 
evolutietheoretische analyses. 

Mensen richten zich, als (deels) cultureel evoluerende wezens, op veelbelovende 
strategieën en negeren strategieën die duidelijk niets opleveren in sociale situaties. Het 
analyseren van een winnende strategie als een evolutionair stabiele strategie ligt dus 
dichter bij ons dan het analyseren van een strategie die niet op een piek in het 
adaptieve landschap ligt. Een mutatieproces dat mutaties genereert die arbitrair zijn ten 
opzichte van fitness of sociale opbrengst (oftewel: het genetische model) komt overeen 
met de klassieke zienswijze op de functie van ‘evolutie’ als optimalisatieproces. Het 
begrijpen van of en in hoeverre evolutionaire routes verschillen tussen culturele 
evolutie en genetische evolutie is naar mijn mening een veelbelovende aanpak voor 
onderzoek naar de aard van evolutie als optimalisatieproces. 
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